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There are three motivations of the research efforts presented in this thesis. The first
is regarding the performance of plants. The performance of plants is directly and indi-
rectly affected by the 3-d physical structure of plants [175]. One capability considered as
an indicator of plants’ performance is the capability to intercept the photosynthetically
active radiation (PAR). A lot of combinations of plant 3-d physical structure parame-
ters that correspond to the capability of PAR interception have to be analyzed. This
approach probably can be used to morphologically configure an ideal type (ideotype) of
a plant [104]. Conducting research about the capability of plants to intercept the light
is the first motivation.
Furthermore, functional-structural plant modelling (FSPM) has become one popular
approach used in several researches about plants and forests in recent years, where the
protection of the environment and aspects of climate change have been hot issues for
numerous research topics. FSPM technically addresses three kinds of structural aspects
which strongly relate with plant architecture, internal, functional and environmental
impacts [134] that can be simulated in virtual environments accessible by 3-d views
[147] [172] [78]. Conducting research about optimization for 3-d structural architecture
of plants by using FSPM is one motivation itself. The parameters of the 3-d physical
structure of a plant that interconnect to each other and possibly can be optimized to
improve the performance of plants are analyzed deeply.
The last motivation is concerning the rice plant. It is well known that the rice plant is the
most popular and important crop plant in several countries in the world [58]. The rice is
Indonesia’s staple food as well [174]. As an agricultural activity, the rice production is
1
Chapter 1. Introduction 2
significantly affected by the local climate condition [108]. Thus, the research about the
correlation between the morphological rice plant performance and Indonesian climate
conditions reasonably becomes the third motivation of the research.
1.1.1 Research Questions
Research questions are critical issues for guiding research. There are three types of
research questions which are addressed in this research. They are:
1. What are the reasons why rice plants have their specific physical structure?
2. Among parameters, which is the most influential on the architecture and shape
of rice plants, and how sensitive is the functioning of the plant to changes of the
parameter values?
3. How can we design improved virtual rice plants by using FSPM?
1.1.2 Research Objectives
According to the research questions, the general goal of the research is defined. It is
to develop an optimization model of the 3-d physical structure for rice plants by using
FSPM. Three types of specific research objectives are:
1. To analyze and describe the reasons why rice plants have their specific physical
structure.
2. To analyze and describe the requirements that rice plants must meet to optimize
their forms.
3. To design and construct a 3-d model of virtual rice plants by using FSPM on the
software platform GroIMP with the possibility to optimize form with respect to
performance.
1.2 Thesis Organization
To deliver the result of the research, except the introduction chapter, the thesis consists
of four other parts. They are in that order presented: fundamental theoretical frame-
work, research methodology, constructed model configuration and result, and discussion,
conclusion and further works.
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The part ”fundamental theoretical framework” consists of the chapters plant modelling
and the language XL, fundamental facts about the rice plant, and algorithms for opti-
mization. The chapter ”plant modelling and the language XL” presents four subsections;
the functional-structural plant models, an approach for modelling the plants; rewriting
systems, a technique to define a complex object; turtle concept, as a concept to interpret
a rewriting technique in geographical purpose; and basic XL programming with GroIMP,
as a computer language that is executed under a model platform software. The chap-
ter ”fundamental facts about the rice plant” talks about the life cycle and vegetative
green organs of rice plants. And, the chapter ”algorithms for optimization” mentions
the algorithms of five optimization methods.
The part ”research methodology” specifically mentions the methods used in the research.
It talks about research methodology structure, empirical data, model development, and
sensitivity analysis and simulation experiments. Especially in the part ”constructed
model and result”, the detailed explanations of the constructed model (such as rice plant
model, skylight model, parameters for optimization, and optimization model) and the
results of model and simulation (such as rice plant morphology comparisons, sensitivity
analysis, skylight model experiment, and optimization result) are delivered. Finally, the
thesis is closed by the part ”discussion, conclusion, and further works”.
1.3 Modelling Plant Performance: State of the Art
1.3.1 Functional-Structural Plant Modelling
FSPM is a plant modelling approach which combines three types of model; morpho-
logical, physiological, and statistical models. The morphological models describe the
plant’s structure and development. The physiological models demonstrate the biological
processes of the plant at a deeper level of causal and functional relationships. And the
statistical models, also termed aggregation models, deal with the whole plant in a sta-
tistical approach [94]. Regarding an approach in modelling the plant, [12], referring to
Aristotle, identified four types of causes. Those causes are material cause (substances),
formal causes (form), efficient causes (external influences), and purposes. Especially for
the fourth type of causes, it means that a plant grows the way it does by reference to
the purpose or aim of the growth. For example, the plant is growing with wide leaves
because it is trying to maximize its light interception [134]. A justification for this tele-
ological (=purpose-related) viewpoint is evolution, which favours properties enhancing
survival and reproduction.
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The FSPM, or alternatively called virtual plant, constitutes a new generation of mod-
els that is able to represent many potentially important aspects of plant growth and
function. FSPM also explicitly reflects the first three of Aristotle’s causes. Structural
aspects of plant architecture are concerned with formal cause, internal functional as-
pects are concerned with material cause, and environmental impacts are concerned with
efficient cause.
The FSPM represents many important interacting processes in a dynamic way and at a
high degree of detail. A dynamic realism is FSPM’s strength and also its weakness, as the
dynamic realism makes FSPM more complex and computationally demanding. It is also
useful to investigate and provide insight into the last of Aristotle’s causes of plant growth
strategies (purposes-related causes of growth). A promising option to address the aspect
of adaptive “purpose” is by using evolutionary optimization algorithms (EA) [47] [7].
The combination of EA and FSPM will be a good way to explore the plant structure and
growth strategies in perspective on relationships among evolution, ecosystems, individual
plants, and genes [129]. Basically, the idea is that FSPM parameters which define a
growth strategy are assumed as genetic information that can change with evolution.
The growth strategy parameters are used as a basis for developing a different set of
parameters for each genotype in a population of genotypes. Then, phenotypic realization
of each genotype is simulated by runs of the FSPM. The relative reproductive success
of each phenotype is determined. Finally, the measures of relative reproductive success
are used to generate a new population of genotypes [134].
Furthermore, two types of analysis method that are very important and needed in mod-
elling plant growth and architecture are the qualitative botanical and quantitative sta-
tistical analysis. By using qualitative botanical analysis, the development sequence of
a plant is studied by the identification of various levels of organization and of homo-
geneous sub-units. In contrast, all of these architectural units, e. g., axis and growth
unit (results of particular growth processes) can be described by using the quantitative
analysis approach. [38] have combined both approaches to create a simulation model for
tree architecture with agroforestry applications. There are many quantitative data used
in their research, such as: (1) growth processes: length of the growth units (GU), num-
ber of internodes in each GU, polycyclism, state of the apex at each GU (living, dead,
broken), nature of the axis (dominant / dominated / forked); (2) branching processes:
nature and position of lateral buds, axes or floral buds; (3) geometric aspects: branch
diameter at the base of each GU, angle of insertion.
Some results are based on (a) statistical analysis and fitting of the different static fre-
quency distributions of internodes number per different type of GU in many types of dis-
tribution, such Poisson, binomial and geometric distribution; (b) simulation of primary
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growth, how the successive GUs are stacked can be known, the GUs can be characterized
according to their physiological age; (c) simulation of radial growth, it simulates the api-
cal meristems producing new leafy shoots and the diameter of vegetative axes increased
by one new growth ring; (d) simulation of plant / plant and plant / environment inter-
actions, it possibly simulates the growth of buds which are subject to global physical
constraints (even if they belong to different plants). The volume in which the forest
stand developed is discretized into elementary cubes (“voxels”), in which interactions
can be modeled, leading to the simulation of competition for space between buds which
grow within the same cube, whether they belong to the same plant or to neighboring
plants; and (e) simulation of below-ground architecture, the model simulates that root
development can occur in different ways, such as sylleptic or proleptic, partial or total,
etc.
Concentrating on the evolution of plant shape, [119] simulated phenotypic walks through
multi-dimensional fitness-landscapes by using a simple plant morphospace as a venue
for simulated walks. In these computer simulated walks, Niklas used the limits of the
morphological plasticity concept of [165] about the morphological variation in the fossil
record of Upper Silurian and Devonian Period vascular land plants; such as: equal
branching, tracheids, stomata, unequal branching, etc. Developmental plasticity itself
can be defined as the developmental changes that follow the perception and integration
of environmental information. Although developmental plasticity plays a major role in
the adaptation of both animals and plants to heterogeneous conditions, it is thought to
be of particular importance in plants [3] in [124].
[120] expanded and re-evaluated a model for mimicking land plant evolution; it is used
to predict the effects of the number of simultaneously performed tasks (complexity),
abrupt changes in environment conditions, and developmental barriers on number and
accessibility of variants occupying fitness maxima. There are four types of task which
must be performed: maximizing light interception (L), maximizing mechanical stability
(M), maximizing reproductive success (R), and minimizing total surface area (S). Based
on those types combinations, there are 15 fitness landscapes: four single-task landscapes
(L, M, R, S), six double-task landscapes (MR, LM, RL, MS, LS, RS), four triple-task
landscapes (LMR, MRS, MLS, LRS), and one four-task landscape (LMRS).
In the model, abrupt changes in environment conditions are mimicked by random re-
placement of one fitness landscape with another; on the other hand, the developmental
barriers are mimicked by barring searches from entering specific subdomains in the mor-
phospace. The morphospace is constructed with three parameters, they are: a bifurca-
tion angle φ, the angle between the longitudinal axes of each bifurcate pair; a rotation
angle γ, the angle between the longitudinal axis of each pair and the horizontal plane;
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and a probability of apical bifurcation p. In addition, the simple Y-shaped variant is
modified by the addition of more axes to simulate more complex morphological vari-
ants in the morphospace. The morphospace itself has two subdomains, one containing
all equally branched (isobifurcate) morphologies and another containing all unequally
branched (anisobifurcate) morphologies. The entire morphospace is constructed by in-
dependently varying each of the variables used to construct the morphologies in each of
the two subdomains [122].
Based on the idea of five developmental processes generating all plant body plans [121]:
the degree to which cyto and karyokinesis are synchronized; the extent to which dividing
cells remain adjoined; whether cytoplasmic continuity is maintained after cell division;
whether growth in size is determinate (closed) or indeterminate (open); and the number
and orientation of the planes of cell division; [123] studied the evolutionary development
of plant body plans. They deal with the ‘transcription factor’ paradigm helping to
unravel the developmental macroevolution of plants. This paradigm has implicated at
least six molecular mechanisms for phenotypic evolution: (1) gene array duplication
and subsequent sub-functionalization, (2) changes in the spatial expression patterns of
pre-existing arrays, (3) homeodomain protein sequence alterations, (4) modifications of
DNA binding domains, (5) alterations in downstream regulated gene-networks, and (6)
changes in upstream regulatory genes.
The real challenge in terms of modelling plant evolution is to assess the simultaneous
performance of all of basic biological obligations. For that reason, [122] developed a
computer model to mimic the early evolution of plants (in this case ancient vascular
plants or tracheophytes are the objects of the research). The model has three compo-
nents: an N-dimensional domain of all mathematically conceivable ancient morphologies
(a morphospace); a numerical assessment of the ability (fitness) of each morphology to
intercept light, maintain mechanical stability, conserve water, and produce and disperse
spores; and an algorithm that searches the morphospace for successively more fit variants
(an adaptive walk). The early land plant evolution is simulated by locating neighboring
morphologies that progressively perform one or more tasks more efficiently.
The relative fitness of each hypothetical morphology can be evaluated using basic physics
or engineering principles that describe quantitatively the performance of each task des-
ignated to influence growth, survival, and reproductive ability. The ability of each
morphological variant to perform one or more of these tasks can then be divided by the
maximum performance level in a particular landscape.
In a similar spirit, [130] made a model to describe and explain the evolution and devel-
opment of inflorescence architectures; it could predict associations between inflorescence
architecture, climate, and life history; which are validated empirically. Three types of
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inflorescence architecture observed are: panicles, which comprise a branching series of
axes that terminate simultaneously in flowers; racemes, which comprise axes bearing
flowers in lateral positions, or lateral axes that reiterate this pattern; and cymes, which
comprise axes that terminate in flowers and lateral axes that reiterate this pattern [158]
[159] [177]. In modelling, [130] considered vegetativeness (veg), a variable that charac-
terizes the meristems giving rise to shoots or flowers as two extremes of a continuum;
where the veg level was categorized into two categories: high levels of veg corresponding
to shoot meristem identity and low levels to flower meristem identity. These veg levels
were related to many factors, for instance plant age, meristem position, internal state of
a meristem, and the environment.
In generating the next architectural type, the meristem can be in one of two internal
states (state A and B); state A represents an advanced stage of meristem development
(mature), whereas state B presents the stage when a meristem is newly formed (imma-
ture). State B can be transient. In addition, meristems in state A and B attain low levels
of veg at different times, TA and TB. Figure 1.1 depicts architectures and time courses
of veg decline for various inflorescence models. Small filled circles indicate meristems;
white circles denote flowers; and colors highlight paths of representative meristems: blue
for main meristem, orange for lowest lateral meristem, and red for third lateral meris-
tem from bottom. Plots show the time course of veg decline in selected meristems after
their initiation. (A) Level of veg does not change with time; an indeterminate vegeta-
tive branching structure results. (B) V eg declines at a similar rate in all meristems and
yields flowers upon reaching threshold VK at time T ; a panicle results. (C) V eg in apical
meristems (state A) reaches threshold VK at time TA > TB for lateral meristems (state
B). The resulting structure is a compound raceme, with lower branches terminating in
flowers. (D) Transient model in which lateral meristems are initially in state B but
revert to state A if veg does not reach the threshold VK ; a raceme with indeterminate
branches is produced for TB < TA. (E) Transient model in which TB > TA yields a cyme
[130].
In the transient model, it is assumed that state B can be reverted to state A. The key
feature of the transient model is that it can generate cymes as well as racemes and
panicles, thus accounting for these inflorescence types within a single framework. The
transient mechanism may therefore account for the restriction of observed inflorescence
types to a small region of morphospace (Figure 1.2); where different phenotypes are
generated by varying the two times, TA and TB at which flowers begin to form that
correspond to panicles, racemes, and cymes; values along each axis range from 0 to 10
plastochrons; black arrows, pointing away from the wild-type architecture, indicate the
effect of LFY and TFL1 mutations [141].
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Figure 1.1: Architectures and time course of veg decline for various inflorescence
models [130]
Figure 1.2: Morphospace for the transient model [130]
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Figure 1.3 describes the incorporation of LFY and TFL1 genes into the transient model.
(A) shows the interactions between genes, time, veg, and growth underlying the model.
Growth increases the number of modules and hence influences the spatial pattern of
gene expression. Gene activity affects veg and hence influences whether a meristem will
continue to generate more modules or whether it will cease growing. Arrowheads indicate
up-regulation; bars, down-regulation. Growth promotes production of meristems in
state A or B, with state B reverting to A unless the floral threshold is reached. (B to
H) show wild-type, mutant, and transgenic phenotypes generated by the model with
the interactions shown in (A), assuming inductive conditions [141]. Moreover, circles
indicate flowers; a color-code indicates veg levels: white for normal flower; yellow/green
for shootlike flower; and arrows indicate branches.
Figure 1.3: Incorporating LFY and TFL1 genes into the transient model [130] (see
text for explanation)
Several two-dimensional fitness landscapes, with their forms depending on further pa-
rameters (Td, σ, and θ), are depicted in Figure 1.4. Fitness levels are indicated by height
and color. For each genotype, fitness is calculated over seasons with an average duration
Td and standard deviation σ, assuming that a fraction θ of mature plants survives from
one season to the next. Plants illustrate the architecture generated at time Td. (A) For
annuals with fixed growth duration, the optimal inflorescence is a panicle, represented
by a single adaptive peak. (B) If Td is reduced, the optimal architecture is a less highly
branched panicle. (C) When σ is increased; two peaks arise corresponding to compound
racemes and cymes. (D) With a further increase in σ, the peaks diverge. Optimal ar-
chitectures are simple racemes and cymes. (E) Increased longevity θ shifts the peaks
toward panicles [130]. The separation of peaks in cases C, D, E can explain why racemes
and cymes rarely co-occur within the same plant genus.
In another, more agriculture-oriented plant modelling study, [44] applied the crop model
PILOTE and the FSPM GREENLAB for modelling maize (Zea mays L.) at the stand
level and individual level. The crop model PILOTE was used to describe the plant as
an object located within the surface area of a field responding to temperature, light,
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Figure 1.4: Two-dimensional fitness landscapes [130]
water dynamics and other factors influenced by humans [18] [107]. PILOTE has a soil
model to simulate the soil water balance and a crop model to estimate the resulting
crop yield. The simulation of the soil water balance, by determining evaporation, was
used to see the effect of the current leaf area index (LAI) on the partitioning coefficient
between transpiration and soil evaporation, calculating the soil water balance among
reservoirs on basis of field capacity (FC) and wilting point (WP), and exporting water
stress index (WSI) as an environmental coefficient to the other model (the crop module).
On the other hand, the crop module simulates the LAI and WSI response by involving
two shape parameters and a vegetative growth parameter correlating with the effective
accumulated temperature. It evaluates grain yield as well as product and harvest index
(HI).
Other issues virtual plants were studied by [116]. They conducted research in mechanics
and form of leaves, especially in the leaf of maize plant (Zea mays cv DEA) flexural
behavior. They used maize plants as objects of research which were raised from seeds
during late spring and summer in Bordeaux. In conducting the research, they processed
data based on a local structural definition of longitudinal leaf suppleness.
Theoretically, based on a mechanical perspective, the maize leaf can be described as
a complex 3-d structure consisting of a central thickened, curved midrib; and a much
thinner part, on both sides of the midrib, called lamina (Figure 1.5). Here, the study
was focused on the bending behavior of the central line of the midrib; when the whole
structure of the leaf is vertically loaded, this line remains within the vertical x-y plane
(symmetry). Moreover, still based on the mechanical point of view, the bending supple-
ness can be defined in equation (1.1); where sf is the plane bending suppleness, δ(C) is
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Figure 1.5: General morphology of the mature maize leaf [116]
the variation of curvature, and δ(Mz) is the variation of the bending moment between
the initial and final equilibrium state. However, for the suppleness of an equivalent
homogenous beam, classical sf can be defined by equation (1.2); where Eeq is the lon-
gitudinal Young’s modulus of the equivalent material and Iz is the second moment of







Some calculation methods used in the study are curvilinear abscissa, curvature and
bending moment. The curvilinear distance (si) is defined for each point as the sum of
the upstream inter-point segments. It is defined in equation (1.3); where xi and yi are
coordinates within the plane of symmetry of the ith point. The simple curvature (Ci)
can be defined in equation (1.4); where it is calculated in each point i and P is the
local fitted polynomial. Finally, the bending moment (Mzi) can be defined in equation
(1.5); where x is the point abscissa and w is the sum of the self-weight and of eventual
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Some results have been concluded in the study of [116]. The overall shape of the sup-
pleness curve is very stable, a quasi-exponential increase in suppleness along the midrib;
however there is significant difference in slopes between ranks. Furthermore, the midrib
represents more than 87% of the leaf rigidity within the basal quarter of the leaf, and
it reaches 50% only at the middle of the leaf. Besides that, the elastic straining of the
mature leaf under its self-weight explains only one-third of the leaf bending.
[42] developed a 3-d parametric model of maize (Zea mays) canopy. It was used for
accurate computation of the radiative transfer, the computation for describing the veg-
etation functioning and interpreting remote sensing data through investigating the light
climate within canopy. Measurements of dimension, shape, position, and orientation of
the leaves and stems were used to give a picture of the maize canopy architecture. Here,
plant structural parameters were considered, they are leaf length, leaf width, leaf height,
leaf area, and diameter and height of stem. Furthermore, leaf curvature, undulation and
cross section were measured at a subset of plants where the silhouette was digitized.
The plant model itself was constructed in three steps: adjusting distribution laws for
the parameters, drawing the values of parameters by using Monte Carlo technique, and
running the algorithm that was used for radiative transfer calculation then.
To keep the implementation simple, they used a minimum set of input variables and
parameters. They studied fully developed plants, however they ignored the reproductive
parts and leaf senescence for simplification. Finally, they used the developed 3-d canopy
architecture to compare the SAIL reflectance model [168] with PARCINOPY which is a
Monte Carlo ray tracing model. The result was that PARCINOPY was confirmed as a
very convenient tool to evaluate simpler reflectance models applied to specific vegetation
types.
[162] developed a FSPM to calculate annual photosynthetic gains in beech saplings
(Fagus crenata). The calculation of annual photosynthetic gains was technically used to
determine an influence of foliar phenology and shoot inclination on the carbon economy.
In detail, to estimate an hourly leaf photosynthetic gain, [162] calculated the hourly light
interception of each leaf; and to evaluate the importance of simultaneous foliar phenology
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and slanting shoots, they calculated the photosynthetic budgets with contrasting foliar
phenology and shoot inclination.
Concerning shoot inclination and foliar phenology, self-shading is greater in upright
shoots than in slanting shoots; and the self-shading can reduce the intensity of light.
Without a vertical gradient in light intensity, the light intensity at the top of a shoot does
not depend on shoot inclination. If leaves on a shoot open and fall simultaneously, lower
leaves are more or less shaded by upper leaves throughout their lifespans, including the
period when they are young and productive. One possible solution for avoiding strong
self-shading during the productive period of a leaf is to open leaves successively and
expose them to strong light when they are young.
To implement shoot inclination and foliar phenology, [162] used two kinds of research
methods. The first method is functional-structural plant modelling. The model is com-
posed from sub-models, such as: 3-d structure of aboveground tree parts; foliar phenol-
ogy, the concept of simultaneous foliar phenology of beech [81] was used in this research;
light interception, in this part they used a detailed light model [52]; instantaneous photo-
synthetic rate; and alternative traits. The second method is simulation. It was developed
to simulate each individual model separately.
In a similar study, [60] used a FSPM for investigating the influence of geometrical traits
(internode length, leaf area, branching angle and shoot top diameter) on light intercep-
tion efficiency of trees (case study in apple trees). They chose the silhouette to total
area ratio (STAR) of leaves for evaluating the level of light interception efficiency. The
FSPM, here, means an architectural model for simulation of apple trees’ topology and
geometry, MAppleT [31]. The apple tree topology was organized according to Marko-
vian models that control both the branching patterns and growth units (GU) successions
along axes [31] [57] [30] [135]. In addition, regarding geometry, branch bending was sim-
ulated with a biomechanical model [131] and the secondary growth of each internode
(causing diameter expansion) was simulated with the pipe model [145].
A silhouette area is a projected area of an object on a plane that is perpendicular to the
projective direction (see Figure 1.6). It was used to calculate STAR, where STAR is
given in equation (1.6). In equation (1.6), PLA is total projected leaf area (the silhouette
area of the tree) and TLA is the total leaf area, where TLA is given by equation (1.7),










Figure 1.6: Illustration of silhouette area [60]
Indeed, there are three kinds of aspects that were expected to have direct influence on
the STAR value: the leaf surface, it is determined by the leaf area (LA); the density
of leaves, it is determined by internode length, branch bending and branching angle;
and the leaf orientation, it is influenced by branching angle and branch bending. Thus,
technically, the branch bending is directly determined by leaf area, internode length and
shoot top diameter. Four geometrical traits: leaf area (LA), internode length (IL), shoot
top diameter (TSD), and branching angle; have indirect influence on the STAR value.
Figure 1.7 describes the relations between the investigated traits and putative influences
on light interception efficiency.
Figure 1.7: Relations between the investigated traits and putative influences on light
interception efficiency [60]
Here, [60] simulated the growth and branching process of apple trees in MAppleT with
Markov Chains and Semi Hidden Markov Chains. So, the output variance of STAR
results from the stochastic part of these models. In visualizing the result, they run a
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first set of 300 simulations with ordinary stochastic processes at first, and then another
set of 300 simulations.
To avoid very time-consuming repetitions of simulation runs, they did not carry out a
sensitivity analysis based on eFAST or Sobol methods; however they restricted their
study to a set of 300 parameter combinations, in order to evaluate the stochastic part,
and adopted a meta-modelling approach to investigate their model response. For that
reason, they investigated two kinds of meta-modelling approaches: a multiple polynomial
linear metamodel (PLMM) and a generalized additive model (GAM) (Faivre, unpub-
lished) [179]. The PLMM aimed at modelling the simulated STAR variable as a linear
combination of cross-product of polynomial functions of maximum degree between the
different parameters. Here, the STAR is formulated in equation (1.8). Where, the sum
for j is over the (CK+DD ) combinations of cross products of functions with different pow-
ers on all the K = 4 factors; Zj,i
∏
Xdkk,i for 0 ≤ dk ≤ D, D is the maximum degree of the
polynomial; θj are the parameters of the regression; and εi is the residual error term.
In addition, the GAM modeled STAR as an additive sum of nonparametric functions








fk(Xk,i) + εi (1.9)
Several researchers also developed virtual plants by using the softwares AMAP and
GREENLAB. [33] simulated light transmission (photosynthetically active radiation or
PAR) of virtual coconut stands and predicted intercrop yields by combining the results
of intercropping experiments and the simulated light transmission. The virtual coconut
stands are described with some parameters: trunk diameter, trunk height, trunk pro-
jection, the number of green fronds per tree, frond length (panicle and rachis), leaflet
horizontal angle and leaflet vertical angle. Virtual coconut trees from AMAP were used.
The results said that there is a linear relationship between PAR transmission to the
ground and tree density with high coefficients of determination.
The PAR quantity incoming from each direction is calculated in two steps. The first
step is a calculation of direct and diffuse components of global radiation; the calculation
is based on the ratio of global radiation on extra-terrestrial radiation. The second step
is an approximation of diffuse radiation within 46 sectors by combining the brightness
of a clear sky formula [41] and the brightness of a standard overcast sky formula [6].
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In simulation of virtual coconut stands, [33] created triangular and square designs for
analyzing the effect of the planting patterns and the tree density. Other designs are
created by removing some trees from the triangular design that was conducted in the
Davao Research Center (DCR) of Philippines Coconut Authority; and by thinning down
to 107 and 72 trees / ha. In addition, regarding a relative measurement, the main concern
for characterizing the radiative conditions is to assess the quantity of transmitted PAR
by determining not only the mean transmission rates, but also the distribution of light
on the ground.
In addition, [136] simulated the amount of light absorbed at organ and plant scales from
crop emergence to maturity by using the AMAP software. They developed a 3-d virtual
sunflower, a species for which they also conducted greenhouse and field experiments (in
1998, 1999 and 2001) to parameterize the AMAPsim architectural model [9] to simulate
sunflower growth and architecture, to adapt the MMR radiative calculation model [33] to
greenhouse condition, and to test and simulate all experimental situations (depending on
many changed variables: density, yes or no artificial shading, and yes or no decapitation)
based on a combination of both models. The MMR radiative calculation model itself
consists of three models, they are: Mir, it deduces the interception of directional light by
vegetation elements; Musc, it calculates the multiple scattering of intercepted light and
the resulting additional irradiation of vegetation and soil [32]; and Radbal, it combines
outputs of previous modules in order to obtain the complete light balance of the plot
for the light condition of the treatment considered [34].
In this research, the fraction of PAR intercepted by the canopy (εi) is calculated by equa-
tion (1.10), it is estimated from the daily incident PAR above the canopy (PARincident)
and the daily incident PAR at the level of the soil (PARincident(soil)). Moreover, the
daily PAR absorbed by an organ (PARa(organ)) is calculated by equation (1.11); where
PARi(organ) is the calculation of PAR absorbed by a plant organ includes its interception
of incident PAR, PARs(organ) is the additional fraction of light scattered by vegetation
and soil which is intercepted by the organ, ρ is the reflection coefficient determined for
the PAR range, and τ is the transmission coefficient determined for the PAR range.
Then, the fraction of absorbed PAR (εa) can be calculated by equation (1.12); where
S(plot) is the plot surface area. And, the relative leaf irradiation (RLI) is calculated by
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PARincident × S(plot) × LAI
(1.13)
The results of this research said that the fraction of PAR intercepted by plants did not
significantly differ from the simulated data. The fraction of absorbed PAR (εa) showed
a sigmoidal pattern over thermal time, it was first fairly low then increased rapidly.
Furthermore, changes in RLI over thermal time showed a similar pattern in all different
experiment situations. And, the contribution to light absorption made by stems and
petioles was minor. Finally, the simulations showed that average PAR hourly absorbed
by the plant leaves, with accounting for or without accounting for heliotropic movements
(especially on a day with clear sky conditions), had only minor differences [136].
Moreover, [182] designed the GREENLAB model to deliver a mathematical plant growth
model that integrates plant architecture and morphology aspects with biomass produc-
tion and allocation. The model produced 3-d views of the dynamics of plant growth in
some aspects: leaf size, pruning, result of internal competition for resources, and the
plant’s phenotypic plasticity simulation. A non-linear relationship between leaf size and
assimilation, and some functions that describe the general shape of each organ from its
initiation to maturity; are two kinds of model functions that are included in the model.
There are several sorts of parameters used in GREENLAB, such as: topological parame-
ters (such as physiological age and number of microstates), functioning parameters (such
as base temperature, number and thermal duration of growth cycles, thermal duration
of organ expansion, water use efficiency, etc.), state variables (such as number and size
of organs) and geometric and allometric parameters (such as insertion angles of organs,
specific leaf area and organ water content). One species as an object of the research
used by [182] to adapt the model was the sunflower plant.
In addition, one application of GREENLAB is modelling of biomass. A non-linear
function f(S, r1, r2) in equation (1.14) describes the biomass production; where it
depends on leaf surface area (S), and r1 and r2 are parameters that have to be computed
based on [184] optimization methods. The biomass production of each leaf becomes
proportional to leaf surface if the parameter r2 is zero [182]. The equation (1.15) shows
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that the biomass Qn is generated by all green leaves; where N
L
k is the number of green
leaves, Sk is the leaf surface area, and k is a leaf rank.
The biomass increment of organ O (4qO(i,n)) can be described in equation (1.16); where
PO(i) is the reference sink value, Qn−1 is the biomass supply provided by the leaves for
distribution among sinks present in the plant architecture that constitute the overall
demand (Dn). In addition, the sink (PO(i)) can be calculated by equation (1.17); where
tO is growing organ period, a and b are real numbers calculated by heuristic methods
[184]. The Dn, as the bulk demand of all growing organs during period tO, can be
calculated by equation (1.18); where O is the organ type corresponding to the leaf blade,
peduncle, internode, secondary growth rings on the stem and fruits or flowers (they are
denoted as B, P , I, C and F respectively). Furthermore, the total biomass (qO(i,n)) in
the organ is the sum of 4qO(i,j) (where j is the growth cycle), it can be calculated by
equation (1.19).










































The competition from inflorescences makes the biomass production increase only until
flowering and decrease thereafter. This condition affects the biomass partitioning, where
its partitions to leaves and internodes increase until flowering. This is in accordance with
classic results, where exponential growth is followed by linear growth.
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Still in GREENLAB research, [150] used the architectural mathematical model GREEN-
LAB to assist plant phenotyping (involving an organogenesis mutant) on two rice geno-
types: Nippon Bare (NB) and Phyllo. In their experiment, seedlings of the wild type NB
and one of its T-DNA organogenesis deficient mutants named Phyllo were investigated
to analyze the variability in carbon sink to source processes among genotypes; the plant
development (leaf and tiller appearance) was monitored to estimate the phyllochron and
tillering rate; an Li-6200 gas exchange analysis system was used to measure assimilation
rate. Moreover, the topology was characterized in terms of leaf position on tillers and
the main stem, and tiller position according to the Katayama scheme [61]; and sugar
content analysis was done according to [102].
GREENLAB fittings on observations were good except for NB, mainly because of the
difficulty of correctly optimizing numerous small leaf sinks (generated by the growth
process) compared to a single big root sink compartment. Furthermore, GREENLAB
successfully sensed the phenotypic differences underlined experimentally, in particular,
modified carbon sink to source relationships for Phyllo. In addition, modelling analysis
of rice tillering cases shows that GREENLAB has a great potential as heuristic approach
to be applied to plant phenotyping.
GREENLAB, as a method, was also used by [96] in conducting their research to build
a breeding strategy simulation for predicting and improving phenotype traits. Three
methods used by [96] are: GREENLAB, Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) Cartographer,
and genetic algorithm. The GREENLAB model formalism was used as a dynamic model
taking into account architectural plasticity of the plant and biomass allocation at organ
level. In this case, the model was used to link parameters of the plant growth model to
QTL. For that reason, virtual genes and virtual chromosomes were defined to construct
a simple genetic model that drove the settings of the species-specific parameters of the
model. Thus, QTL detection in simulated plant traits was studied by using the QTL
Cartographer software. It illustrated the chain from genotype to phenotype with virtual
data that allow a simplification to make plant modelers more familiar with the benefits
of growth models for breeding work. Finally, the identification of yield maximization
based on the model parameters and the associated allelic combination was done by
implementing a genetic algorithm method. It was computed to find the parameters, and
therefore the associated genotype, that give the best yield under constant environment
parameters.
The configuration of the GREENLAB model is illustrated in Figure 1.8. It is a generic
growth model based on dynamic equations that integrate organogenesis, biomass allo-
cation and production at the organ scale [96]. Here, the genome of the plant influences
the endogenous parameters and the rules processing the environmental impacts. Thus,
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the endogenous parameters are converted to the mathematical growth model to produce
virtual plant growth. In the mathematical growth model, the various feedbacks among
organogenesis, biomass allocation and production are represented by circular arrows.
Figure 1.8: General flowchart linking the genetic model to the GREENLAB model
[96]
A genetic model part (see Figure 1.9) was constructed to introduce a plant genotype into
the growth model; and some parameters were chosen to be considered. Those parameters
for simulation of this model were taken from the calibration results of [59] and [103] on
Zea mays L. The endogenous parameters themselves were distinguished on the basis of
the stability study made by [103]. Those parameters were identified in an array Y with
size T ; where T is the number of genetic parameters.
Figure 1.9: Genes and alleles expression [96]
Furthermore, the virtual genome of the plant is assumed to consist of only one pair
of chromosomes. Genes (located on the chromosome) can be assumed to be numbers
(quantitative); and each gene can take several values called alleles. They are represented
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in the matrix G (N x P ); where N is the number of genes and P is the current maximal
number of alleles for one gene (see Figure 1.9). The matrix is used to build the genotype
of the plant. In addition, the chromosome C (C1 and C2) is a vector of size N whose
components are taken from the matrix G (one allele in each line). Moreover, C3 (with
size N) is the fictitious chromosome of allele effects; it is resulted from the application
f(C1, C2) as a set of rules for each component of the chromosome vectors. From the
virtual chromosome C3, the genetic vector of parameters is calculated as a product of
matrices Y = DAC3; where Y is the array of the parameters to set, D is a diagonal
matrix (T x T ) whose coefficients are scaling factors to have range compatibility, A is a
(T x N) matrix defining the influence of genes on each parameter, and T is the number
of genetic parameters.
The genetic algorithm results gave the allelic combination that optimizes cob weight
under given environmental conditions. Blade thickness and blade resistance needed
to be as small as possible as their diminution increases the plant’s ability to perform
photosynthesis. On the other hand, large seed biomass gave a stronger plant. Sinks of
unproductive organs (except cob) should take minimal values to avoid waste in biomass
partitioning. The number of short internodes should be as large as possible as it lets the
plant allocate biomass uppermost to the blades that are the future sources of assimilate
production. However, the optimization results found for cob sink and the cob sink
variation parameters are coherent with the observations that tend to show the existence
of an optimum point not situated on the interval boundaries. The increase in cob weight
induced by the parameter optimization is about 60%.
[68] also used the GREENLAB model in their research. They used it to simulate the
growth of a tree. This research was conducted to find a tree shape maximing its light
interception. In the tree’s light interception, there are three important aspects, they
are: phyllotaxy, branching, and bending. Phyllotaxy is the arrangement of leaves and
branches on a plant stem. To describe the phyllotaxy, GREENLAB uses a parameter Φ
(0o to 360o) which is defined as rotation angle between two adjacent internodes. Concern-
ing branching, the branching angle is the angle between a branch and its mother stem;
it is defined in GREENLAB as parameter θ (0o to 180o). Bending depends on gravity
and phototropism. The gravity will bend branches downward and the phototropism will
bend branches upward. There are two parameters K (larger than zero) and p (ranging
from 0.0 to 1.0) that control the degree of bending and the position where the branch
begins to fold upward.
In addition, to compute the light interception, [68] summed up the light interception
from individual organs. Since a leaf is represented as a mesh object in computer memory,
several rays were emitted evenly into the sky sphere from each point of the leaf mesh.
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For each ray, they counted leaves that this ray encounters. Let this number be n. The
visibility of this ray is calculated as tn, where t is the light transmittance of a leaf.
Finally, the visibility of a leaf is estimated using the mean value of visibility of all rays
emitted from this leaf mesh. The authors use the sum of visibility of all leaves (V ) to
measure the light interception of the tree.
The visibility of all leaves (V ) can be written as a function of four parameters, V =
f(Φ, θ,K, p). It is a typical optimization problem to find a set of parameters to maximize
V . For this purpose, [68] used the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [144].
Several researchers have conducted their research in virtual plants by using another type
of model, such as LIGNUM. The model LIGNUM was developed by [125], it describes
the three dimensional structure of the tree crown (segments, branching points and buds)
and defines the growth in terms of the metabolism taking place in units which correspond
to the organs of the tree. Each pair of tree segments is separated by a branching point;
and the buds produce new tree segments, branching points and other buds. The tree
segment itself consists of sapwood, heartwood, bark and foliage. In this model, the
architectural structure of the tree is formed by simple branching rules. In addition, the
main emphasis in the LIGNUM model is on the carbon balance formulations, and the
central question is how to incorporate the carbon balance in a model tree that consists
of a large number of units.
As a basic assumption, the tree growth model implemented by LIGNUM has some main
characteristics: the carbon balance is considered on an annual basis; photosynthesis,
respiration, senescence and growth are included in the carbon budget of the tree that
can drive tree growth; the allocation of growth to new and existing parts of the tree
is modeled at the tree level; the pipe model hypothesis and the principle of functional
balance are taken into account [118]. According to the pipe model hypothesis, a tree can
be pictured as consisting of foliage, fine roots and a bundle of pipes [164]. The active
pipes extend from the root tips to the foliage elements, and the disused pipes no longer
connect the roots and the foliage elements. A cross-sectional area of the active pipes
corresponds to the cross-sectional area of sapwood. Accordingly, the heartwood consists
of disused pipes. The original pipe model idea was further modified to allow for the
observed dynamics of the active pipes that the dying foliage releases for reuse [118].
[125] assumed that the foliage biomass is associated with a certain cross-sectional area
of sapwood below the foliage. Thus, the new wood growth is proportional to the net
change of foliage above the tree segment in question. It means that the cross-sectional
area of sapwood in a tree segment just below a branching point is equal to the sum
of the cross-sectional areas of sapwood in the tree segments going upwards from that
branching point. They also assumed that the foliage density on the surface of a new
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tree segment is constant. This leads to a linear relationship between the cross-sectional
area of the sapwood and the foliage mass in a new tree segment. The functional balance
hypothesis states that in cases where the soil conditions remain constant, the amount
of foliage and roots in a tree are linearly related [118].
In addition, [99] adapted the LIGNUM model to model trees by combining tree metabolism
with a realistic spatial distribution of morphological parts; the model has been calibrated
for Jack pine. A sensitivity study indicated that uncertainty in the photosynthesis and
respiration parameters will primarily cause changes to the net annual carbon gain, which
can be corrected through calibration of the growth rate; it means that the effect of uncer-
tainties and errors in the model parameters can be minimized through the calibration
process. Furthermore, the model can simulate the effect of a decrease in light level
on height, biomass, total tree branch length, and productivity; and the results were
compared with field data.
1.3.2 Rewriting Systems
1.3.2.1 L-Systems
In 1968, the biologist Aristid Lindenmayer invented a special sort of grammar to describe
the growth of arrangements of plant cells [95]. This approach was called Lindenmayer
systems (L-systems for short) later on. In the mathematical theory of plant develop-
ment, the central concept of L-systems is rewriting. The rewriting is a technique for
defining a complex object by successively replacing parts of a simple initial object (ω)
using a set of rewriting rules or productions (p). The rewriting concept in L-systems is
different from the rewriting concept in classical formal grammars (Chomsky grammars
of [29]), especially in the production part. In Chomsky grammars, productions are ap-
plied sequentially; whereas in L-systems, they are applied in parallel and simultaneously
replace all letters in a given word [132].
L-systems that can be used to construct developmental models of herbaceous plants
(non-woody plants) are specified at three levels of detail: partial L-systems (abstract
level), L-systems schemata (control mechanism level) and complete L-systems [132].
The partial L-systems employ the notations of nondeterministic L-systems to define the
realm of possibilities within which structures of a given type may develop. The partial
L-systems capture the main traits characterizing structural types, and provide a formal
basis for their classification. In this level, there are five mechanisms: stochastic, table
L-systems, delay, accumulation of components, and signal mechanism. Furthermore,
L-systems schemata is a level used to describe the topology of individual plants and
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temporal aspects of their development. Finally, the geometric aspects (including infor-
mation concerning growth rates of internodes, the values of branching angles, and the
appearance of organs) are added at the complete L-systems level.
The L-systems can be used in a broad area of research, like what [73] did. He tried
to construct a particular (biological) species development by using L-systems. In the
construction, there are eight steps which should be followed, they are: analysis of the
biological object, definition of informal rules, definition of L-systems axiom and rules,
computer simulation and interpretation of generated strings, translation into a graphical
output, comparison of the artificial object with the behavior of the real object (in the
model development concept, it could be called a validation process), and correction of
the L-systems and repetition of the steps before (if necessary; in the model development
concept, it could be called a verification process). Regarding an approach for parameter-
fitting, Genetic programming (GP), the L-systems also can benefit. Basically, GP is a
method to automatically develop populations of computer programs through simulated
evolution [87] [88]. The combination of L-systems and GP will be called genetic L-
systems programming. Genetic L-systems programming is conceptually similar to the
GP paradigm introduced by [87]; however one main difference between the two concepts
here is the use of higher-order building blocks (they are called ‘patterns’) for generation
and modification of expressions, where basically each expression is constructed from a
start pattern in a recursive manner by combining some expressions that are taken from
the expression pattern pool (see Figure 1.10).
Technically, the population of genotypes in an L-systems consists of symbolic expressions
(data structures). The head symbols denote (abstract) data types for which decoding,
interpretation and evaluation functions are easily definable by mechanisms of pattern
matching. Regarding the fitness concept, it could be derived from the L-systems inter-
pretation functions so that each L-systems genotype technically gets an associated fitness
value. Furthermore, to develop the next generation of expressions, a genetic operator opi
is selected from an ‘operator pool’ OpPool = {op1, . . . , opk} depending on its operator
rank r(opi). Each operator opi performs a mapping o(opi): G
a1(i) → Ga2(i) from an a1(i)
to an a2(i) dimensional genotype vector where G represents the set of genotype expres-
sions. In addition, the size and shape of the expressions change dynamically during the
evolution process through genetic operators [73].
To perform pattern mutation on an individual expression (Figure 1.10 (a)), a mutation
template is selected according to the pattern ranks (see Figure 1.10). Suppose the first
template has been selected with demanding three arguments for the Stack. The sub-
expression with head Axiom is replace then by a newly generated Axiom with Stack
argument expression in a modified individual genotype (Figure 1.10 (b)). On the other
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Figure 1.10: Pattern mutation on an L-systems genotype [73]
hand, pattern crossover is used as a recombination operator which enables a structure
exchange of the same type between two similar individuals (Figure 1.11).
Figure 1.11: Expression recombination: pattern crossover [73]
L-systems are a fruitful basis for research in virtual plant evolution. Already one year
later, [74] continued his work on GP by using L-systems. He described genetic L-system
programming by using Mathematica for developing a model of breeding and evolving ar-
tificial flowers. In L-systems, each program encoded as a symbolic expression technically
has to be interpreted, and an assigned fitness value is dependent on the optimization
task to be solved. There are four expressions commonly used in Genetic L-systems in
developing models of genetics: mutation, it replaces a randomly selected sub-expression
by an expression with the same head generated from the expression pool; crossover, it
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is a recombination operator between two or more expressions, sub-expressions with the
same head are selected within the expressions and interchanged; deletion, it erases ex-
pression arguments whenever this is possible according to restrictions of the number of
arguments for the selected expression; and permutation, it interchanges the arguments
sequence of an expression [74].
Let us now consider some applications of the L-system approach an agricultural crop
plants. In 1999, [49] successfully developed ADEL-maize. It is an L-systems based
crop simulation model obtained by combining a 3-d model of maize development with a
physical model computing the microclimate on the 3-d structure. It was implemented to
scientifically simulate the development of maize depending on organ temperature. Nu-
merous variables are used here, for instance: the time step, the temperature, the growth
rate, etc. The model was complemented (from a previous version) by considering dry
matter availability; where dry matter production is calculated from the light intercepted
by individual plants. ADEL-maize also includes a model of carbon allocation and rules
for the regulation of morphogenesis by carbon availability.
Indeed, the model consists of four components [49]. The first is a model component for
growth and development of individual organs. The component represents the growth
and development that are based on temperature and carbon availability; involving the
processes of phytomer (one internode and the attached leaf) initiation, leaf growth, and
internode growth. The component currently focuses on the aerial vegetative structures
only, without considering the reproductive organs.
Concerning individual organ development, in this work, [49] presented one unique char-
acteristic of grass leaf elongation. In their model, the elongation consists of three main
stages: exponential growth during the establishment of the growing zone, linear growth
and slowing down. Furthermore, the leaf elongation rate is considered to be independent
of leaf rank. Its response to temperature is approximated as a linear increase between a
base temperature and an optimum temperature. The elongation is modeled as a linear
process with three parameters (cf. [127]): the thermal time of the onset of elongation
(oCd), the rate (cm/oCd), and the duration (oCd). The elongation duration (including
internode elongation duration) is essentially calculated from the growth rate and the
final length. In addition, leaf shape is developed on a plane surface and is determined
by the relation between width and distance to leaf tip [128] in [127].
The second component is a model component for production and allocation of dry mat-
ter. In this case, the component is used to calculate a carbon availability to individual
organs. And the conceptual scheme of interactions between temperature and carbon
availability here is based on the classical crop model CERES-maize [79]. In addition, at
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each time step, the growth of organs is practically determined as a function of tempera-
ture, and then converted to dry mass requirement based on a minimal value for specific
leaf area and specific internode volume. When the total dry mass production exceeds
the needs of all growing organs, the dry mass is stored. The stored dry mass is not
available for growth during the vegetative stage.
The third is a model component of organ shape that enables a 3-d representation of the
plants. The representation is performed through a process of geometric interpretation
of parameters relative to the shape and the organs. The geometric interpretation uses
standard facilities incorporated in the L-systems based software ’Graphtal’ [153], and
requires a geometric parameterization of each module.
The last component is a model component that is used to calculate the distribution
of light and temperature at specific sites in the 3-d structure of the plants. It can
also compute the interception of light by individual plants (PAR); where the PAR is
required to estimate the dry matter production. It also calculates the temperature of
the growing zone. In addition, the model as well can calculate sun and sky direct light by
projecting the 3-d structure along a set of directions sampling the sky hemisphere. For
calculating the temperature regime, an energy balance model of [25] was implemented.
All calculations are done at each time step for each plant.
Concerning the light interception, three levels of density resulted; those densities signif-
icantly affect the fraction of total dry matter that corresponds to the structural needs
of the leaves. At the lowest density, the radiation interception increased with increasing
leaf area throughout the period of simulation. Each new leaf element contributed to
an augmentation of dry matter production. For two other densities, the intercepted
PAR rapidly reached an asymptote, creating a constant regime for resource acquisition,
independently of further development of the aerial structures.
Furthermore, [127] technically used the L-systems based ADEL-maize model [49] to
realize virtual plots with the same given arrangement of individual plants. The model
was able to simulate 3-d canopies and employs a projection method that was used to
calculate the radiation interception. Two types of simulation were performed by taking
account (or not) of the adaptation in leaf size that was observed in the field, especially
for plants neighboring gaps. The simulation was able to estimate the intrinsic role of
plasticity in leaf dimension for light interception and the consequences for grain yield.
It is important to investigate the genetic basis of plasticity, because some genotypes
seem to compensate better than others. In this research, the field experiment itself was
carried out in 1995 at Grignon (Yvelines France), with the Déa hybrid of maize (Zea
mays L.) as the research object.
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The research idea indeed came from the question about the plants neighboring gaps in
the stand. Usually, the plants at gaps have a better grain yield, because they intercept
a larger amount of light. However, which part of this increase is due to larger incident
radiation and which part to change in plant morphology is hard to find out in the field.
From the result of the light interception calculation of individual plants, consequently
the model is able to estimate the grain production of these plants. This estimation is
done based on experimental relations between intercepted light and yield. In addition,
the consequences at the yield level are evaluated. This evaluation is done by comparing
the calculated light interception and yield for simulated 3-d canopies with irregular
plant spacing and for simulated 3-d uniform canopies having the same mean population
density.
The result said that the planting density of the stand modifies the radiation available
to plants. It means, the radiation available for plants located inside the canopy differs
from radiation available for plants neighboring a gap. And the model showed the possible
effects of changes in available radiation on leaf size. Actually, an increase in leaf width
with light availability is a general feature in grass plants.
Another result was that from emergence to flowering, plants bordering gaps intercept
more light and that radiation follows the ranking according to the widths of the upper
leaves, both depending on quantity of light available. In addition, the intercepted radia-
tion in an irregularly spaced plant canopy is less likely to be converted to grain, because
it reaches lower parts of foliage for plants bordering a gap.
In analogy to their maize model, [50] successfully constructed the L-systems based model
ADEL-wheat. It is a 3-d architecture model of wheat development. The model simu-
lates the kinetics of elongation and geometric shape of individual organs, based on major
traits of vegetative development of wheat plants. Two field experiments were organized
and done at INRA Grignon – Paris, by using two kinds of winter wheat (c.v.Soisson) as
research objects. Technically, the model was implemented by using the L-systems for-
malism and software Graphtal [153] that are respectively used as programming language
and model platform software.
In modelling, the L-systems formalism indeed represents the plant as a string of symbols,
some representing the plant organs (called modules, such as leaves, internodes, etc.), and
others coding for topological or geometrical links between modules. It also symbolizes
the plant development by using a set of substitution rules (the productions) that are
applied simultaneously to the whole string. The plant development is described as the
repetition of three sequences of events: initiation of phytomers by the apex; phytomer
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development showing the succession of rapid elongation stages of blade, sheath and
internode; and tiller production.
[31] also made use of the L-systems concept. They successfully addressed two required
important aspects in architectural simulation, topology and geometry aspects. These
aspects have been brought into a single simulation environment by using an L-systems
based simulation model, MAppleT. Architectural studies, especially in horticulture, are
very important. In horticulture, plant architecture plays a vital role in 3-d foliage
distribution that has high consequence in light interception and also carbon acquisition,
whereby it strongly affects the productive growth of the plant.
Two kinds of method, stochastic and mechanistic, were used to describe tree topology
and geometry respectively. Two individuals of 1 – 6 years old apple trees of cultivar
Fuji were used as the objects of the research. Several topology aspects were successfully
modeled; such as the succession of growth units (GUs) along axes and the branching
structure of GUs (based on hierarchical hidden Markov modelling; [45]), with imple-
menting a four-state Markov chain and hidden semi-Markov chains (HSMCs). In the
succession of GUs along axes, two parts were modeled: the first GU occurring in the
axis (with initial probability parameter) and the succession of GUs along axes itself
(with transition probability parameter). In the branching structure of GUs, four parts
were modeled: which branching zone is the first one in a GU (with initial probability
parameter), the succession of branching zones along a GU (with transition probability
parameter), the lengths of branching zones in number of metamers (with occupancy
distribution parameter), and the branching type composition of branching zones (with
observation distribution parameters).
The shape of each branch was calculated based on a biomechanical component [51]. By
simulating branch bending and twisting, the branch shape could be obtained. Techni-
cally, the bending and twisting was expressed referring to three orthogonal unit-length
vectors: heading, upwards and left directions (HLU frame). The shape of the axis itself
depends on the torques acting on its nodes. In calculating these torques, the gravity
force and the effect of phototropism and gravitropism factors were considered. These
factors also powerfully affect branch bending.
Several limitations and possible improvements of this model can be noticed. [171] men-
tioned the biological aspect that is rarely considered in the model. [31] as well declared
that the strategy to generate branching sequences by using HSMCs is not optimum, there
is a bias introduction in the branching sequence case. The improvement that should be
taken in the future is by proposing a more sophisticated parameterization about tied
parameters between HSMCs and covariates that influence specific parameters.
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The simulation of gravities was only partly included. In the future, the purely stochastic
description of branching should be augmented. Also there is an incorrectness of the
solution of branch inclination for some orders, perhaps because of the use of a constant
value for the pipe model component (independent of the shoot type and branching
order). It is probably better if the researchers implemented the model of [39], a model
refining the pipe model; or the L-Peach model of carbon allocation [101].
1.3.2.2 Relational Growth Grammars (RGGs)
Concerning L-systems, several limitations were found. particularly, the used data struc-
ture is just a linear string of symbols [84] and the L-systems are not an appropriate
tool for creating properly 2-d or 3-d models [95]; for these reasons, relational growth
grammars (RGGs) appeared. RGGs change the parallel rewriting system to graphs,
these are structures consisting of nodes and edges [95] [64]. In the framework of plant
modelling, the RGGs concept is used to model architecture, processes, and interactions
during plant growth. The programming language XL implements the RGG formalism.
It is a programming language that combines the rule-based programming approach of
L-systems and RGG and object-oriented programming approach of the language Java.
The programming language XL can be considered as a concrete implementation of RGGs
for the specific needs of plant modelling [85].
1.3.2.3 The Programming Language XL and the Platform GroIMP
The programming language XL, the abbreviation of eXtended L-systems language to
reminisce the L-systems concept, is an extension of the programming language Java. The
programming language Java was conceptually chosen as a basic programming language
to extend, due to several reasons: a wide usage, support of object oriented programming,
a simple language, the widest range of libraries, and the fact that Java virtual machine
compiling is more flexible than the typical native machine code compiling. In addition, as
the programming language Java has no graph or rule-based features, a support of RGGs
is required; thus in the programming language XL, the concept of RGGs is feasibly easier
to be implemented [83]. Here, in implementing RGGs, the high-level concepts of the
programming language Java are still adopted; such as the concepts of classes, methods,
variable definitions, control and condition statement expressions [23].
Moreover, for use particularly in plant modelling, the programming language XL is in-
corporated in the modelling platform GroIMP [23]. The modelling platform GroIMP,
the acronym of Growth-grammar related Interactive Modelling Platform, technically is
an open-source software implemented in Java. It is licensed under the terms of the
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Figure 1.12: Graph structure in the 2d graph panel of GroIMP [86]
General Public License, version 3. The latest information and version can be found
at http://www.grogra.de/. Fundamentally, based on RGGs, the modelling plat-
form GroIMP is designed as an integrated platform [85] [83]. It incorporates modelling,
visualization and interaction. Several features belonging to GroIMP make it very ap-
propriate for FSPM, for instance: an integrated modelling backbone, a complete set of
3d-geometric classes for visualization, a visual presentation interface that allows users to
dynamically interact with the model, also a light model based on the built-in raytracer
that computes the distribution of light within a scene, and a visualization of the graph
structure in a 2d graph panel (Figure 1.12) to represent the structure of the model that
is being constructed [86], by using a set of layout algorithms that can be applied to
arrange the nodes in a 2-d graph view of the data structure representing the current
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model [83]. An overview of the GroIMP environment itself is shown by Figure 1.13, with
easily understood part specification, such as menu bar, control part, 3d view part for
viewing the model in 3d view, etc.
Figure 1.13: GroIMP environment screenshoot [65]
1.4 Rice Plant
1.4.1 Introduction to Rice Plant
Rice plays an important role in providing food to the majority of world population. It
is one of the most popular foods in the world [108]. Mainly in Asia, Africa, and South
America; rice has become one of the most important food crops for more than a half
of world’s population [173]. Concerning plant architecture, rice plants morphologically
and physiologically change year by year. Several changes; such as a wider leaf area, a
longer and thicker leaf, increases in leaf and tiller number, and shorter plant age [27] in
[104]; surely were preferred by breeders of rice plants to keep rice existing and living in
the high weather and global changes. In fact, the rice plants are very adaptable to their
environment. They can grow in many different places in the word and under a variety
of climates [183].
The growth period of the rice plant ordinarily can be divided into three big stages:
vegetative, reproductive, and ripening stages. The vegetative stage is characterized by
active tillering, gradual increase in plant height, and leaf emergence at regular intervals.
The productive stage is divided into sub-periods: pre-heading and post-heading periods;
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however, it is normally indicated by culm elongation (which increases plant height),
decline in tiller number, emergence of the flag leaf (the last leaf), booting, heading,
and flowering. And the ripening stage is typified by leaf senescence and grain growth
(increases in grain size and weight, and change in grain color) [183]. Due to the rice
plant’s uniqueness, and particularly as so many parameters are involved in determining
its architecture and development, there is a strong motivation to take it as an object for
modelling and simulation.
1.4.2 Rice Plant Models
1.4.2.1 General Purpose Models of Rice Plant
The research in rice plant modelling has been being popular since several years ago.
In 1959, [160] has already conducted research related to modelling rice. He investi-
gated the relation between the rice plant’s yielding ability with the assimilation system.
Theoretically, the rate of dry matter production depends on the arragement of the as-
similation system. This encouraged [160] to identify a relationship between the habit
of the assimilation-system and the growth of crop plants. Three plant species: sweet
potato, soybean and rice; were used as objects in the research. And, three attributes
of a single leaf affecting the assimilation-system analyzed in the research were form,
direction and arrangement.
Regarding a leaf form attribute, especially the ratio of leaf area and leaf weight (here
noted as AW ratio), the varieties that have lower optimum levels of fertilization will have
a larger leaf area per unit weight of leaf. That happened in almost all varieties analyzed
(6 varieties of rice, 10 varieties of sweet potato, and 12 varieties of soybean). Especially
in rice plants case, the AW ratio decreases linearly with increasing leaf weight (at the
tillering stage; [176]). It means, the higher AW ratio has a close relation with the high
yielding ability under light manuring condition. Adaptation to fertilization is one of the
main factors affecting the AW ratio. In heavy manuring case, the higher AW ratio may
merely increase the degree of crowding of leaves to excess and may not be so favorable
to growth and yield as in the case of light manuring. In the heavy manuring case, it is
more profitable to have ‘thick’ leaves. In addition, soybean and rice varieties adapted to
heavy manuring tend to have smaller-sized leaves than those adapted to light manuring,
however this condition is not marked in sweet potato varieties.
Furthermore, leaf direction was investigated. The differences in this attribute are re-
markable only in rice plants. The leaf position in rice plants adapted to light manuring
clearly tends to be horizontal in comparison with plants suited for heavy manuring.
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It means, the thinner and horizontal leaves are suitable to receive a large amount of
incident solar radiation [19].
The last considered attribute is the leaf arrangement. It was investigated by quantita-
tively weighing the leaf-blades at every horizontal and vertical distance from the base of
the plants. It was concluded that the rice and sweet potato varieties adapted to light ma-
nuring showed ‘dispersing-type’ leaf arrangement for the single plant, and those adapted
to heavy manuring showed ‘gathering-type’ leaf arrangement for the single plant. Here,
the ‘dispersing-type’ leaf arrangement enables that all leaves of the plant can receive full
light at least at early stages of growth. However, the ‘gathering-type’ leaf arrangement
has more benefits, because: it is better organized in individual plants than between
plants, leaves adapted to mutual shading can be adopted, the stem and the like-natured
organs (petiole, leaf sheath, and midrib) can be reduced in quantity, and a ‘ravine’ of
assimilation-system can be formed between plants, and this may be effective for equal
distribution of light and gas among the crowded leaves.
The conclusion of this research said that there are two types of assimilation-system that
can be formulated: the assimilation-system of the typical varieties adapted to heavy
manuring, by implementing the combination of ‘thicker and smaller’ leaves, near vertical
position of leaves and ‘gathering-type’ leaf arrangement; and the assimilation-system of
the typical varieties adapted to light manuring, by implementing the combination of
‘thinner and larger’ leaves, near horizontal position of leaves and ‘dispersing-type’ leaf
arrangement.
In an approach to model another apsect of the rice plant, [54] successfully developed a
rice clock model. It is a computer simulation model that can indicate the processes of
rice development day by day (a clock itself indicates the time process). Based on the
concept of crop development that involves the processes of crop phenology, physiological
age and appearances of various morphological organs such as leaf blades, leaf sheaths,
tillers, roots, stem internodes and panicles; it consists of four sub-models: phenological,
physiological leaf age, total leaf number and organ development.
The basic mathematical model of the phenological sub-model is described in equa-
tion (1.20) and then can be simplified into equations (1.21) and (1.22), with assump-
tions: T = TL for T < TL, T = TU for T > TU , D = D















> 1. Where M is the develop-
ment process for a given phase (0 ≤ M ≤ 1); N is the number of days covering the
phase; dM/dt is the development rate within the phase; T is the mean temperature
during the phase; TU is the upper temperature limit for rice development; TL is the
lower temperature limit for rice development; TO is the optimum temperature for rice
development; D is the average day length in hours within the development phase; D′ is
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the critical day length in hours (D′ = 13h); S1 and S2 are the beginning and end of the
given phase; k, P , Q and G are initial values of the sub-model’s parameters; and k′, P ′,
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)Q′
exp[G′(Dl −D′)] = 1 (1.22)
Using the physiological leaf age sub-model, basically, the morphogenetic process can be
determined by the number of leaves on the main culm [37] [183]. The basic mathematical
model that uses j as the “leaf age” (in a physiological sense), when the jth leaf (Lj) is
fully developed on the main culm; can be shown in equation (1.23). When T = TO, and








T = 0 for T ≤ TLT = TO for T ≥ TO (1.23)
NJO = [exp(C)Lj ]
1/b (1.24)
Indeed, the theoretical foundation of the rice clock model describes that the number of
physiological days (DPDl) required for the same developmental step is constant. DPDl
can be calculated by using equation (1.25); where Tl is mean daily temperature and Dl
is daily day length. It is more reasonable than the concept used in the frequently applied
degree-day method, where the summation of degree-days is assumed to be constant. In
fact, the effect of day length on development is not considered and only a simple linear
relationship between development rate and temperature is assumed in the degree-day
method [54]. In addition, the actual total number of leaves in the main culm (Lt) can
be calculated by equation (1.26), where Lw is whole leaf age and m indicates how many
leaf ages the time interval would be equal to.









Lt = Lw −m (1.26)
The last one is the sub-model for organ development. There are six rules to define the
sub-model, they are [54]:
1. Simultaneous with the emergence of the nth leaf, the (n–1)th leaf elongates
2. In parallel with the emergence of the nth leaf, the nth leaf sheath elongates
3. When the nth leaf emerges, a tiller starts emerging from the (n–3)th node
4. The number of nodes on the main culm corresponds to the number of leaves de-
veloped on the culm minus two
5. There exists a synchronous growth between the nth leaf and the (n–3)th roots
6. Synchronicity between leaf age (counted from the top of plant) and panicle de-
velopment: 3.5th leaf (initial stage of panicle differentiation), 3rd leaf (primary
branch differentiation stage), 2nd leaf (panicle primordia differentiation), 1st leaf
(end of spikelet number increase), 0.5th leaf (initial stage of reduction division),
0th leaf (ripe pollen stage).
In 1997, [14] analyzed differences in competitiveness between two rice cultivars (IR8
and Mahsuri) and identified their major attributes with respect to competitive ability
by using the INTERCOM model. Two rice cultivars, as object of the research, were
taken from a field experiment that was conducted in the dry season of 1993 at the
lowland research rice of the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), Los Banos,
Philipines. Indeed, there were four rice cultivars (IR8, IR50, Mahsuri and Oryzica Ilanos
5) observed in the field experiment, however only two rice cultivars with the lowest
(IR8) and the highest (Mahsuri) competitive ability were used as object of this research;
with concentrating in the routines for relating genotypic differences to phenological,
physiological and morphological attributes.
The INTERCOM, as an ecophysiological process-oriented and compartment-based com-
petition model, requires some inputs to operate, such as geographical latitude, daily
weather data (minimum and maximum temperature, total global radiation), dates of
crop and weed emergence, and crop and weed densities [89]. By constructing hypotheti-
cal IR8 isolines (replacing the parameter value of a single attribute by the value obtained
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for Mahsuri), the model was used to determine how the differences in phenology, phys-
iology and morphology lead to differences in competitive ability. The model also was
able to show the strengths and limitations of ecophysiological competition models, with
the background that it is very useful to design more competitive rice cultivars.
The analysis result showed that the competitive ability differences between IR8 and
Mahsuri cultivars are mainly due to differences in maximum plant hight (Hmax), the
early leaf area growth rate (RGRla), and relative early height growth rate (Hc). A
prolonged vegetative growth gave an apparent increase in competitive ability, besides
it increased the amount of vegetative biomass and consequently the respirative demand
during grain filling. Interestingly, the model also showed that a higher light extinction
coefficient resulted in poor light penetration and poor distribution of radiation within
the canopy, thereby reducing radiation-use efficiency; on the other hand, thinner leaves
resulted in earlier canopy closure and accordingly in an increase in grain yield. In
addition, theoretically the competitive ability of rice has negative correlation with yield
potential [76] [37]. The model confirmed this finding, that in weed-free conditions, the
cultivar Mahsuri being the cultivar with the highest competitive ability, had lower yield
than the other (IR8). From sensitivity analysis, simulated yield loss and weed shoot
biomass were determined by increasing individual parameter values by 10%.
On one hand, the result shows that the model basically was able to quantify trade-offs
between competitive and yielding ability of single traits; however, on the other hand,
there are some situations where the model would not be able to quantify trade-offs. For
examples the lodging of the tall-growing Mahsuri was not accounted for by the model;
also the large fraction of unproductive tillers of Mahsuri was not considered in the model.
This showed that a full quantitative estimation of trade-off was not feasible yet with the
methods employed in the study [14]. However, FSPM (with 3-d representation of plant
organs) technically can address the challenge.
Concentrating on canopy structure, [143] tried to design high-yielding rice plants. They
traced the relationship between the solar energy (via photosynthesis) and the yield of
rice plants in a quantitative way. Probably, this way can give a better understanding
of core characteristics of rice plants capable of delivering substantially higher yields. In
this study, by proposing a new advanced type of rice plant with very erect leaves and a
large leaf area index (Vela), three laws of maximum yield were formulated; they refer to
the maximum daily rice photosynthesis (Pgdmax), the maximum aboveground biomass
(Wsmax) and the yield of grain (Wgmax).
Regarding the relationship between canopy architecture and the distribution of solar
irradiation, [143] concluded that the leaves of an erect canopy receive lower irradiance
than the leaves of a prostrate canopy. The photosynthetically active radiation (PAR)
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incident on a leaf (I1 in µ mol m
−2s−1) can be formulated with equation (1.27), where k
is the extinction coefficient for PAR (m2 ground m−2 leaf), I0 is the irradiance incident
on the canopy, L is the index of canopy, and τ is the fractional transmission of PAR
through a leaf. Two types of canopy, canopies with erect leaves and canopies with
more prostrate leaves, respectively have values of k between 0.2 – 0.3 and 0.6 – 0.8. In
addition, the formula for describing the relationship between leaf photosynthesis (Pg)
and irradiation (I1) is described by equation (1.28); where αT is the quantum yield at
temperature TPS that is calculated by using equation (1.29), and Pmax is the theoretical
rate of leaf photosynthesis.
I1 = kI0 exp(−kL)/(1− τ) (1.27)
Pg = ατI1Pmax/(ατI1 + Pmax) (1.28)
ατ = α30 − 0.14(TPS − 30) (1.29)
Based on equation (1.29), the parameter TPS (
oC) is needed. It is the mean daily
temperature, a weighted mean of maximum and minimum temperatures (see equation
(1.30)). If only mean temperature is available, then an alternative approach is needed
to estimate the span between minimum and maximum temperature (Tspan) by using the
equation (1.31); where Tspan is in the tropics as low as 5
oC, and Tspan in subtropics
could be 10 oC. To calculate the leaf photosynthesis (Pg) at irradiance (I) with unit
g CH2O m
−2 ground, the equation (1.32) can be used. The maximum rate of canopy
photosynthesis (Pgdmax) can be calculated by equation (1.33); where kT is the quantum
yield of the canopy (g CH2O MJ
−1), and Iday is the total PAR incident on a rice plant
in a day (MJ m−2d−1). The parameter kT can be calculated by equation (1.34) where
εc is a canopy efficiency factor (dimensionless).
TPS = (3Tmax + Tmin)/4 (1.30)
TPS = Tmean + 0.25Tspan (1.31)
Pg(I) = (Pmax/k) ln {[ατkI + Pmax(1− τ)] / [ατkI exp(−kL) + Pmax(1− τ)]} (1.32)
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Pgdmax = 0.95kτIday (1.33)
kT = εcατ/(1− τ) (1.34)
Furthermore, from the equation (1.35) can be seen that Pgdmax strongly affects the
maximum aboveground biomass of rice (Wsmax); where cT is a temperature-dependent
parameter. The parameter cT itself can be calculated by equation (1.36), where f is
a fraction of Pgdmax (f ≈ 0.7) [142], β is a coefficient (0.59 in general), mτ is a main-
tenance respiration term defined as the second phase of association with the mainte-
nance of metabolic activity [139], and kdmax is the fraction of dead matter in maximum
aboveground dry matter (0.15 in general). The values of mτ in tropics and subtropics
respectively are 0.012 (g g−1 d−1) and 0.0086 (g g−1 d−1). Finally, the maximum grain
yield (Wgmax) is linearly related to the maximum rate of canopy photosynthesis (see the
equation (1.37)), where H is the harvest index [62]. The value of H is calculated by
equation (1.38); where Y is grain dry weight, Wsst is the weight of the leaves and stems,
and ρ is the weight of the panicle relative to grain weight.
Wsmax = cτPgdmax (1.35)
cτ = fβ/(mτ (1− kdmax)) (1.36)
Wgmax = HcτPgdmax (1.37)
H = Y/(Wsst + ρY ) (1.38)
Two important conclusions, especially in morphological aspects, of this study could be
taken. The first, the improvement of rice plant yield can be made by improving the
canopy photosynthesis, where the improvement has to be focused on canopy architec-
ture and yield of photosynthesis. The second is that improvement in canopy architecture
should be focused on Vela plants (as new advanced type of rice plant) with sufficient veg-
etative and productive sink capacity to realize the benefits of improved carbon capture
[143].
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In a meta-analysis, [140] have reviewed about 140 scientific articles about rice (Oryza
sativa L.) and maize (Zea mays L.). Especially for articles about rice, those articles
were mostly extracted from scientific databases, such as Google Scholar, CAB Abstract,
Web of Science, Agris and Agricola. The published material was made available by
the Faculty of Life Science library at the University of Copenhagen. In the review,
[140] classified temperature data into three categories: optimum temperature, giving the
highest rate of a crop process; minimum temperature, as a lower limit; and maximum
temperature, as an upper limit. Temperature was a focused parameter that they used
in the review, because of one reason, namely that the temperature strongly affects plant
growth and development [152] [11]. In addition, they described the responses of plants
to extreme temperatures under experimental condition.
Particularly for rice plants in the vegetative stage, based on two sub-species (japonica
and indica), several conclusions can be taken. Mean lethal temperatures are 4.7oC (SE
1.2oC) for minimum temperature and 42.9oC (SE 0.7oC) for maximum temperature.
The mean temperatures for the leaf initiation process are 10oC (SE 0.6oC) and 42.5oC
(SE 2.5oC) for minimum and maximum temperature respectively. For the shoot growth
process, the needed mean temperatures are between 13.7oC (SE 2.1oC) and 35.5oC (SE
0.5oC). Especially for the root growth process, the required mean temperatures are
15.8oC (SE 0.8oC) and 35.9oC (SE 0.6oC) for minimum and maximum temperature
respectively. Lastly, the range of mean temperature for the development of the whole
plant is between 13.5oC (SE 2.1oC) and 35.4oC (SE 2.0oC), with the optimum at 27.6oC
(SE 2.0oC); where SE of maximum temperature is small, mostly because the rice is
susceptible to heat damage during the vegetative stage when temperature is between
40oC and 45oC.
1.4.2.2 Morphology and 3d Models of Rice Plant Development
[75] analyzed the morphology and development dynamics of tillers of an Indian cultivar
of rice plant (Ir64). Here, the development dynamics was investigated and the structural
and temporal characteristics of tillers were examined. Both investigation and examina-
tion were based on topological location of tillers, the timing of appearances and main
stem (MS) development stage. The study was conducted in a glasshouse at the Institut
de Recherche pour le Dévelopement (IRD) in Montpellier (France). The temperature
was 25oC in the day time and 20oC at night.
The analysis yielded the following results. The rice population was clustered into three
categories of phytomer numbers on the MS; 15, 16 and 17 phytomers on the MS. The
number of phytomers on the different axes decreases with branching order (order 1 >
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order 2 > order 3 > ...) and with increasing tiller rank (T3 > T4 > T5 > ...). Regarding
the tiller number and position, the MS supports 5.4 ± 0.81 primary tillers and 6.1 ± 1.87
secondary tillers; or on average, one rice plant has 11.4 ± 3.01 tillers (without tertiary
tillers). Tillers develop between ranks 3 and 10 (where tillers before rank 3 and after
rank 10 are dormant), and mostly flower before rank 9. On the other hand, secondary
tillers appear from phytomers 2 (Tx2) to 5 (Tx5) of the primary tillers, it happens for
98% of tillers of rank 4 (T4) to 6 (T6); only very few secondary tillers develop on rank
3 and rank 7 of primary tillers.
The used numbering and notation for branching orders and ranks of leaves and tillers
can be seen in Figure 1.13. Tiller or leaf position is defined by the rank of the axillating
phytomer (F) on the bearing axis. A primary tiller is defined by the ‘x’ phytomer on the
MS designed ‘Tx’ and a secondary one is defined by the ‘y’ phytomer on the Tx tiller
designed ‘Txy’. The MS, primary tillers and secondary tillers are assigned to order 1,
order 2 and order 3 respectively. Signs ‘<’ and ‘+’ denote succession and branching,
respectively.
In addition, the first primary tillers emerge 24 days after sowing, and continue to emerge
until the 65th day (for T10). Tillers T4 and T5 appear at the same time as leaf 7 and
leaf 8 on the MS; and in a few cases, T3 appears at the same time as T4. Moreover,
the secondary tillers emerge between 34 and 76 days after sowing, and they are visible
at a precise stage of MS development (between emergence of leaf 10 and leaf 11). In
addition, the emergence of the first tillers occurred at the 7-leaf emergence on the MS.
Besides that, regarding the leaf; the visible tip of a new leaf blade appears when the
preceding sheath leaf has completely expanded. There are six leaves on the MS after
20 days and nine leaves after 34 days. The first 12 leaves completely expand on the
MS after 48 days, and the 15th leaf appears 35 days later. The leaves increase linearly
during 45 – 50 days after sowing. The leaf blade length on the MS increases regularly
up to leaf ranks 12 and 13, and then decreases rapidly until the last leaf.
Regarding flowering of tillers, inflorescences (I, see Figure 1.14) emerge between 97 and
111 days after sowing, and 71% of primary tillers flower. The synchronous appearance
of tillers and leaves on the MS throughout plant development until flowering, and a
relation between emergence time and tiller flowering were noticed by [75] as important
characteristics of rice development. Also, the decrease in leaf size and the death of
late tillers occurred at the floral initiation stage, identified when 12 – 13 leaves are
visible on the MS. This points to a tradeoff in assimilate supply between vegetative and
reproductive organs.
By using the L-system formalism, [175] developed 3-d virtual rice plants to specify rice
plant architecture and to find appropriate functions in presenting all growth stages of
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Figure 1.14: Diagrammatic of representation of rice plant [75]
rice plants. Japonica-type rice plants were used as object in the research, they were
grown in the open at CSIRO Long Pocket Laboratories, Brisbane, Australia.
Some parts of the model were described in detail in the study, such as development stage,
leaf number, vegetative development, leaf blade length, leaf blade width, leaf angles, leaf
azimuth, leaf sheath length, internode length, relationship between the main stem and a
tiller, and tiller angles. In the development stage part, [175] used the development index
(DV ) from [117]. DV is an accumulation of development rate (DR), which is a function
of daily mean temperature (T ) and photoperiod (L). It can be calculated by equations
(1.39) up to (1.43); where Gj is the minimum number of days required for completing
each phase (for vegetative phase j = 1, for reproductive phase j = 2); DV ∗j marks the
start (j = 1) and end (j = 2) of the photosensitive phase; aj , Thj , Tc, bj and Lc are
parameters for determining the shape of the functions.
when DV < 1.0
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DR =
f1(T ), when DV < DV ∗1f1(T )g1(L), when DV ≥ DV ∗1 (1.39)
when 1.0 ≤ DV < 2.0
DR =
f2(T ), when DV < DV ∗2f2(T )g2(L), when DV ≥ DV ∗2 (1.40)
when 2.0 ≤ DV ≤ 3.0
DR = a3(T − Tc) (1.41)
fj(T ) = (1/Gj)/1 + exp[−aj(T − Thj)], when DV ≤ 2.0 (1.42)
gj(L) =
1− exp[bj(L− Lc)], when L < Lc0, when L ≥ Lc (1.43)
Furthermore, leaf number (LN ) can be calculated by equation (1.44) for 0 < DV <
1 (where the leaf emergence rate LR is given by 1.45) and equation (1.46) for 1 ≤
DV < 2; where GL, AL, TL, CL, DL, and EL are parameters; T is the daily mean
temperature; LN0 is the initial leaf number at transplanting (in this case 1). Then the
vegetative development was specified in the form of L-system rules. Translated to XL
syntax, vegetative development is formulated by rule (1) for order = 0 (i.e., for the
main stem) and rule (2) for order = 1; where ApicalMeristem is the apical meristem
module; Internode is the internode module; AxillaryBud is the axillary bud module;
LeafSheath is the leaf sheath module; LeafBlade is the leaf blade module; i, j, k, and
l are parameters indicating the node of attachment to the main stem, primary tiller,
secondary tiller and tertiary tiller respectively; and tsum is the cumulative degree-days
above a base temperature from start of leaf emergence.
LN =
∑
LR + LN0 (1.44)
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LR = (1/GL) {1 + exp[−AL(T − TL)]} 〈(1− CL)/ {1 + exp[BL(DV −DV L)]}+ CL〉
(1.45)
LN = leafnumber(atDV = 1.0) + 3.5−min {0, DL[1− exp {−EL(DV − 1)}]− 3.5}
(1.46)
Rule (1)
ApicalMeristem(order, i, j, k, l, tsum, DV), (order == 0) ==>
Internode(order, i, j, k, l, 0, DV)
[AxillaryBud (order+1, i+1, j+1, k, l, 0, DV)]
[LeafSheath (order, i+1, j, k, l, 0, DV)
LeafBlade(order, i+1, j, k, l, 0, DV)]
ApicalMeristem (order, i+1, j, k, l, 0, DV)
Rule (2)
ApicalMeristem(order, i, j, k, l, tsum, DV), (order == 1) ==>
Internode(order, i, j, k, l, 0, DV)
[AxillaryBud(order+1, i, j+1, k+1, l, 0, DV)]
[LeafSheath(order, i, j+1, k, l, 0, DV)
LeafBlade(order, i, j+1, k, l, 0, DV)]
ApicalMeristem (order, i, j+1, k, l, 0, DV)
The leaf length at position n (Ln) can be calculated by equation (1.47) with Lmax, as the
maximum length of any blade in the same axis, to be calculated by equation (1.48), and
d, as a parameter that adjusts the width of the bell-shaped function, can be calculated by
equation (1.49); where Lmax and d are functions of the attachment position of the tiller
to the main stem (Pt). Then, the leaf blade width can be calculated by equation (1.50);
where Wp is the limit of the maximum width; and b, c and d are parameters. And, for
the fully expanded internode length (Imax,nf ), it can be calculated by equation (1.51),
with the proportionality factor (rnf ) being calculated by equation (1.52); where Itotal is
the sum of all internode lengths, and nf is the internode number (it is counted from 1
as the first internode to elongate). However, this relationship was only established for
the final four internodes on the main stem.
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Moreover, the leaf angles (the axial angles between sheaths and blades of leaves) vary
with position between 40o and 15o (on main stem), between 75o and 12o (in primary
tillers), and between 60o and 15o (in secondary tillers). The leaf sheath length is cal-
culated by using equation (1.53) with n representing positions starting from 1 at the
second leaf on the main stem (because the first leaf on the main stem has no blade [10].
Furthermore, for leaf azimuth, each leaf azimuth has some random deviation from the
basic alternating phylloxis, with RH(normal(0,15)) representing a random deviation of
each leaf azimuth with mean = 0 and standard deviation = 15o.







Lmax = 489− 29.1Pt (1.48)
d = 3.44− 0.23Pt (1.49)
Wmax = Wp/[1 + exp(b− cLmax)]1/d (1.50)
Imax,nf = rnf × Itotal (1.51)
rnf = 0.051nf
1.62 (1.52)
Smax,n = 41.4 + 0.393Lmax,n (1.53)
For the relationship between the main stem and a tiller, the variations of axial angles
used are between 2o until 32o approximately. The schematic figure of the relationship
can be shown in Figure 1.15; where the angle between line segments 0 and 1 is the
maximum angle between main stem and the primary tiller; and the angle between line
segments 0 and 2 is the tiller angle after internode elongation. And, the axial angle
between a parent module and its daughter tiller (θtill) increases with the number of
tillers produced by the parent axis above and on the same side as the daughter tillers.
The angle is calculated by equation (1.54), where Np is the number of those daughter
tillers, Nd is the number of tillers produced by the daughter tiller, and atill is a constant.
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Figure 1.15: Schematic view of relationship between main stem and a tiller [175]
θtill = atill(Np +Nd) (1.54)
The simulated number of tillers showed a constant value after reaching the maximum
tillering stage, whereas the observed number of tillers decreased until flowering. The
model underestimated the leaf number, thus the actual development of leaves was slightly
faster than the model output; and also, the simulated leaf number was usually smaller
than the measured [175].
Concentrating on the shape of leaves, [187] proposed a new quantitative approach for
evaluating the degree of bending of grass-type leaves, especially in leaves of rice. The
new quantitative approach is based on P-type Fourier Descriptors (PFDs). They imple-
mented the approach in eight rice cultivars: Jakov, Karahoushi, Koshihikari and Nip-
ponbare (four Japonica cultivars); IR64, MTL250 and THMT (three Indica cultivars);
and one Glaberrima cultivar.
The PFDs is a method to represent, retrieve and normalize shape [185]. In this case,
[187] fitted the PFDs to the shape of rice plants leaves. The shape is represented by a
sequence of coefficients. The PFDs are very effective to be fitted to open curve shapes.
The curve can be figured by many straight lines in a digital image as shown in Figure
1.16. a(j) is the angle of deviation at point z(j); where a(0) is determined as the angle
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between the vector z(1) – z(0) (Figure 1.16(a)), and the x-axis (a(j)) is defined as the
angle between the vector z(j+1) – z(j) and the vector z(j) – z(j-1) (Figure 1.16(b)),
and accumulated angles are defined in equation (1.54); where θ(j) is the angle between
the x-axis and z(j+1)-z(j) (Figure 1.16(c)). In addition, the inverse Fourier transform
(w(j)) is defined by equation (1.55); where δ is the length of the vector defined as
δ = ‖z(j+ 1)− z(j)‖ for j = 0, 1, . . . , n−1. Furthermore, the discrete Fourier transform
of w(j) is defined in equation (1.56); where n is the number of points of measurement.
The curves Cp(k) are usually called P-type Fourier descriptors. Then, from the equation
(1.57), the inverse Fourier transform can be derived as equation (1.58).
Figure 1.16: Angle definition for P-type Fourier Descriptors [187]
θ(0) = a(0)θ(j) = θ(j − 1) + a(j), j = 1, ..., n− 1 (1.55)
w(j) = exp(iθ(j)) = cos θ(j) + i sin θ(j) =
x(j + 1)− x(j)
δ
+ i
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The result can be seen in Figure 1.17, showing the redrawn contour of the object. To
redraw the curves in terms of PFDs, σ′ is used to describe the average leaf length. σ′ is
formulated by equation (1.59); where i refers to the ith cultivar (i=1,2,...,8). The PC1 to
PC4 indicate the principal components. The broken line and dotted line show the cases
where the PFDs are modified by +2 SD and -2 SD (standard deviation) respectively.
The first row and second row illustrate the first and the second leaf.
Figure 1.17: Image description for main principal components [187]
σ′ =
average length of i cultivar′s leaves
average length of all leaves
× σ (1.59)
Some points were concluded. The curves that result from redrawing utilizing only the
lower frequency part of the PCs are extremely stable. The tip sections of several of the
second leaves have withered, which was reflected in one of the principal components of
the PFD representation. Two of the principal components represented the bending rate
and the connector point of leaf to tiller, respectively.
Also [189] developed a leaf shape model of the rice plant (Oryza sativa L.) to characterize
the change pattern of leaf growth during plant development and to model the changes in
morphology of the different leaves as well. Basically, leaves are the main photosynthetic
organs that have most impact on light energy utilization. This is one reason why the
model is very fruitful for designing optimal plant shape and visualizing plant growth.
The model was developed based on four experiments carried out in 2005 at the field
station of Nanjing Agricultural University, China. In the first experiment, the effect
of four nitrogen levels was investigated (0, 82, 165 and 247 kg N ha−1), by using urea
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as N-fertilizer. In the second experiment, four water regimes were established (70%,
80%, 90% and 100% of soil capacity). These water regimes were applied in four kinds
of cultivar of rice (the third experiment): Wuxiangjing 14, Nippobare, Nanjing 16 and
Yangdao 6. Finally, treatments consisting of factorial combinations of nitrogen rates and
water regimes were applied in the fourth experiment. This study of [189] was adopted
as main method of our model, thus the detail explanation about several equations are
delivered in chapter 6.
[24] tried to identify the relationships between rice plant architecture parameters and
corresponding organ biomass by developing a model of biomass-based rice architectural
parameters. The model also can be used in morphological models. Basically, there are
three phases, stages of growth in whole rice life, each with its own morphogenesis rules:
seedling, from emergence to elongation; mid, from elongation to heading; and late stage,
from heading to maturity.
Here, [24] described the morphogenesis of the young seedling stage (from emergence to
early tiller). They developed five types of model: leaf blade length, the maximum width,
sheath length of fully grown leaves, bowstring length, and leaf angle models. In their
leaf blade length model, the jth leaf blade length (LLj(i)) on the main stem on the
ith day after emergence (cm) is described in equation (1.60); where, DWLBj(i) is the
jth leaf blade dry weight (g), it is formulated in equation (1.61); RLWj(i) is the ratio
of the jth leaf blade length to blade dry weight (cm g−1), it is close to a fitted cubic
polynomial curve function; CPLBj(i) is the ratio of the jth leaf blade dry weight to
that of the whole single aboveground plant (g g−1) on the ith day after emergence, it
is close to a sigmoid shape function; DWsp(i) is the dry weight per plant on the ith
day after emergence (g / plant), it is formulated in equation (1.62); MDWsp(i) is the
mean dry weight per plant on the ith day after emergence (g / plant), it is described
in equation (1.63); SDWsp(i) is the standard error of dry weight per plant on the ith
day after emergence (g / plant); DWcp(i) is the dry weight in canopy per area on the
ith day after emergence (g m−2); and DES is the plant number per area (plant m−2).
RLWj(i) itself is described in equation (1.64); where Lpji is the jth leaf position on the
main stem on the ith day after emergence; and B0, B1, B2, and B3 are unstandardized
coefficients. In addition, CPLBj(i) is given in equation (1.65); where b0 and b1 are
coefficients.
LLj(i) = DWLBj(i)×RLWj(i) (1.60)
DWLBj(i) = CPLBj(i)×DWsp(i) (1.61)
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DWsp(i) = MDWsp(i)± SDWsp(i) (1.62)
MDWsp(i) = DWcp(i)/DES (1.63)




ji, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6 (1.64)
CPLBj(i) = e
b0+b1/LPji , 1 ≤ j ≤ 6 (1.65)
Regarding the maximum leaf blade width model, the jth maximum leaf blade width
(LWj(i)) on the ith day after emergence (cm) is given in equation (1.66). Furthermore,
the jth leaf sheath length (LSj(i)) of fully grown leaves on the ith day after emergence
(cm), in the leaf sheath length model, can be described in equation (1.67); and the jth
leaf blade bowstring length (LBBLj(i)) on the ith day after emergence (cm), in the leaf
blade bowstring length model, is given in equation (1.68). And then, in the leaf blade
angles models, the blade tangent angle (TAj , in
O) and blade bowstring angle (BAj , in
O) are given in equations (1.69) and (1.70); where RTWj(i) and RBWj(i) are the ratio
of the blade tangent angle and the blade bowstring angle to the jth leaf blade dry weight
on the main stem on the ith day after emergence (Og−1). The RTWj(i) and RBWj(i)
are described in equations (1.71) and (1.72).
LWj(i) = e
b0+b1/LLji , 1 ≤ j ≤ 6 (1.66)
LSj(i) = b0LLj(i)
bi , 1 ≤ j ≤ 5 (1.67)
LBBLj(i) = b0 + b1LLj(i), 1 ≤ j ≤ 5 (1.68)
TAj(i) = DWLBj(i)×RTWj(i) (1.69)
BAj(i) = DWLBj(i)×RBWj(i) (1.70)
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RTWj(i) = b0LP
b1
ji , 1 ≤ j ≤ 5 (1.71)
RBWj(i) = bB0LP
bB1
ji , 1 ≤ j ≤ 5 (1.72)
Figure 1.18: Topology of rice panicle [186]
Finally, we shortly review [186]. They developed a model for predicting the dynamics of
panicle geometric morphology of rice in three dimensions. Theoretically, the topological
structure of a rice panicle can be shown in Figure 1.18. The ratio of the number of
secondary branches on the primary branch n (NSBPBn) to the total number of primary
branches (TNPB) changes with the panicle axis node and can be described by equation
(1.73); where NSBPBa is an equation coefficient, NSBPBb is the ratio of the secondary
branch number on the primary branch n1 to TNPB, ni is the rank of the axis node
with the highest secondary branch number. The number of spikelets per unit length
of secondary branch (NSULSB) can be calculated by equation (1.74); where TNPB
x ANSPB is the number of spikelets on all primary branches, ASBLn is the average
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length of secondary branches on primary branch n. ASBLn itself can be defined by
equation (1.75); where PBLn is the length of primary branch n, ASBLa is an equation
coefficient, n3 is the rank of the axis node where the average length of secondary branches
is minimum, and ASBLb is the minimum value of the ratio (ASBLn / PBLn).
NSBPBn
TNPB
= NSBPBa × (n− n1)2 +NSBPBb (1.73)
NSULSB =





= ASBLa × (n− n3)2 +ASBLb (1.75)
1.5 Optimization Methods
Basically, optimization is an act to obtain the best result based on given circumstances
[133]. In more technical terms, the optimization is one technique or method to find
the values of a set of parameters which maximize or minimize the objective function
of interest [43]. The purpose of the optimization itself is to select the minimum or
maximum one of some possible resulting values of a mathematically defined objective
function. The term circumstance in optimization, is the crucial term; as it can represent
and also restrict the objective function. Practically, the circumstance can be symbolized
by selected parameters and their allowed ranges of values; where the selected parameters
and their restrictions have strong effect to define the specific objective function.
Connected with the optimization issue, numerous statistical approaches theoretically
can be used to find a set of parameters in obtaining the best (optimal) value of the
objective function. One of them is a full factorial design (it is also called “a level to the
factor design” or (level)factor full factor design). It is an approach or method that can
be used in optimizing by exploring the whole parameter space. All possible parameter
combinations in parameter space are scanned and tested to see the resulting value of
the objective function. The number of parameters and their granularity (size of interval
between successive values) strongly affect the time consumed in the optimization process.
Sampling is a method that commonly can be used to avoid a full factorial design in
scanning all possible parameters in optimizing. Two kinds of sampling method that will
be explained here are a Simple Random Sampling (SRS) and Latin Hypercube Sampling
(LHS). In SRS, each element (parameter combination) has an equal probability of being
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selected from all population units; it is also called equal probability of selection method
[4]. There are two types of SRS: SRS with and without replacement. In SRS with
replacement, the sampled unit (value) is randomly selected from the population and it
is replaced again in the population before next selection. In contrast, the SRS without
replacement does not replace the sample unit before next selection. However, generally
the SRS method is not efficient for optimizing; as sometimes it looks similar to the full
factorial design, where the sampling points are spread over the parameter space but
leave broad gaps [157].
Concerning LHS, it is a sampling method to scan parameter space which tries to elimi-
nate biased choices of parameter values. Technically, its purpose is to ensure that each
value (or a range of values) of a parameter is represented in samples ([109] in [28]). For
instance, to generate n samples from 2 parameters (X, Y ∈ [0, 1]); firstly we have to
divide the ranges of both X and Y into n equal intervals (n2 cells). This is shown in
Figure 1.19 [28].
Figure 1.19: A Latin Hypercube Sample scheme on the unit square, with n levels for
each parameter [28]
The basic requirement of the LHS method is that each row and column of the constructed
table (Figure 1.19) contains only one sample; for instance, the Figure 1.20 requires n
samples. For each sample ([i, j]), the sample values of X and Y can be identified by
equations (1.76) and (1.77); where ξX and ξY are random numbers (ξX , ξY ε [0, 1]),
and FX and FY are the cumulative probability distributions functions of X and Y
respectively. Thus, the final result has to be performed in one matrix called a Latin
Hypercube matrix (LHSm,n); where m indicates a parameter and n is the net work
sample size. The matrix is shown in Figure 1.20 [28].
X = F−1X ((i− 1 + ξX)/n) (1.76)
Y = F−1Y ((j − 1 + ξY )/n) (1.77)
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Figure 1.20: A Latin Hypercube Matrix (LHSm,n) [28]
In addition, actually there is no single optimization method or technique that can solve
all type of optimization problems [133]. The optimization method specifically is con-
structed only for the specific problem in a specific case. The capability of developing
the appropriate method is exceptionally mandatory here.
Three kinds of methods that can be used to find a local optimum (a local maximum or
minimum) of a function are Gradient, Quasi-Newton, and hill-climbing methods. They
are used to find stationary points of a function, i.e., points where the gradient of a
function is zero. The gradient of functions (f(x)) is denoted as ∇f(x); and it is defined
in equation (1.78) [20]. Where ddx denotes the derivation operator and n is the dimension










Theoretically, the gradient method is an algorithm to find extremal points of a func-
tion; with the search directions defined by the gradient of the function at the current
point [126]. Two types of gradient method are a gradient descent (with step size γ
proportional to the gradient) and a conjugate gradient (by combining the information
from all previous search directions) [161]. In addition, the Quasi-Newton method is
another optimization method that is iterative (involving a series of line searches) and
generally involves computation only of f(xk) and ∇f(xk) at each iteration. It is much
like Newton’s method; where the basic form of the algorithm is shown below [21]:
1. Make an initial guess x0 at the minimum; set k = 0. Initiate H0 = I (the n x n
identity matrix)
2. Compute ∇f(xk) and take the search direction as hk = −Hk∇f(xk)
3. Do a line search from xk in the direction hk and take xk+1 = xk + t ∗ hk, where
t ∗ hk minimizes f(xk + thk)
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4. Compute Hk+1 by modifying Hk appropriately. This is usually done by setting
Hk+1 = Hk + Uk, where Uk is some easy to compute ‘updating’ matrix. Set
k = k + 1 and go to step 2
Where hk is a search direction, and Hk is a Hessian matrix. On the other hand, geo-
metrically (xn+1, 0) is derived from the line tangent of the function f(x) at (xn, f(xn)).
See Figure 1.21, it is an interaction between line tangent and function in a special case
(dimension 1).
Figure 1.21: Interaction between line tangent and function f(x) [36]
Especially for the hill-climbing method, by using a simple loop that is continuously able
to move to the next increasing or decreasing value of the goal function (neighbor), it
can reach a local optimum (maximum or minimum). This is a simple method that
has been successfully applied to solve many problems of optimization [137]. Practically,
the hill-climbing method can be applied in both optimization problems of discrete and
continuous parameters.
One optimization method that can be realized to avoid getting stuck in a local optimum
which is not the global optimum is the Simulated Annealing method. It is a stochastic
method used to find the global optimum. The basic idea of the simulated annealing
method to escape from local optima is realized in the execution process. The simulated
annealing is executed until an external “termination condition” is satisfied; where the
parameter temperature (T) is diminished periodically [114]. In the optimization algo-
rithm, the parameter T is used to control the searching range, this means if parameter
T has the biggest value (in this case, one is the biggest value); all points in parameter
space have to be visited as optimum point candidates. The algorithm pseudocode of the
simulated annealing is presented in Listing 1.1.
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Procedure SimulatedAnnealing
Begin
X = some initial starting points in S
While not termination-condition Do





Listing 1.1: The pseudocode of simulated annealing procedure
Procedure Genetic Algorithm
Begin
Generate random population of chromosomes
Do
Evaluate the fitness of each chromosome in population
If (fitness value fulfills selection criterion)
Crossover
Mutation
Place new offspring in a new population
End if
Use new generated population
Until condition is satisfied
End
Listing 1.2: The pseudocode of basic genetic algorithm
In addition, another class of optimization methods are Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs)
or Genetic Algorithms (GAs). Conceptually, GAs are a particular subclass of EAs. They
use techniques inspired by evolutionary biology, such as inheritance, mutation, selection
and crossover (also called recombination) [169]. EAs are population-based meta heuristic
optimization algorithms that use biology-inspired mechanisms and survival of the fittest
theory in order to refine a set of solutions iteratively [106].
In other words, GAs theoretically can be defined as computer based search techniques
patterned from the genetic mechanisms of biological organisms that have adapted and
flourished in a changing highly competitive environment [106]. GAs can be used to
solve hard optimization problems quickly, often reliably and accurately by using genetic
process concepts (such as selection or mutation) [157] [106]. However, like hill-climbing
and simulated annealing, GAs belong to the class of heuristic methods; there is no
guarantee that they will always deliver the globally-best solution of an optimization
problem. The basic GA can be structurally defined by Listing 1.2.
Technically, the population is a set of individuals each representing a possible solution to
a given problem. The chromosome consists of genes joined together to form a string of
values, where a gene is a parameter that contributes to describe a solution to the problem.
The chromosome is sometimes called a genome and in programming also defined as a
string of binary symbols or other data structures; and the gene itself is defined as a
character or number. In addition, the fitness score (value) is a score that is inferred
from the chromosome itself by using a fitness function, it is sometimes indicated by a
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real number (value between 0 and 1; and 1 indicates the highest fitness value) which
reflects the utility or the ability of the individual which that chromosome represents;
where the fitness function evaluates each solution to decide whether it will contribute to
the next generation of solutions. The fitness function tightly depends on the application
case, it can calculate: strength, weight, width, maximum load, cost or combination of
all these. Furthermore, the generation is indicated by the execution of the loop of the
above algorithm when it was created. The crossover decomposes two distinct solutions
and then randomly mixes their parts to form novel solutions; it means choosing a random
position in the string and exchanging the segments either to the right or to the left of
this point with another string partitioned similarly to produce two new offsprings. On
the other hand, mutation randomly perturbs a candidate solution in the case of binary
genes; it changes a 1 to a 0 and a 0 to a 1 instead of duplicating them (this change






Plant Modelling and the
Language XL
2.1 Functional-Structural Plant Models (FSPM)
Functional-Structural Plant Models (FSPM) or virtual plant models are models that
obviously depicts the development process of plant architecture based on its physiolog-
ical processes. Here, combining both aspects structural and physiological in modelling
becomes reasonable to be realized [170]. According to the triangle of plant models
(Figure 2.1; [94]), FSPM represents a powerful combination of approaches for plant
modelling. FSPM successfully combines three types of models: structural (morphol-
ogy), process-based (physiology), and aggregated (statistics). In plant modelling, these
three model types are very important. Process models can represent a broad scope of
functional aspects of plants, ranging from biophysics and molecular genetics to environ-
mental physiology and agronomy [66]. The development of structural organs of plants
intensely relates to their physiological aspects.
Structural models represent plant architecture in 3-d space. In connection with process-
based models, they help to realize several concrete ideas, such as to quantify the light
interception, calculate some aspects of plant mechanics, understand the plant develop-
mental dynamics, understand some aspects about plant hydraulic architecture, etc. [94].
In addition, statistical models (aggregated models) help to upscale the quantified data
from organs to whole plants and plant stands. This is the strong reason why aggregated
models are necessary as well to model plants.
Figure 2.2 tells the structure of an integrated single-plant functional-structural model.
It describes the tight correlation between morphology and process aspects in plants.
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Figure 2.1: Triangle of plant models [94]
Figure 2.2: Structure of integrated single-plant model [94]
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Based on a process model, several data describing physiological aspects in the plant
can be produced. By combining with statistical data and external factors, data from
the process model are used to become parameters for the growth grammar rules. The
parameters, by using a growth grammar approach, are used to control a morphology
model; the 3-d structure produced by it will, in turn, modify the external factors, e.g.
by changing the distribution of photosythetically-active radiation, and will also have a
feedback effect on the processes represented in the process model, e.g. by changing the
length of transport pathways within the plant. One widely-used technique to realize
the structural component of FSPM are rewriting systems, particularly, L-systems. The
explanation of the technique will be delivered in the next part.
2.2 Rewriting systems
As mentioned before, L-systems represent a rewriting technique to define a complex
object by sequentially interchanging parts, starting with a simple initial object (ω), by
means of productions (p) [132], also called rules. A simple example of an L-system is
given below.
ω : b
p1 : a→ ab
p2 : b→ a
The example simply expresses that the initial object (ω) is b, it is replaced by using a
production (p), b → a. In the second step, a is replaced by ab using the production
a→ ab. The word ab consists of two letters, both of which are simultaneously replaced
in the next derivation step. Thus, a is replaced by ab, b is replaced by a, and the string
aba is the result. In a similar way, the string aba yields abaab which in turn yields
abaababa, and so on. The derivation structure of the L-systems example above can be
obviously figured by Figure 2.3. For specific purposes, for example graphical modelling,
L-systems need a method of implementation. One such method is the turtle concept. It
will be explained in more detail in the next section.
2.3 Turtle Concept
One method which can be used in interpreting L-systems for graphical purposes is turtle
geometry [2]. A state of the turtle in the plane is defined as a triplet (x, y, α), where the
Cartesian coordinates (x, y) represent the turtle’s position, and the angle α (heading),
measured in clockwise orientation, is represented as the direction in which the turtle is
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Figure 2.3: The derivation structure of a simple example of an L-system [132]
facing. In addition, RU(δ) is a symbol used to depict ”turn right” by an angle δ of the
turtle, and RU(-δ) is a symbol used do depict “turn left” by δ. The new state of the
turtle after execution of the rotation is (x, y, α + δ) or (x, y, α − δ). Furthermore, the
symbol ”F0” is used to move a step of length d with drawing a line, then the state of
the turtle changes to (x’, y’, α), where y’=y+ d cosα and x’=x+ d sinα; and ”M0” is a
symbol used to move forward a step of length d without drawing a line [132]. The turtle
interpretation symbols F , RU(δ), and RU(−δ) can be illustrated by using Figure 2.4.
For example, a turtle string ’F0F0F0 RU(δ) F0F0 RU(δ) F0 RU(δ) F0 RU(−δ) F0
RU(−δ) F0F0 RU(δ) F0 RU(δ) F0F0F0’ produces the pattern shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.4: The interpretation of turtle commands F0, RU(δ), and RU(−δ) [132]
Turtle interpretation of strings can be extended to 3-d. The key concept is to represent
the current orientation of the turtle in space by three vectors H, L, U (see Figure 2.6);
indicating the turtle’s heading, the direction to the left, and the direction up. In addition,
L-systems can be extended in order to model the development of branching structures
by putting turtle states on a stack. Especially to delimit a branch in plant model
development, there are two symbols used: symbol “[“, to push the current state of the
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Figure 2.5: The interpretation of a string of turtle commands; see text [132]
turtle onto a pushdown stack; and symbol “]”, to pop a state from the stack and make
it the current state of the turtle.
Figure 2.6: The turtle orientation in three dimensions [132]
Turtle interpretation of L-systems also can model the natural diversity of plant forms by
making some variations in the model. The variations can be achieved by randomizing
the turtle interpretation, the L-systems, or both. The implementation of stochastic
application of L-system productions will be useful to introduce randomness; such an L-
system is a called stochastic L-system. Stochastic L-systems are defined as quadruplets
G = (V , ω, P , π), where the function π is a probability distribution to map the set of
productions P into a set of production probabilities. A simple example of a stochastic
L-system is given below, where each production can be selected with approximately the
same probability of 1/3.
ω : F0
p1 : F0 .33−→ F0[RU(−δ)F0]F0[RU(δ)F0]F0
p2 : F0 .33−→ F0[RU(−δ)F0]F0
p2 : F0 .33−→ F0[RU(δ)F0]F0
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2.4 Basic XL Programming with GroIMP
Regarding programming paradigms, the programming language XL supports three paradigms,
namely the imperative, object-oriented, and rule based programming paradigms. The
imperative programming (also called procedural) consists of explicit commands and pro-
cedures to be executed. The commands (instructions) usually manipulate the content of
memory cells; they also can call procedures to do several processes, also in procedures,
some commands are used. Actually, it is the oldest and most traditional paradigm of
programming [16].
In addition, the object-oriented programming is a paradigm that uses the object concept
as an interpretation of data structure, procedure or function. The computer is regarded
as an environment for virtual objects, which are created and destroyed at runtime of
the program. Technically, this paradigm uses object-oriented principles, such as class
abstraction, inheritance, polymorphism, and encapsulation [16].
The first two paradigms, indeed, are the basis of the programming language Java [178].
Officially, Java programming uses commands and procedures; however, it also operates
with classes, based on the object-oriented principle.
However, Java programming does not have rule-based or graph-related features. To fill
this gap, an implementation of relational growth grammars (RGG) was realized [84].
So, the XL language actually uses three programming paradigms: imperative, object-
oriented, and rule-based (Figure 2.7).
Figure 2.7: The paradigms supported in the language XL [90]
Like in other programming languages, the used classes, here called modules, have to be
defined in the header of a program. In XL, the module definition follows the well-known
concept of object-oriented programming. Four examples of module definition can be
seen in Listing (2.1); where A, B, C, and D are the names of modules. The parameters
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can be declared between brackets ().
module A(float length);
module B(super.length, super.diameter) extends F;
module C (super.length, super.radius) extends Cylinder(length,
radius);
module D(float length, float radius);
Listing 2.1: Examples of module definitions in XL
Concerning graphical programming, XL provides classes that represent geometrical
shapes based on turtle commands [84]. For example the module B() and module C() in
listing 2.1 extend the turtle command F and the standard geometry class constructor
Cylinder() (with own parameters). The module B() can use a specified list of proper-
ties (length, diameter) to identify several parameters from F (inheritance in the object
oriented concept) as superclass. Also with module C(), it can use some properties that
belong to its superclass Cylinder(); where the superclass can have specific initial values
of its parameters. Furthermore, an XL program usually has methods init() and run()
(see Listing 2.2 as example), each of them requiring a specific access key (public, pri-
vate, or protected). The method init() is automatically called when the XL program is
executed. The method run() is used to contain the productions of the rule-based part.
Also, in each rule-based part, common Java programming statements and commands
technically can be used and executed by defining them in braces {...}.
protected void init()
[





A ==> B C A;
]
Listing 2.2: An example of methods init() and run() in XL
Turtle commands can be used in rules of XL, like in L-systems. They can be realized
to construct the 2-d or 3-d object structure model. Several basic commands of XL that
relate to 2-d and 3-d turtle geometry are described by Table 2.1 [91].
An example of a complete simple program employing turtle commands in XL can be
seen in Listing 2.3. It consists only of the method init(). The execution result of this
code is presented by Figure 2.8.
XL turtle commands also can be realized for specific purposes, such as branching (par-
ticularly, this is very important for plant modelling). The notation ”[” is used to start
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Command Meaning
F0 ’Forward’ with construction of an element (line segment, internode, etc.)
F(l) ’Forward’ with construction of an element with length l
F(l, d) ’Forward’ with construction of an element with length l and diameter d
M0 ’Move’, forward without construction
M(x) ’Move’, forward of length x without construction
P(c) change current color of object to c (c = 0..15)
L(x) change current step size (length) to x
LAdd(x) increment the current step size (length) by x
LMul(x) multiply the current step size (length) by x
D(x) change current diameter (thickness) to x
DAdd(x) increment the current diameter (thickness) by x
DMul(x) multiply the current diameter (thickness) by x
RU(x) rotation of the turtle around the ’up’ axis by x
RL(x) rotation of the turtle around the ’left’ axis by x
RH(x) rotation of the turtle around the ’head’ axis by x
RV(x) rotation to the ground with strength given by x
RG rotation absolutely to the ground (direction (0, 0, -1))
Table 2.1: Basic turtle commands in the language XL
Figure 2.8: Executed result from Listing 2.3
the branch, and ”]” to define the end of the branch. An example is presented by the
simple XL program in Listing 2.4. Easily understood, when firstly it is executed, it
will produce only one segment as consequence of the command F (x) (Figure 2.9 A). In
the second run, the branch parts will be executed (two instances of branch), and the
result will be like in Figure (2.9 B). As it is an iterative code (the right-hand side of
the run rule calls the module A() itself inside, with a decremented value for parameter
x controlling length); when it is iteratively executed many times (for example 7 times),
the result will be like in Figure (2.9 C).
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protected void init()
[
Axiom ==> L(100) D(3) F0 RU(90) D(3) F0 F(50)
D(3) RU(90) F0 F0 RU(90) F(150)
RU(90) F0 M(40) RU(90) M(30) F(30)
M(30) F(30) RU(90) M(75) RU(90) M(30) F(30);
]
Listing 2.3: An example of 2-d turtle commands as an XL program
module A(float len);




public void run ()
[
A(x) ==>
P(0) F(x) [RU(30) RH(90) A(x*0.8)]
[RU(-30) RH(90) A(x*0.8)];
]
Listing 2.4: An example of 2-d branching generated by an L-system in the XL code
Figure 2.9: Executed result from Listing 2.4
Another example of XL code comes from [22]. It describes a simple virtual plant with
branches and leaves. The program consists of four modules and two methods. Module
Bud() and module Node extend the superclass Sphere, module Internode() extends
the turtle command F , and module Leaf() extends the superclass Parallelogram().
Every Internode and Node are followed by Bud and Leaf with specific angle of vector
L (divergence angle of branching). The program execution result can be seen in Figure
2.10.








module Internode extends F;
module Leaf extends Parallelogram(2,1);
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Bud ==> Internode Node [ RL(50) Bud ] [ RL(70) Leaf ]
RH(137.5) Internode Bud;
]
Listing 2.5: Other example of XL code. It describes a simple plant with branches
and leaves
Figure 2.10: Executed result from Listing 2.5 [22]
Command Meaning
int i; declaration of an integer variable with name i
f loat a = 0.0; declaration / initialization of a floating point variable
int[] x = new int[20]; declaration of an array of length 20 (x[0], ..., x[19])
float[] y = {0.1, 0.2,−1.4} ; declaration and initialization of an array
i = 25; assignment
i+ +; i is incremented by 1
i−−; i is decremented by 1
i+ = 5; i is incremented by 5
i− = 5; i is decremented by 5
i∗ = 2; i is doubled
i/ = 3; i gets the value i/3
x = Math.sqrt(2); x gets assigned the square root of 2
if (x! = 0) {y = 1/x; } conditional assignment of 1/x to y
while (i <= 10) {i+ +; } loop: as long as i ≤ 10, i is incremented by 1
for (i = 0; i < 5; i+ +) {i+ = 5; } imperative for-loop
if (i == 0) {...} test for equality ( ” = ” would be assignment!)
Table 2.2: Examples of imperative code in XL
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Table 2.2 shows some examples of imperative code in XL. The commands like assignment
of values to variables, arithmetical operations, function calls, output (print commands),
etc. technically are specified in the same way like in Java code and are enclosed in braces
{...} [92].
Furthermore, some features of XL that are used directly in this research will be explained
here, such as NURBSSurface, instantiation rules, etc. NURBSSurface is one XL fea-
ture that relates to complex 3-d geometry. It has an attribute of type BSplineSurface
or BSplineCurve. They are respectively used to render the surface or curve of the object
in 3-d using the framework of non-uniform rational B-Spline [83]. In this research, the
attribute input used is BSplineSurface. A possible construction of a NURBSSurface
can be seen by an example in Listing 2.6. The leaf surface itself is defined as class
ExtrudedSurface by using the method BSplineOfV ertice that relates to the profile
(profile) and trajectory (traj) of a leaf. The parameter profile defines the profile of
the leaf through 10 parameters, and the parameter traj defines the trajectory of the leaf
through 12 parameters. The simulation output of Listing 2.6 can be seen in Figure 2.11.




VertexList profile = new VertexListImpl (new float[]
{-1, 0, -0.5, 0.5, 0, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 0}, 2);
VertexList traj = new VertexListImpl (new float[]




new BSplineOfVertices(profile, 3, false, false),




Listing 2.6: Format of NURBSSurface declaration in XL
Another feature of XL is the instantiation rule. It is a possibility of declaring a module
that refers to the multiple inclusion of the same geometric structure but with different
location in space [83]. The module declaration principally can be called recursively
and with references to graph nodes. It enables an instancing of graphs at runtime for
frequently occurring sub-structures. It helps to minimize the computer memory usage
during simulation [148]. Generally, it is used to create a complex geometry out of a
compact specification. An instantiation rule consists of a module declaration on the
left-hand side and contains the production statement of the instantiation rule on the
right-hand side. An example of instantiation rule declaration can be shown by Listing
2.7; by using parameter n, the algorithm instantiates a sequence of 2n cylinders with
alternating colors [83].
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Figure 2.11: Executed result from Listing 2.6 [56]
module Y(int n)
==> for(1 : n)(Cylinder.(setShader(RED))
Cylinder.(setShader(GREEN))
Listing 2.7: Example of instantiation rule declaration
Regarding the radiation model, XL provides four types of light source (DirectionalLight,
PointLight, SpotLight, and sky / sun sky shader) [154]. A light source is needed to
compute the amount of radiation. The radiation model itself is made accessible by the
class LightModel with a declaration like in Listing 2.8; where lm is a variable repre-
senting the Light Model, nRay is the number of random rays, and nRef is the recursion
depth or number of reflections.
LightModel lm = new LightModel(nRay, nRef)
Listing 2.8: XL code for light model declaration
Furthermore, the execution arrow (::>) represents a single imperative statement or a
list of imperative statements enclosed by braces {...} that are located in its right-hand
side [83]. It executes the statement in every match of the left-hand side. It is useful if
modification of the topology of the current graph is not desired, but only of its internal
state, i.e., attribute values of nodes.
Chapter 3
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3.1 The Life Cycle of Rice Plant
The life cycle of a rice plant lasts generally 100-201 days. The varieties with growth
duration around 130-150 days are usually photoperiod sensitive and planted in deep
water area [167]. Rice is a very flexible plant. It can grow well under both flooded and
rainfed conditions [180]. Fundamentally, there are three phases of rice plant growth:
vegetative, reproductive, and ripening phases [183] [167] [104]. Even though several
researchers categorize the life story of a rice plant into two growth periods: vegetative
and generative period [108]; both theories talk about the same stages in detail (see
Figure 3.1). The rice plant consumes around 35 and 30 days to grow in reproductive
and ripening phases respectively; however, especially for the vegetative phase, the time
consumed by one rice plant to grow depends on the variety (see Figure 3.2). This causes
differences in growth duration (plant age) of rice plants.
Regarding the time period spent in the vegetative phase, the rice plant varieties are
grouped into three groups. The first comprises early-maturing varieties. They initiate a
panicle primordium before reaching the maximum tiller number (type A in Figure 3.2).
The second one comprises the varieties with adequate vegetative phase. They initiate
panicle primordium right after the maximum tiller number is reached (Type B in Figure
3.2). The third one comprises the late-maturing varieties. They have long periods of
vegetative growth and reach the maximum tiller number condition before initiation of
panicle primordia (type C in Figure 3.2) [156].
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Figure 3.1: Two types of rice plant life cycle [108] [183] [167] [104]
Figure 3.2: The period of rice plant growth [71]
As mentioned before, especially for the vegetative phase, it is characterized by active
tillering, plant height increasing, and regular leaf emergence. All organs contribute to
increasing the leaf area in intercepting the sunlight [183]. The vegetative phase also can
be called the growth period of stems and leaves [108]. Tillering starts when the main
stem has 4-5 leaves. It can be seen that in the final state, the main stem is usually
longer than tillers.
The first three detail stages of the vegetative phase are: germination, seedling, and
tillering (which can again be differentiated into active tillering, end of active tillering,
and reaching maximum tiller number). In the germination stage (stage 0), the embryo
will germinate when it finds sufficient moisture. The germination stage covers the period
from emergence of either the coleoptile or the radicle to the emergence of the first leaf.
The seedling stage (stage 1) covers the period from the emergence of the first leaf to the
emergence of the fifth leaf. The tillering stage (stage 2) starts from the growth of the
fifth leaf, the number of tillers increases until maximum tillering [183] [180].
Indeed, the plant height does not increase much in the vegetative phase; the plant height
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Figure 3.3: Three types of varieties based on the duration of the vegetative phase
[156]
increases more rapidly in the reproductive phase which is characterized by stem elonga-
tion (stem elongation stadium). It is proven, that the stem length in the reproductive
phase is longer than the stem length in the vegetative stage. A decline in tiller number,
emergence of the flag leaf (the last leaf), booting, heading, and flowering are several
characteristics of the reproductive phase of rice plant growth [183].
3.2 Vegetative Green Organs of the Rice Plant
Generally, there are five organ types of rice plants: roots, stems, leaves, and panicles
(see Figure 3.4). Especially, talking about vegetative organs, there are three organs:
root, stem, and leaf. However, our research only concerns the above-ground rice plant
during the vegetative phase, thus the organs stem and leaf will be mentioned in detail
here.
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Figure 3.4: General parts of rice plant [67]
3.2.1 Main Stem and Tillers
A stem consists of a series of nodes and internodes (see Figure 3.5). Physically, internodes
are round and hollow, with smooth surface. The upper internodes are longer than the
lower ones [180]. The main stem and tillers have different height. Because, tillering
starts when the main stem has 5-6 leaves [183]. Main stem and tillers have usually
one internode less than their number of leaves, and primary and secondary tillers have
around 12 and 10 internodes respectively [189].
3.2.2 Rice Leaf
Every rice leaf consists of sheath, blade, auricle, and ligule. The auricle and ligule
distinguish rice from barnyard grasses [104]. However, several rice varieties lack the
auricle and ligule, they are called liguleless rice [183].
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Figure 3.5: Single stem of rice
Rice leaves are narrow and flat (see Figure 3.6), they grow alternately on the stem, with
one leaf on one node. In fact, leaves come out one after another, and the leafing interval
is almost constant under a specified condition. One single leaf needs approximately 4-5
days to fully grow in the early growth phase, and 7-8 days in the next stages. Leaves
are the engines of the plant to capture the light and produce carbohydrates. The last
leaf is called the flag leaf [156] [183] [115] [104] [180]. There are about 14-18 leaves on
the main stem (depending on variety), and usually the 4th leaf from the flag leaf is the
longest one [167] [104].
The rice leaf is the green organ that most strongly relates to yield productivity. The
leaf is the green organ that must be considered in breeding research with respect to
properties such as erectness, length, width, thickness, and color [77]. However, the
correlation of leaf thickness and productivity is still not proven yet [183]. The increase
of leaf area index (LAI) is affected by the increase of tillers and each leaf area itself,
where LAI is ”the amount of leaf area (m2) in a canopy per unit ground area (m2)” [8].
Some commonly required leaf characteristics are erect, thick, small, and short [104]. A
picture of rice leaves can be seen in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Simple view of rice leaf [1]
3.3 The Classification of Indonesian Varieties of the Rice
Plant
There are four kinds of Indonesian rice plants as the research objects. They are the
varieties Dodokan, Fatmawati, INPARI 9 and Ciherang. Based on plant age classifi-
cations, the varieties represent three classes. They respectively represent very early,
early, medium and early. The varieties Fatmawati and Ciherang represent the same age
classification, however they have clearly a different size of leaves. Based on plant age,
the rice plants basically are classified into six classes [70]: ultra early (plant age is < 85
days), super early (plant age is 85 – 94 days), very early (plant age is 95 – 104 days),
early (plat age is 105 – 124 days), medium (plant age is 125 – 164 days), and late (plant
age is > 165 days).
Also, actually the rice plants can be classified by their form. The form describes how
wide the angle between main stem and its tillers is (axial angle). The classes are [69]:
erect, where the axial angle is < 30o, semi-erect, where the axial angle is ±45o, open,
where the axial angle is ±60o, spreading, where the axial angle is > 60o, and the tillers
do not touch the ground, and prostrate, where the axial angle is > 60o, and the tillers
touch the ground. Regarding leaf position, there are four classes. The leaf position is
the position of the leaf relative to the stem that is measured as the angle between leaf
tip and stem (leaf chord angle). The classes are [69]: erect, where the leaf chord angle is
< 45o, semi-erect, where the leaf chord angle is between 45o and 90o, horizontal, where
the leaf chord angle is 90o, and recurved, where the leaf chord angle is > 90o.
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No Parameter Dodokan Fatmawati Inpari 9 Ciherang
1 Plant age (days) 116 122 125 121
2 Age classification early early medium early
3 Plant height (m) 0.88 1.03 1.13 1.11
4 Height classification short short short short
5 Plant form semi-erect semi-erect erect erect
6 Leaf position semi-erect erect erect erect
7 Maximum leaf length (m) 0.48 0.59 0.49 0.46
8 Maximum leaf width (m) 0.011 0.019 0.013 0.014
9 Leaf number 14 15 17 16
10 Maximum stem length (m) 0.73 0.87 0.81 0.74
11 Maximum stem diameter (m) 0.0022 0.0025 0.0027 0.0029
12 Productive tiller number 10-13 8-14 16-22 14-17
Table 3.1: The morphological characteristics of four Indonesian varieties of rice plant
(average values) [146]
The rice plants also can be categorized by their height. The height is calculated from
the ground until the highest organ part of the plant. There are three simple categories
of plants based on height. The categories are [69]: short, where the plant height is <
110 cm; medium, where the plant height is between 110 and 130 cm; and long, where
the plant height is > 130 cm.
[69] also classified the leaf length into five categories. They are: very short, where the
leaf length is < 21 cm, short, where the leaf length is between 21 – 40 cm, medium,
where the leaf length is between 41 – 60 cm, long, where the leaf length is between 61
– 80 cm, and very long, where the leaf length is > 80 cm.
Table (3.1) describes the morphological characteristics of the four Indonesian varieties
of rice that are taken as research objects. The empirical data sometimes only informs




Optimization is a process to find the conditions that give the optimum value of a function.
The value can be the minimum or the maximum of the function. The function is called
the objective function and has to be formulated before. Mathematically, the minimum
value of the function (f(x) for example) actually is same as the maximum value of the
negative of the function (−f(x))(see the illustration in Figure 3.1; [133]). The word
’optimum’ itself comes from the Latin word ’optimus’ meaning best. Thus, optimization
can be defined as a way to find the best solution of a problem [48].
Figure 4.1: Illustration of the minimum and maximum value of the function. The
minimum value of the function is same as the maximum of the negative of the function
[133].
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Basically, the objective function has to be defined mathematically to describe the opti-
mization problem that will be solved. The equations (4.1) upto (4.5) are examples to
describe how the objective function and some boundary conditions for its arguments are
defined. According to the equations, f is an objective function, where the problem is to
find x1 and x2 (as independent variables). By satisfying equation (4.2) upto (4.5), and
inserting them to equation (4.1), x1 and x2 can be tested.
Maximize : f(x1, x2) = 2.5x1 + 0.75x2 (4.1)
Subject to : x1 + x2 ≥ 3.6 (4.2)
0.6x1 + 0.4x2 ≥ 1.2 (4.3)
x1 ≥ 0 (4.4)
x2 ≥ 0 (4.5)
Indeed, the methods for seeking the optimum value are known as mathematical program-
ming techniques. They commonly are studied as part of operational research studies.
The operational research methods can be classified into three classes: mathematical
programming or optimization techniques, stochastic process techniques, and statistical
methods. The mathematical programming techniques are fruitful for finding the optimal
value of an objective function, particularly in the linear case, like in equations (4.1) upto
(4.5) above. The stochastic process techniques are useful to find the optimal value for
a problem that is described by a set of random variables. And the statistical methods
are useful to analyze experimental data and to develop empirical models to find the
most accurate representation of the physical situation. Briefly, the classes of operational
research methods with some method examples are listed in Table 4.1 [133].
Other optimization methods can be called modern or non-traditional optimization meth-
ods. Several examples are: genetic algorithm, simulated annealing, ant colony optimiza-
tion, swarm optimization, neural networks, and fuzzy optimizations [133]. They are
heuristical methods, i.e., they usually do not five the exact global optimum of a prob-
lem, but an approximation. On the other hand, they are often faster than exact methods,
particularly in the case of non-linear objective functions with many variables.
Several statistical methods for sampling also can be used as optimization methods.
Such statistical sampling methods will be delivered in the next sections, they are full-
factorial design, simple-random sampling, and latin-hypercube sampling. Two types
of non-traditional optimization methods (hill-climbing and simulated-annealing) will be
mentioned as well. Five types of optimization methods will be used in our study of light
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Cluster analysis, pattern recognition
Design of experiments
Table 4.1: Methods of the operational research [133]
interception in rice. Their following description will partially be based on the overview
given in [157].
4.2 Full Factorial Design
In statistics, especially in the design of experiment (DoE), a full factorial design (FFD)
that was proposed by [46] is a factorial experiment design which ensures that all possible
factor level combinations (i.e., combinations of values of the variables of the objective
function) are defined and used. By this technique, all group differences can be explored.
A full-factorial experiment design actually consists of every combination of the levels of
factors in the experiment [111]. In other words, FFD is an experiment design in which
every possible combination of factor levels (values of variables) is tested [97]. It means,
for example, the possible combinations will be 8 possibilities for 3 factors or variables
with two levels for each factor or variable (23). Practically, it will be more complex; if
FFD must be implemented in several factors or variables (k) with different levels (l) for





The disadvantage of this method is that FFD can take a lot of time and money, because
it includes all possible combinations of every level of every factor and can require a lot of
trials. It is not appropriate for an optimization process with a big number of samples or
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combinations. However, regarding optimization, this approach surely can get the global
optimum value if the granularity of the factor levels is fine enough. The implementation
of this approach in optimization can be described by the simple pseudocode of the basic







//full factorial design looping
While(maxVal=false)
//getting value of objective function






//checking all parameters must be less than upper bound
maxVal <-- maxValCheck(para)
End while
//for last time, getting value of objective function






Listing 4.1: Pseudocode of basic procedure for the full factorial design method
The aim of the FFD procedure in Listing 4.1 is to find the global optimum value (the
highest or lowest value) that can result from the objective function (objFunction()),
where several parameters or parameter combinations (para) are its parameter inputs.
Simply, the procedure must check one by one all parameter combinations, starting from
the first parameter combination upto the last one, by inputting the parameters into the
objective function.
The parameters are defined with a value of lower boundary (lowBo) as the first param-
eter combination, and variable bestV al is defined as 0. Then, the procedure inputs the
parameters into the objective function, where the value of the objective function is hold
in the variable curV al. Next, the value of curV al is compared with bestV al; if it is
higher than bestV al, it is set as bestV al then. The process is continued with the next
parameter combination, to get the next value of the objective function, until the last
one (where the boolean maxV al is true). The global optimum can be reached after the
procedure scanned all possible values of the objective function.
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Be concluded here, that the specific parameters used in the FFD procedure could be
several. They are: curV al, bestV al, nextIndexPara and maxV al. They respectively
represent a current value, it is used to save the value of objective function; a best value,
it is used to save the best value after comparing with the next value of objective function;
a index for next parameters, it is used to move to the next parameter combination, and
a maximum value, it is used to state the status ”true” that the repetition process has
reached the upper bound.
4.3 Simple Random Sampling
Simple random sampling (SRS) was proposed since 1887 by [80] in [112]. Indeed, SRS
is one of several methods for population-based survey. It is a basic selection process
of sampling. The subjects in the population are sampled randomly. The process uses
a random number generator or a random number table, so a same results from several
random sampling processes will be technically avoided [53]. SRS is the simplest sampling
method. It independently generates each sample element of supposedly uncorrelated
variables. In SRS, every member of the population has the same chance and probability
to be selected. This method is appropriate for a small number population, it is not
convenient for a large population [110] [63].
Figure 4.2A is an example of sampling results produced by using the SRS method. It is
an example of sampling for two dimensional (two variables) combinations. The sample
generated from eight random choices can turn out to cover the space of all value combi-
nations unevenly. In the example, combinations of high values of variables A and B are
under-represented in the sample. Moreover, the same result can be obtained from inde-
pendent sampling. For the optimization process, the process to take samples randomly
can be applied for choosing the objective function argument values. Here, Listing 4.2











//randomizing new parameters or parameter combinations
para <-- random()
//checking the equality
If(para in parameterTable)//finding equality
randLoop <-- true





//getting value from objective function
curVal <-- objFunction(para)





put para in parameterTable
End while
End
Listing 4.2: Pseudocode of basic procedure for simple random sampling without
repetitions of identical parameter value combinations
The goal of SRS in Listing 4.2 is to find the global optimum value (the highest or lowest)
of the objective function in some tests. How many times testing will be conducted
can be defined in the variable loopCount. And to check the similarity of parameter
combinations, a parameterTable is defined. It means, the tests that are conducted will
not repeat the same combination of parameter values twice.
Different to FFD, where parameter combinations are checked one by one; in SRS, the
parameter combinations are selected randomly in every time of test. The probability to
get the global optimum value strongly depends on how many times the test is conducted.
The probability to get the global optimum value is small for a big population (many
parameter combinations).
For the big possibilities, to get the same parameter combination is one thing nearly
impossible. However, making the historical table (called above a random number table)
is one way to avoid the same random value. To realize the purpose, the parameter
curentPositionHistory is needed. It is technically used to record the parameter com-
binations that have been used before. The parameters loopCount, curV al, and bestV al
are required. They are respectively used set the number of looping, to save the current
value, and the best value.
4.4 Latin Hypercube Sampling
Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) was introduced by [109]. Like the methods before,
it is a searching technique in n-dimensional space [35] [5]. It is a method to take a
sample from a population that can produce input values to estimate output variables
of functions. Its variance of samples is less than that obtained by the simple random
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sampling method [151]. Indeed, it is like simple random sampling, as a probabilistic
sampling in the sense that a weight can be associated with each sample that can be
used in probabilistic calculation. However, it emphasizes the uniform sampling of the
distributions [40] and practically it can produce more stable analysis outcomes than
simple random sampling does [63], as in LHS, the input variable value are divided into
several predefined cubes (clusters).
Figure 4.2: Simple example of sampling in a 2-d space of value combination. (A)
Samples resulting from the method of simple random sampling. (B) Samples resulting
from the method of latin hypercube sampling with four clusters.
A simple example of an LHS result can be seen in Figure 4.2B. The result is more grouped
than in the case of SRS. By using four predefined cubes (clusters) with maximum two
sample members in one cube, eight realization of sampling successfully group the variable
combinations into that four groups. In addition, the basic procedure of LHS can be
depicted by the pseudocode in Listing 4.3.
The intention of LHS optimization is similar to the two previous methods (FFD and
SRS), it is used to get the optimum value of the stated objective function. Essentially,
LHS is more similar to SRS, it randomizes parameters that will be used to produce the
values of the objective function. However, in LHS, parameter values are grouped into
several specified clusters (cubes).
In every parameter combination that is randomly chosen, it is checked, which cluster the
parameter combination is addressed in (function checkCluster()). Consequently, how
many parameter combinations can be addressed in one cluster should be defined first.
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Several specific parameters are required in LHS method. The parameter loopCount is a
numeric parameter. It is used to set, how many times the looping process is conducted.
The parameter loopCount is oneClusMaxNum × clusNum; where oneClusMaxNum
is a maximum number of how many times one cluster is visited by the randomized pa-
rameter combination, and clusNum is a number of cluster. The parameter clusNum
itself is a total number of multiplication of all clusPart number; where clusPart is a













//checking cluster equality status
eqStatus <-- checkCluster(para, clusterBoundary)
End while
curVal <-- objFunction(para)







Listing 4.3: Pseudocode of basic procedure for latin hypercube sampling method
Other specific parameters are clusLowBo, clusUpBo, and clusStatus. They respectively
are the parameters lower bound of cluster, upper bound of cluster, and cluster status.
Especially for cluster status, it is used to set a number of how many times one cluster has
been visited by the parameter combination. To count the cluster number, the parameter
statusCounter is needed. In addition, the parameters intervalPoint and eqStatus are
also required. They are respectively used to be a cluster pointer and an equality status
of cluster.
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4.5 Hill Climbing Method
The hill climbing (HC) method is a local search method. It was proposed by [113].
Simply stated, it contains a loop that continually moves in one direction of an increas-
ing value (uphill), and never goes downhill. It is terminated when it reaches a ‘peak’,
where there is no neighbor having a higher value. The probability is high that it will
be trapped in one local maximum (one hill). A local maximum is a peak that is higher
than its neighbors but lower than the global maximum [138]. The basic procedure of




//randomizing new parameter combination
para <-- random()
curVal <-- objFunction(para)
//looping until local optimum is found
While(search is not terminated)




Local optimum is found
Search is terminated





Listing 4.4: Pseudocode of basic procedure for hill climbing method
In Listing 4.4, it is obviously mentioned that a looping process for seeking the optimum
value can be terminated when the local optimum value is found. This occurs when
the variable curV al is better than the value of the variable bestNeighbor. This means,
no parameter combination that belongs to its neighbors can give a better value of the
objective function than the variable curV al.
Several specific parameters required by HC method can be listed here. The parameters
curV al, bestNeighbor, and bestV al are parameters necessitated in this method. They
are respectively current value, best value of neighbor, and best value (should be as a
local or global best value).
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4.6 Simulated Annealing Method
Basically, the simulated annealing (SA) method was proposed by [82] and also by [26].
It is a probabilistic method for obtaining the global minimum of an objective function.
Technically, it can possibly deliver several local minima [15]. The idea of SA firstly
came from the metallurgy field. The objective function is treated as the energy function
of a molten metal exposed to an artificial temperature which is gradually cooled [181].
The temperature controls the probability that the algorithm moves to a neighbor with a
worse value of the objective function (as opposed to the HC method when such a move
can never happen). The process will terminate when the adjusted temperature reaches
the optimal temperature. This scenario can still deliver a local optimum which is not
the global optimum, but the algorithm has a chance to escape from this trap as long
as the temperature is still high enough. The pseudocode of the basic procedure of the










//looping until local optimum is found
While(baseTemp>=optTemp)


















Listing 4.5: Pseudocode of basic procedure for simulated-annealing method
The variable delta is a key concept in the SA method. Because, when curV al is better
than bestNeighbor, delta is used to check the probability to move or to stop by calcu-
lating −delta/baseTemp and then comparing to a value random(0..1). This condition
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makes SA more flexible than HC. It can be concluded here that the specific parameters






5.1 Research Methodology Structure
All stages of this research are presented by Figure 5.1. Basically, the research uses
the rice plant as a research object, optimization as a way to seek optimal rice plant
structure among a big number of possibilities, and a skylight model as a developed
model to be embedded to see sunlight radiation effects in the light interception process
by the plant. A preliminary analysis of the three aspects is the first stage of the research.
Testing several simple coded methods, reading various papers, and tracing the state of
the art in the research field; are several activities that have been done in this stage. The
fundamental comprehensive understanding of research is the goal of this stage.
Furthermore, quantitative and qualitative data from other researchers, also theoretical
and practical side; are features that are initially analyzed in the next stage (literature
review). [104], [183], [155], [189], and [175]; are studies that relate to the rice plant,
especially to its morphological aspect, and have become main sources used to build the
model. They provided components for our rice plant model. And more than 40 other
papers and books have been reviewed comprehensively.
Particularly, in testing some coded methods, Niklas’ studies (in 1994, 1999, 2000, and
2004) [119], [120], [121], and [122]; about plant evolution have partially been imple-
mented in XL on the model platform GroIMP.
Also, theoretical works by [46], [80], [109], [113], [82], and [26] have been used to study
the aspect of optimization. They have been used as well as a basis to develop the op-
timization model. The model itself is based on five optimization methods: full-factorial
design, simple-random sampling, latin-hypercube sampling, hill-climbing, and simulated-
annealing.
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Figure 5.1: Research stages
In addition, for the skylight model, the radiation model from [64] has been studied
deeply and became the main source for the skylight model; which was merged into the
whole model then. The radiation model makes use of a path tracer algorithm [166].
In the next stage, an analysis for each aspect in more detail was conducted. Exclusively
with the rice plant, numerous attributes that relate to quantitative parameters and
properties have been analyzed and evaluated. For fulfilling the purpose, especially for
empirical data about four rice varieties as an object of this research, field studies have
been used which had been conducted by several Indonesian centers for rice research
(ICRR), mainly from [146] in ICRR Cilamaya city, West Java province, Indonesia.
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Regarding the optimization aspect, the algorithms of five optimization methods have
been analyzed and evaluated intensely here. Global variables and parameters, and de-
tailed algorithms have been results of this stage. After that, we could move to the next
stage (parameterizing stage).
For the skylight aspect, model testing is a task that must be done here. By changing a
number of parameters, the skylight model [64] is embedded into the whole model. This
stage is already part of model construction.
The concept of object-oriented design [17] is used for model design (in the stage of
designing). It is a starting point to code the model in the stage model construction
by using XL programming under the modelling platform GroIMP [93] and based on the
FSPM concept [94]. And then, in the stage of parameterizing, parameters’ identification
and calibration [157] based on L-systems and growth grammars is initially done.
In the stage model construction, four cyclic activities are done. By embedding the
skylight model, the model is constructed. The model itself consists of three sub-models:
rice plant, optimization, and skylight. In this stage, the definition and parameterizing
of selected parameters of the rice plant structure is one important thing to do, as they
will become independent variables of the objective function of the optimization model.
5.2 Empirical Data
Four Indonesian varieties of rice (Oryzasativa L.) are used in this research. The varieties
are: Dodokan, Fatmawati, Inpari 9, and Ciherang. They are the popular varieties in
Indonesia, and four of some varieties that have a good performance in yield production
[98].
Regarding the empirical data of rice morphology that are used in the model, mostly they
come from [146]. Their research primarily focused on morphology of Indonesian varieties
of rice. Their research was conducted in the experimental garden, ICRR Cilamaya city,
West Java province, Indonesia; from September 2011 - January 2012. The research
place’s geographical coordinates are 6o 14’ 51” South, 107o 34’ 5” East. Several observed
morphological aspects include color of leaf and stem, dimensions and development of
leaves, stem, panicle, tillers, etc.
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5.3 Model Development
Model development here means constructing the whole model from designing stage until
implementation. The object-oriented programming paradigm [17] is used to design the
model. The class diagram is a main tool used to describe the model. In model construc-
tion, XL programming on the model platform GroIMP is used. Based on the FSPM
approach, the technical activities of analyzing, coding, testing, and simulating are done
cyclically and sequentially. Actually, coding means how to convert the human language
(also design result) to specified code that can be understood well by the machine (com-
puter), testing means the process of model procedures or functions assessment to make
sure the model runs well based on the purposes, and simulating means the process of
model execution to get the result. Revising and improving can be done based on testing
results, they possibly let the four activities in model construction be executed cyclically.
The model can produce several results, amongst them a 3-d view and numerical data. A
statistical approach is used to process the data to be delivered into a more meaningful
and valuable format.
5.4 Sensitivity Analysis and Simulation Experiment
Practically, the sensitivity analysis aims to see the effect strength of the alterations of 15
selected parameters to the value of light interception and to enhance the understanding
of the connections between the selected parameters and the objective function that have
been defined before. The optimization model ”full factorial design” is used in this activ-
ity which is implemented to test the parameters of the rice plant variety Dodokan. This
analysis is also implemented to test 6 additional parameters, representing characteristic
parameters of four Indonesian rice varieties that will be used in a second optimization
process where we will interpolate between the four varieties (see Figure 5.2).
In a preliminary study, by using the model we constructed, we successfully proposed
several new optimal shapes of the rice plant based on the calculation of intercepted
light by the leaves on the main stem. We conducted the simulation experiment through
changing only two parameters (parameters starting day for a leaf to bend and leaf angle)
of two varieties [163].
In our central optimization study, the purpose of the simulation experiment is to propose
a new shape of the rice plant, based on a larger number of shape-describing parameters.
As mentioned before, this research used four varieties of Indonesian rice. To propose a
new shape of the rice plant, we conducted two simulation experiments by respectively
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modifying 15 selected and 6 additional parameters. The 15 selected parameters rep-
resent the morphological aspects describing the rice plant in general. For instance the
parameter ”stem length coefficient” serves as a multiplier of the stem length. The model
can propose the optimal coefficient. The optimal coefficient will probably be different
for each variety. Thus, it can be seen that the result of the first parameter-modification
process is a new optimal shape for each variety (four types of shape based on each
variety’s characteristics; such as leaf length, leaf width, stem length, etc.).
For getting a new variety shape, the best previous optimal parameter combination (se-
lected one from four types) needs to be tested by using several interpolated character-
istic parameters (in this case 6 parameters) based on all four varieties. For example,
the multiplier coefficient (the parameter ”stem length coefficient” above) is used to be
multiplied with the interpolated parameter ”stem length”. So, from this second opti-
mization process, which involves indeed an interpolation between the existing varieties
in the parameter space, a new variety shape is obtained. The virtual experiment itself
was conducted in the Laboratory of the Department Ecoinformatics, Biometrics and
Forest Growth, Georg-August University of Göttingen, Germany by using a machine
with a processor Intel Core2 Quad Q9450 2.66GHz during around 2 months. All results
of light interception calculation in the experiment are delivered as relative values with
respect to the maximal obtained value.
Figure 5.2: Two simulation experiments using modification of and interpolation be-
tween existing morphologies
Regarding the relative value that we used in our virtual experiments (especially in cal-
culating the light interception value), it is used due to several reasons. The first reason,
one of the research objectives is to describe the requirements that make the rice plant
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have an optimal shape (in this case, it is related to light interception). Here, the possi-
bilities of the rice plant shape are compared to each other to find the highest value of
light interception. For the purpose of comparison, the relative values are sufficient. The
second reason is about the availability of empirical data. The main empirical data that
we used in the research do not have information directly relating to light interception,
they are only related to the general structural parameters of the rice plant. Particularly,
we did not measure the absolute values of light-flux density or intercepted radiation
energy in the field. So, the relative value use in the light interception calculation is
logically appropriate.
Part III




As a coarse level, the constructed model consists of three big clusters (Figure 6.1). The
three big clusters are rice plant, skylight, and optimization models. The model rice
plant can simulate the development and growth of a single above-ground rice plant of
four types of Indonesian rice variety during the vegetative phase. The model rice plant
consists of four interconnected classes: RiceP lant, Leaf , Stem, and Internode. The
cardinality (1..* and 1) between the clusters rice plant and skylight means that the
skylight model principally can correspond with one or more than one rice plant (i.e.,
with at least one rice plant).
In addition, the model skylight simulates the sun movement and skylight based on the
geographical location of Indonesia. Naturally, the skylight has two types of light: direct
and diffuse light. They are represented by two classes Sun and Sky that are parts of
the class SkyLight.
And the last cluster, the optimization models can find and propose the optimal inter-
polated varieties based on the calculation of the light interception value. This model con-
sists of five types of optimization method: FullFactorialDesign, SimpleRandomSampling,
LatinHypercubeSampling, HillClimbing, and SimulatedAnnealing. This model itself
aims to find the optimal value of the objective function which is to maximize the value
of light intercepted by one rice plant by changing the selected parameters of the rice
plant structure of four Indonesian rice varieties. The cardinality (1..* and 1..*) between
the clusters rice plant and optimization model indicates that the constructed model can
simulate one or more than one rice plant (as mentioned before) and apply one or more
than one type of optimization. By using two levels of the interpolation process, the
optimal interpolated variety is proposed (see chapter research methodology in Figure
5.2).
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Figure 6.1: Class diagram of the constructed model
6.1 Rice Plant Model
The rice plant model is constructed to see the development and growth process of a
rice plant in detail. Several model assumptions are used. The main rice plant model
assumptions are listed here:
1. The modelled rice plant is a single above-ground rice plant. Its simulated develop-
ment and growth is restricted to the vegetative phase, where the vegetative organs
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involved are stem / tillers and leaves. It does not involve the organs panicle, grain,
and root.
2. The values of simulated maximum age within the vegetative phase for the four
varieties Dodokan, Fatmawati, Inpari 9, and Ciherang respectively are 51, 57, 60,
and 56 days; they come from empirical data of an average plant age minus 65 days
(the reproductive phase lasts 35 days and the ripening phase 30 days) [146] [71].
Structurally, the model is depicted in a class diagram in Figure 6.2. The class diagram
consists of four classes, they are RiceP lant, Leaf , Stem, and Internode. As mentioned
in the model assumptions, the rice plant is a single above-ground plant and simulated
without panicle, grain, and root. All calculations of parameters here are conducted
during the vegetative phase.
Figure 6.2: Class diagram of rice plant model
The parameter varietyName in the class RiceP lant stands for one of four Indonesian
rice varieties that are used as research objects in this research. The four varieties are
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Dodokan, Fatmawati, Inpari 9, and Ciherang. The parameter leafOrder in the class
Leaf is valued by 0, 1, or 2. They indicate that the leaf is located on the main stem,
primary tillers, or secondary tillers respectively. The parameter stemType in the class
Stem also should be 0, 1, or 2; where it respectively indicates the stem types main,
primary, or secondary tiller. In addition, the parameter internodePosition in the class
Internode describes the position of the internode in one stem, counted from the bottom.
The maximum value of parameter internodePosition is leafNumber – 1.
The cardinality in the diagram (Figure 6.2) shows the membership number between two
parts (classes). For example, the cardinality between classes Stem and Leaf is 1..*. It
means, one and only one stem is possibly able to have many leaves, where the class Leaf
is a part of the class Stem. A similar cardinality pattern is also used to describe other
relationships, such as between classes RiceP lant and Leaf , RiceP lant and Stem, and
Stem and Internode.
Practically, rice leaves grow alternately on the stem with one leaf on one node of the
stem with different duration of growth. Here, it is assumed that the first leaf needs
around 5 days and the others need 8 days to fully grow. The XL code in Listing 6.1
describes a rice leaf development, especially on the main stem. All commands in the
object Stem are done under the condition ”(st == 0) and (lpos < ln + 2)”; where the
parameters st is the stem type, lpos is the position of the last generated leaf on this
stem, and ln is the final number of leaves. A stem is categorized into three types; main,
primary and secondary stems with parameter st defined as 0, 1, and 2 respectively. The
parameter sca is the current age of the stem. It represents the current number of passed
days of growth. It is very useful to control at which day the leaf will start to grow on
the stem.
The condition ”((lpos == 1) and (sca == 1))” means that in the first position and first
day, the internode and leaf start to grow by calling the modules Internode() and Leaf().
The condition ”(lpos < ln + 1)” is used to make sure that the current position is still
smaller than leafnumber + 1. For the next internode and leaf, the second condition
”(sca == (5 + ((lpos−2)∗8)))” is used. It means they will start to grow at the 5th day,
13th day, 21st day, etc. In addition, the parameter ra is a rotation angle, it represents
the phyllotactic angle of the leaf.
Stem(st, lpos, sca, ra, and other stem parameters...),




// for the first day
if ((lpos == 1) && (sca == 1))
(
// calling the module of internode
Internode(lpos and other Internode parameters...)
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if (lpos < ln+1)
(
[








// for the 5th, 13th, 21st, ..., nth day
else if (sca == (5+((lpos-2)*8)))
(
RH(ra)
// calling the module of internode
Internode(lpos and other internode parameters...)
if (lpos < ln+1)
(
[








// calling the module of stem
Stem(st, lpos, sca, ra, and other stem parameters...);
Listing 6.1: XL code for modelling the stem and leaf development
6.1.1 Rice Leaf Model
6.1.1.1 Model for Calculating Leaf Parameters
[189] developed a leaf shape model of the rice plant to characterize the changing pattern
of leaf growth during plant development and to model the changes in morphology of the
different leaves as well. Basically, leaves are the main photosynthetic organs that have
the most impact on light energy utilization. This is one reason why the model is very
fruitful for designing optimal plant shape and visualizing plant growth. We took this
model as a basis for our rice leaf model.
The model was developed by [189] based on four experiments carried out in 2005 at
the field station of Nanjing Agricultural University, China. In the first experiment, the
effect of four nitrogen levels was investigated (0, 82, 165 and 247 kg N ha−1), by using
urea as N-fertilizer. In the second experiment, four water regimes were established (70%,
80%, 90% and 100% of soil capacity). These water regimes were applied in four kinds
of cultivar of rice (the third experiment): Wuxiangjing 14, Nippobare, Nanjing 16 and
Yangdao 6. Finally, treatments consisting of factorial combinations of nitrogen rates
and water regimes were applied in the fourth experiment.
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The model has several components. The first one is the expansion process of a single leaf
on the main stem. It is based on a slow-rapid-slow pattern and formulated in equation
(6.1). There, GDD (oCd) is the number of growing degree days since leaf emergence, it
is determined in equation (6.2); LLn(GDD) (cm) is the length of leaf n on the main stem
at GDD; LLn (cm) is the final length of fully expanded leaf n, it is described in equation
(6.3); La and Lb are coefficients (see Table 6.1 for the values); IGDDn (
oCd) is the initial
number of GDD when leaf n begins to grow, it is technically formulated in equation
(6.4); GDDn (
oCd) is the number of GDD required for completing normal growth of
leaf n, it is derived from equation (6.5); and FN and FW are factors accounting for
nitrogen and water effects, they are described in equations (6.6) and (6.7).
LLn(GDD) =
LLn






























, 0 < AWCL < OWCL
1, AWCL ≥ OWCL
(6.7)
In equation (6.2), Ti is the average daily temperature (oC), and Tb is the base tempera-
ture (oC) for growth. For the case of Indonesian conditions, the daily temperature used
is based on the average daily temperature of West Java province (24.6oC; BPS, 2015);
and 12oC is used as the base temperature [189]. The variable kl in equation (6.4) is
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a coefficient that differs with variety (see Table 6.1 for the value of kl, a, and b); the
same holds for a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, and c2 in equation (6.3), they are coefficients, where the
values of a1 and a2 for variety Dodokan, Fatmawati, Inpari 9, and Ciherang respectively
are 0.04 and -0.0296, 0.04 and -0.0296, 0.09 and 0.029, and 0.04 and -0.0296 (for other
values of coefficients see Table 6.1); FLCV is the change coefficient of final leaf length,
where for variety Dodokan, Fatmawati, Inpari 9, and Ciherang respectively the values
are 78.09, 109.33, 55.00, and 99.19; and LCV is the change coefficient of leaf length (it is
assumed 0); LN is the final leaf number, where for variety Dodokan, Fatmawati, Inpari
9, and Ciherang respectively the values are 14, 15, 17, and 16; and N is the number of
elongated internodes on the main stem (here it is 4). In addition, Nla in equation (6.6)
is an equation coefficient (see Table 6.1); ANCL is the actual leaf-nitrogen content (see
Table 6.1); and ONCL is the optimum leaf-nitrogen content for rice (see Table 6.1).
Furthermore, based on equation (6.7), Wla is an equation coefficient (see Table 6.1);
AWCL is the actual leaf-water content (see Table 6.1); LWwp is the leaf-water content
when a leaf begins to wilt (see Table 6.1); and OWCL is the optimum water content of
the leaf [189].
Furthermore, the maximum width of a fully expanded leaf on the main stem can be
described by equation (6.8); where n is leaf position; LWn is the maximum width of the
fully expanded leaf n; Wa, Wb and Wc are equation coefficients, where coefficient value
of Wa and Wc for variety Dodokan, Fatmawati, Inpari 9, and Ciherang respectively are
-0.0104 and -0.0541, -0.092 and 0.5941, -0.0081 and -0.1800, and -0.0087 and 0.0141
(for value of coefficient Wb see Table 6.1). All identical parameters for four Indonesian
varieties used in model are acquired from parameterizing process based on [146] empirical
data.
LWn(GDD) = LWn = Wa × n2 +Wb × n+Wc (6.8)
For calculating leaf area, equations (6.9) upto (6.20) are used. Essentially, the rice leaf
is divided into several simple parts (see Figure 6.3). Triangle, trapezium, and rectangle
are basic forms to construct the parts of the rice leaf. Triangle height (tH) is assumed
as 0.75 maximum leaf length (mLL; see equation (6.9)), thus trapezium heigh (tRH)
can be calculated (equation 6.10). To calculate triangle area (tA), equation (6.11) is
used, where mLW is maximum leaf width coming from equation (6.8). The height of
trapezium 1 (tRH1) can be assumed as 0.75 trapezium height (tRH, see equation 6.12).
The width of trapezium 1 (tRW1) can be calculated by using equation (6.13), where
mSW is maximum leaf sheath that is assumed to be 0.1 mLW (equation 6.14).
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No. Coefficient Name Value Source
1. a 0.01617 based on our parameterizing result
2. b 0.935 [189]
3. kl 0.01 [189]
4. b1 0.0677 [189]
5. c1 0.0241 [189]
6. b2 0.7592 [189]
7. c2 3.8876 [189]
8. La 8.65 [189]
9. Lb 6.26 [189]
10. Nla 0.0016 [189]
11. ANCL 0.0315 [189]
12. ONCL 0.0315 based on our parameterizing result
13. Wla 0.001 [189]
14. AWCL 0.8 based on our parameterizing result
15. OWCL 0.8 [189]
16. LWwp 0.3 [189]
17. Wb 0.2194 [189]
Table 6.1: Coefficient values for length and width calculation
Figure 6.3: Schematic view of rice leaf parts; where mLL is maximum leaf length,
mLW is maximum leaf width, tH is triangle height, rE1 is rectangle 1, tRH is trapez-
ium height, tRH1 is trapezium 1 height, tW1 is triangle 1 width, tRW1 is trapezium
1 width, mSW is maximum leaf sheath width, tRIA1 is triangle 1, tR2 is trapezium
2, and tR3 is trapezium 3.
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tH = 0.75×mLL (6.9)
tRH = 0.25×mLL (6.10)
tA =
0.5×mLW × tH0.375×mLW ×mLL (6.11)
tRH1 =
0.75× tRH0.1875×mLL (6.12)
tRW1 = 0.75× (mLW −mSW ) (6.13)
mSW = 0.1×mLW (6.14)
In addition, the width of triangle 1 (tW1) is calculated by using equation (6.15). The
areas of triangle 1 (tRIA1) and rectangle 1 (rEA1) are calculated by using equation
(6.16) and (6.17) respectively. The area of trapezium 1, 2, and 3 (tRA1, tRA2, and
tRA3) are calculated by using equation (6.18), (6.19), (6.20) respectively; by assuming
that tRA2 is 0.25 tRA1, and tRA3 is 0.25 tRA2. Finally, the leaf area (LA) is calculated
by using equation (6.21)
tW1 = mLW − tRW1 (6.15)
tRIA1 = 0.5× tW1× tRH1 (6.16)
rEA1 = tRH1× tRW1 (6.17)
tRA1 = 2× tRIA1 + rEA1 (6.18)
tRA2 = 0.25× tRA1 (6.19)
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tRA3 = 0.25× tRA2 (6.20)
LA = tA+ tRA1 + tRA2 + tRA3 (6.21)
In XL programming, a single leaf is constructed by using the method NURBSSurface
which is instantiated by an instantiation rule. NURBSSurface is used to construct the
surface of the leaf by using the attribute BSplineSurface. The leaf surface itself is de-
fined as an instance of the class ExtrudedSurface by using the methodBSplineOfV ertice
that relates to the profile (profile) and the trajectory (traj) of a leaf. The parameter
profile itself defines the profile of the leaf through 10 parameters, and the parameter
traj defines the trajectory of the leaf through 12 parameters. Listing 6.2 describes the
definition of a leaf and its parameters in XL code; and the schematic 3-d view of the
leaf model is depicted by Figure 6.4.
// the module of leaf







int leafCurrentAge, int leafMaxAge,
float startOnX, float startOnY, float startOnZ,
float tipOnX, float tipOnY, float tipOnZ,
float middleOnX, float middleOnY, float middleOnZ,
float sheathWidth, float middleWidth, float tipWidth,
float edgeX1, float edgeX2, float edgeY1, float edgeY2,
float rightCurveOnX, float middleCurveOnX, float leftCurveOnX,
float rightCurveOnY, float middleCurveOnY, float leftCurveOnY,













VertexList traj = new VertexListImpl(new float[]
{
startOnX, startOnY, startOnZ, sheathWidth,
middleOnX, middleOnY, middleOnZ, middleWidth,
tipOnX, tipOnY, tipOnZ, tipWidth
}, 4);
ExtrudedSurface surface = new ExtrudedSurface
(
new BSplineOfVertices(profile, 3, false, false),
new BSplineOfVertices(traj, 2, false, false)
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).(setUseScale(true));




Listing 6.2: XL code for defining the leaf and its parameters
Figure 6.4: Schematic 3-d view of single leaf model
The model from [189] is implemented here, especially for calculating the maximal length
and width of the rice leaf. The Listing 6.3 is the XL code of the function getLeafLength()
to implement the leaf length calculation from equation (6.1) upto (6.7) that returns the
value of leaf length for each leaf rank. Also for calculating the width of the leaf for each
rank, the model of [189] is implemented (equation (6.8)) in Listing 6.4.
float getLeafLength(int n, int accMaxAge)
{
Parameters definition....
gDD = accMaxAge * (tI - tB);
if (aNCL < oNCL)
{
fN = 1 - nLa * Math.pow((aNCL - oNCL), 2);
}
else
{ fN = 1;}






fW = 1 - wLa * Math.pow((aWCL - lWwp)/(oWCL - lWwp), 2);
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}
dGDDn = Math.pow(((n + 1.5)/a), (1/b)) - Math.pow((n/a),
(1/b));
iGDDn = Math.pow((n/a), (1/b)) - (kl * dGDDn);
if ((1 <= n) && (n < (LN-N+1)))
{




lLn = ((a2 * n * n) + (b2 * n) + c2) * fLCV + lCV;
}








lWn = inMCoef * (wA*n*n + wB*n + wC);
return(lWn);
}
Listing 6.4: XL code for calculating the width of a leaf
For calculating leaf area, equations (6.9) upto (6.21) are implemented in Listing 6.5.
Parameters used are leaf length (lLnGDD1) and width (lWn1) for each leaf rank.
float getLeafArea(float lLnGDD1, float lWn1)
{
Parameters definition...
tH = 0.75 * lLnGDD1;
tA = 0.5 * tH * lWn1;
tRH = 0.25 * lLnGDD1;
tRH1 = 0.75 * tRH;
tRW1 = 0.75 * (lWn1 - lWn1 / 10);
tW1 = lWn1 - tRW1;
tRIA1 = 0.5 * tW1 * tRH1;
rEA1 = tRH1 *tRW1;
tRA1 = (2 * tRIA1) + rEA1;
tRA2 = 0.25 * tRA1;
tRA3 = 0.25 * tRA2;
leafArea = tA + tRA1 + tRA2 + tRA3;
return(leafArea);
};
Listing 6.5: XL code for calculating the leaf area
6.1.1.2 Leaf Bending Mechanism
The leaf bending mechanism can be described by Figure 6.5 (for the case where M is
above the chord line) and 6.6 (for the case where M is below the chord line), where the
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original leaf is illustrated by the green line and the bended leaf is illustrated by the blue
line. M itself is the middle point of the bended leaf. We call this mechanism the simple
leaf bending mechanism.
Leaf bending depends on three parameters: leaf chord angle (θ), parameter L (sum of
two equal chord lengths SM and MT ), and bending coefficient (p = H0.5L =
2H
L , see
Figure 6.5 or 6.6). p will be −1 < p < 1, where p < 0 is assumed if M (blue color,
the middle point of the bended leaf) is below ST (see Figure 6.6). Parameter η is the
angle between leaf chord and line of M . It can be measured by using equation (6.22).
The parameter line ST (blue) is calculated by equation (6.23). The parameter d is the
coordinate Z position of point M (blue). For M above the chord line, d is calculated
by using equation (6.24); and for M below the line, d is calculated by using equation
(6.25). The parameter tipOnZ is used to locate the point of the leaf tip in ordinate Z.
It is can be calculated by equation (6.26). And the parameter tipOnX is used to plot
the point of the leaf tip in ordinate X. It is calculated by using equation (6.27).




d = 0.5L× sin(φ+ η) = 0.5L× sin
(π
2
− θ + arcsin(p)
)
(6.24)
d = 0.5L× sin
(π
2





− (θ + arcsin(p))
)
(6.25)
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Figure 6.5: Schematic view of bending mechanism, when M is above the leaf chord
Figure 6.6: Schematic view of bending mechanism, when M is below the leaf chord
6.1.2 Stem and Tillers
6.1.2.1 Stem Development
A stem consists of many nodes and internodes. The stem length is the total of all
internode lengths in one stem. The highest internode in one stem is the longest internode,
and the internode length gradually decreases until the lowest internode [105]. Practically,
a short and hard stem is expected, as it is stronger and more balanced, and it is more
responsive to nitrogen fertilization [77], [183], and [105].
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To model the stem and tillers development, two general model assumptions are used.
They are: the model only uses primary and secondary tillers and all tillers are assumed
alive during the vegetative phase. General rules are also used in the model, they are:
1. The upper internodes are longer than the lower ones [180].
2. Primary and secondary tillers have around 12 and 10 internodes respectively [189].
3. The growth length of the stem in the vegetative phase is shorter than in the
reproductive phase. This reflects that plant height increases more rapidly in the
reproductive phase [183].
The stem length can be calculated by using equation (6.28), where parameter iPos is
the position of internode (internode rank), a is the internode coefficient, and maxPos
is the maximal number of internodes. The position of an internode depends on the age
of plant, and it will be different in each variety; where, in average, the first internode
consumes 5 days to fully grow, and 8 days for the next internodes. Based on the em-
pirical data [146], the internode coefficients (a) for variety Dodokan, Fatmawati, Inpari
9, and Ciherang were successfully parameterized. They are respectively 0.8286, 0.8551,
0.7261, and 0.7349. And, for each variety, the stemLength at the end of vegetative and
reproductive phases respectively is 0.2164 m and 0.7257 m, 0.2843 m and 0.8693 m,





Basically, stem and internode are defined as modules with several specified parameters.
In XL code, both modules are declared like in Listing 6.6. The stem needs to have
many parameters to control its development. Parameter stRad is a stem radius, it has
a fixed value; stType is a stem type where 0, 1, and 2 represent main stem, primary,
and secondary tillers respectively; leafPosOnSt is the rank of the last leaf on stem;
counter is a counter number; stCurAge represents the current age of the stem; axAngle
symbolizes an axial angle, it is used by tillers.
In addition, the parameter difCoef is a coefficient used to control the height of tillers;
leafNum is the number of leaves; rotAngle is a rotation angle, it represents the phyl-
lotaxic angle of leaves; tilBendNum and angleDec are coefficient influencing of tiller
bending and angle decrement used to control the bending process of tiller; and anglePos
is a position used to control when the tiller bending mechanism is done (see the usage
in Listing 6.6).
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The parameters of the module Internode are length and radius, they are used to control
length and radius of the internode; inCurAge, it is the current age of the internode;
inPos, it is the rank of the internode in the stem; intArea, it is used to record the value
of internode area; stType, it is the type of stem; and stLightPower, it is used to record
how much light is captured by the internode.
// the module of stem
module Stem(
float stRad, int stType, int leafPosOnSt,
int counter, int stCurAge, float axAngle, int difCoef,
float leafNum, float rotAngle, int tilBendNum,






// the module of internode
const Shader stemShader = shader("Stem");
module Internode(
super.length, super.radius, int inCurAge, int inPos,









Listing 6.6: XL code for defining the stem and internode modules
6.1.2.2 Main Stem and Tillers Relationship
For the relationship between the main stem and a tiller, the variations of axial angles
used are between 30o-45o for primary tillers and 15o-25o for secondary tillers, approx-
imately [146]. The schematic figure of the relationship is shown in Figure 6.7; where
the angle between line segments 0 and 1 is the maximum angle between main stem and
the primary tiller; and the angle between line segments 0 and 2 is the tiller angle after
internode elongation. And, the axial angle between a parent module and its daughter
tiller increases with the number of tillers produced by the parent axis above and on the
same side as the daughter tillers (adopted from [175]).
The relationship between main stem and tillers can be controlled through the module
Stem with stem type 1 or 2, primary and secondary tillers (Figure 6.7). It can be seen
in Listing 6.7.
Principally, the development mechanism of primary and secondary tillers is similar. It
is only distinguished by the values of the parameters stem type and axial angle. The
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Figure 6.7: Schematic 3-d view of stem and tillers relationship; A. Stem and single
tiller relationship, B. Stem and several tillers relationship.
parameter dc is a different coefficient, it is used to control the height of tillers compared
by the primary tiller. The other way to control the height of tillers is by modifying the
parameter ln (leaf number). Parameter a in statement RU(a) is an axial angle, it will
be decreased regularly by using the statement a = −ad, where ad is an angle decrement.
And, the variable ap is used to control the rotation of the stem.
Stem(Stem parameters...),




//for tbn times bending
if (n < tbn + 1)
(
//for first day
if ((lpos == 1) && (sca == 1))
(
RU(a)
// calling the module of internode
Internode(internode parameters...)
if (lpos < (ln-dc))
(
[





a=-ad; // for tillers bending
lpos++;
n++;
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}
)
//in every 5th, 13th, 21th, ..., nth day
else if (sca == (5+((lpos-2)*8)))
(
// age = 0
RH(ra)
{
ap = ap + ra;
if(ap>=360)
{





Internode(0, sr, sca, n, 0, st, 0)
RH(ap)
if (lpos < (ln+1-dc))
(
[













//if (sca == (5+((lpos-2)*8)))
if (sca == (5+((lpos-2)*8)))
(
// age = 0
RH(ra)
{
ap = ap + ra;
if(ap>=360)
{





Internode(0, sr, sca, n, 0, st, 0)
RH(ap)
if (lpos < (ln+1-dc))
(
[











// calling the module of stem
Stem(Stem parameters...);
Listing 6.7: XL code for constructing stem and tiller relationship
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6.2 Skylight Model
The skylight model is configured according to the class diagram in Figure 6.8. It utilizes a
Monte-Carlo pathtracer which is a part of the software GroIMP [86] and its configurable
sky model which was successfully designed by Hemmerling and Buck-Sorlin (unpubl.)
based on concepts from [55] and [64].
Principally, skylight is made up of two light types: direct and diffuse lights that are
produced by sun and sky respectively. In the object oriented concept, they are rep-
resented by the classes Skylight, Sun, and Sky; where the classes Sun and Sky are
aggregated in the class Skylight. Both aggregated classes are described by seven
global parameters: numberOfRays, numberOfRaysBounce, distance, latitude, time,
dayOfY ear, and powerDensity. The parameter numberOfRays is the assumed num-
ber of rays emitted by the light source. The parameter numberOfRaysBounce is the
value describing the maximal number of reflections of a ray (recursion depth). In this
model, the values 1000000 and 3 are used to define the parameters numberOfRays and
numberOfRaysBounce.
Figure 6.8: Class diagram of skylight model
In addition, the parameter distance is used to initiate the position of the light source
relative to the plant. It is initiated as 100. For the geographical position of the place, it
is parameterized by latitude. The value of simulated latitude is -7, that means 7o South
Latitude. It represents the geographical location of the province West Java, Indonesia
(5o50’ - 7o50’ South Latitude). Indeed, the earth locations in between that positions
have a similar sun movement and skylight condition. The sun shines for 13 hours on
average during a year. The sun movement per hour is visualized in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Sun movement per hour in geographical positions of Indonesia
And two further parameters time and dayOfY ear are used to define the initiated hour
in a day and the initiated day number in a year. In this model, the values 0 and 0 are
used to initially define these global parameters respectively. Value 1 (the value coming
after the first) for both parameters represents the first hour of 24 hours in a day and the
first of January in a year, respectively. The parameter powerDensity is an accumulated
value of direct and diffuse light. They come from the classes Sun and Sky respectively
that relate to their position, where the position strongly depends on the parameters
distance, latitude, time, and dayOfY ear.




module Sky(float t, int da, float pow) ==>
RL(90) [ for (int i = 1; i<=12; i++) ([ RU(i*360/12) RL(-11.7)
M(dist) RL(180) DiffSingLight(i*pow*0.003218)] )]
[ for (int i = 1; i<=12; i++) ([ RU(20) RU(i*360/12)
RL(-34.2) M(dist) RL(180) DiffSingLight(i*pow*0.01163)] )]
[ for (int i = 1; i<=12; i++) ([ RU(40) RU(i*360/12)
RL(-54.9) M(dist) RL(180) DiffSingLight(i*pow*0.019812)] )]
[ for (int i = 1; i<=12; i++) ([ RU(60) RU(i*360/12)
RL(-71.1) M(dist) RL(180) DiffSingLight(i*pow*0.023022)] )]
[ for (int i = 1; i<=12; i++) ([ RU(80) RU(i*360/12)
RL(-82.8) M(dist) RL(180) DiffSingLight(i*pow*0.018522)] )]
[ for (int i = 1; i<=12; i++) ([ RU(80) RU(i*360/12)
RL(-89.1) M(dist) RL(180) DiffSingLight(i*pow*0.007096)])];
module Sun(int t, float day, float pow) extends LightNode()
{
{setLight(new DirectionalLight().(setPowerDensity(pow)));}
} ==> TextLabel(t-1).(setColor(new Color3f(0,0,0)));
LightModel lm = new LightModel(1000000, 3);
Listing 6.8: XL code for defining the sky and sun modules
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We now approximate a virtual sky that can produce diffuse light, 72 different positions of
light sources are initiated to model the virtual sky dome. The parameter powerDensity
for the class Sky depends on diffuseLightCoef and diffuseLightConst. The param-
eter diffuseLightCoef is defined based on each 6 groups of light source position. The
diffuseLightCoef values of group are: 0.003218, 0.01163, 0.019812, 0.023022, 0.018522,
and 0.007096. And the parameter diffuseLightConst is a constant factor for diffuse
light. It is defined as the constant value 0.45, whereas the parameter directLightConst
in the class Sun is 1 - diffuseLightConst.
Two important modules of the skylight model are the modules Sky and Sun. The virtual
sky is constructed by placing 72 light sources in different places, where each light source
is configured by the method LightNode() by using the module DiffSingLight() (see
Listing 6.8) that refers to the method DirectionalLight(). The parameters used here
are t as time, da as day, and pow as a density power. The virtual sky itself is illustrated
in Figure 6.10.
Figure 6.10: Schematic view of virtual sky dome
On the other hand, the module Sun directly extends to the method LightNode(), where
light is set by the method DirectionalLight(). The module Sun uses the same parame-
ters as the module Sky. The light model itself is defined by lm; where the last command
line of Listing 6.8 is used to add a light model to the scene by identifying the number
of random rays and reflections. Regarding the density power (pow), it totally depends
on the position of the light source itself; where the position is produced by the function
calculatingPosition() (Listing 6.9). The function, for returning a value of density power
(pow), needs three kinds of parameter: latitude, it represents the geographical position
of one place on the earth; day, it represents the exact day in one year; and time, it
represents the time in one day. The parameter density power (pow) for both Sun and
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Sky can be obtained by calling the Sun and Sky procedures in Listing 6.9.
Sun((t==24?1:t+1),(t==24?d+0:d),(1 - diffLight)*calcPos
(latitude, dayOfYear, timeForLight)[3]).(setTransform








return float result[] = {x,y,z,S,S0Dir*3600*1367*0.6,S0Diff*
3600*1367*0.6,(S0Dir+S0Diff)*3600*1367*0.6,S0*3600*1367};
}
Listing 6.9: XL code for calculating the position
6.3 Choice of Parameters for Optimization
In this research, 15 selected parameters of rice plant structure are used to optimize the
value of light interception; even though the model can adopt more than 15 optimizing
parameters. The explanation of the 15 selected parameters is delivered here:
1. Parameter dayToBend. It is the ”starting day to bend”, the day when one leaf
starts to bend. Its range is between 1 and 8, with the incremental value 1.0 [105].
2. Parameter basicChordAngle. It is the basic leaf chord angle. This parameter
is strongly interconnected with parameter number 14 (deltaChordAngle). Its
range is between 28 and 92 with the incremental value 1.0 (in o). The value
range of the leaf chord angle actually is between 90 and 120 (basicChordAngle ±
deltaChordAngle) and can be used to describe also the ’recurved’ leaf position. A
recurved leaf position is a leaf position where the leaf has a chord angle of more
than 90o [69]. Schematically, it is illustrated by Figures 6.11 upto 6.14.
3. Parameter stDia. This is the stem diameter. Its range is between 0.0022 and
0.0045 with the incremental value 0.0001 (in m) [146].
4. Parameter p (2H/L). It is a coefficient of leaf bending, where the range is between
-0.3 and 1.0 with the incremental value 0.01. Schematically, it is illustrated by
Figure 6.12.
5. Parameter priT ilAngle. It is the angle of primary tillers. Its range is between 30
and 45 (in o) with the incremental value 1.0. The range represents the minimum
and maximum value of the observed tiller angle [146].
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6. Parameter secT ilAngle. It is the angle of secondary tillers. Its range is between
15 and 25 (in o) with the incremental value 1.0 [146].
7. Parameter priT ilNum. It is the number of primary tillers that has a range between
3 and 12 with incremental value 1.0. The range is adopted based on data of
productive tillers [155], and with the assumption that the proportion between
primary and secondary tillers is 1 : 2 [183][105].
8. Parameter secT ilNum. It is the number of secondary tillers. Its range is between
5 and 23 with incremental value 1.0 [155][183][105].
9. Parameter prT iIntNum. It is the number of primary tiller internodes. Its range
is between 1 and 12 internodes with incremental value 1.0 [189], assuming that
their internode coefficient value is the same.
10. Parameter seT iIntNum. It is the number of secondary tiller internodes. Its range
is between 1 and 10 internodes with incremental value 1.0 [189].
11. Parameter stLenCoef . It is a coefficient of stem length, relating actual stem length
to an assumed average (or normal) stem length. Based on data of Indonesian rice
plants [155], respectively the shortest and longest heights of rice plant are 0,7 m
and 1,4 m. By using the plant height – stem proportion value 0.76 (on average;
[146], the shortest and longest stems of a rice plant can be calculated, they are
respectively 0,53 m and 1,07 m. Based on empirical data, the average of rice plant
stem length is 0.79 m. According to the explanation, the range of the coefficient
of stem length can be defined as 0.68 – 1.36 with an incremental value 0.01.
12. Parameter leStLenProp. It is the proportion value between leaf length and stem
length. Based on empirical data, the shortest and longest rice plant leaf are respec-
tively 0.48 and 0.59 m [146]. The leaf – stem length proportion (leStLenProp) is
calculated then by dividing the leaf length with the average of stem length, where
its range can be obtained as lying between 0.60 and 0.75 (with incremental value
0.01). From this proportion value, the current leaf length (equation (6.29)) and
leaf length coefficient (equation (6.30)) of each variety can be calculated.
curLeafLen = curStemLen× leStLenPro (6.29)
leafLenCoef = curLeafLen/leafLen (6.30)
13. Parameter leafWidLenProp. It is the proportion of leaf width to length. Based
on empirical data, the shortest and longest width of a rice plant leaf are respectively
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0.011 and 0.019 m [146]. According to the data, the proportion of leaf width to
length (leafWidLenProp) is calculated then by dividing the leaf width with the
average of leaf length, where its range can be obtained as lying between 0.022
and 0.038 (with incremental value 0.001). From this proportion value, the current
leaf width (equation (6.31)) and leaf width coefficient (equation (6.32)) can be
calculated.
curLeafWid = curLeafLen× leafWidLenProp (6.31)
leafWidCoef = curLeafWid/leafWid (6.32)
14. Parameter deltaCA (deltaChordAngle). Based on the average value of leaf num-
ber, and interconnected with parameter 2 (basicChordAngle), the range of deltaCA
is -2.00 – 2.00 (in o, with incremental value 0.01).
15. Parameter varPhi (see Figure 6.15). The phyllotactic pattern of the rice plant is
the distichous pattern [72]; i.e., a two-ranked phyllotaxy (distichous pattern) with
rows of leaves that may not lie exactly, but nearly 180o apart [13]. Its range is
assumed 90 – 270 (in o, with incremental value 1).
Figure 6.11: Schematic view of leaf chord angle (70o) and bending coefficient (p=0.8)
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Figure 6.12: Schematic view of leaf chord angle (70o) and bending coefficient (p=-0.8)
Figure 6.13: Schematic view of leaf chord angle (90o) and bending coefficient (p=0.8)
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Figure 6.14: Schematic view of leaf chord angle (90o) and bending coefficient (p=-0.8)
Figure 6.15: Schematic view of the assumed phyllotactic pattern of the rice plant
6.4 Optimization Model
The aim of the optimization model is to find the optimal value of the objective function
which is the function calculating the value of light absorbed by the rice plant with com-
bining fifteen selected parameters describing the plant structure. The constructed model
of optimization itself consists of five classes that represent the methods of optimiza-
tion (Figure 6.16). The classes are FullFactorialDesign, SimpleRandomSampling,
LatinHypercubeSampling, HillClimbing, and SimulatedAnnealing; where they are
part of the class Optimization with cardinality 1 - 1..0. Basically, all methods have sev-
eral similar parameters: parameterNumber, lowerBound, upperBound, incrementalV alue,
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and parameterType which are identified as global parameters. Moreover, each class has
local parameters used to run its functions, and the explanation of each class is delivered
in further sub-sections.
Figure 6.16: Class diagram of optimization model
The initiation process of global parameters is done in the procedure Optimization() (see
Listing 6.10). Principally, five types of meta-parameters are initiated and defined here.
The first is the parameter paraNum, the number of parameters of the optimization
problem. It is defined here how many parameters will be used in the optimization
process. For this research, as the purpose is to maximize the value of light intercepted
by a plant through 15 selected structural parameters, the parameter paraNum is defined
as 15. The second one is the meta-parameter paraType. It is a binary indicator attached
to each parameter; where 0 indicates that the parameter is a floating number, and 1 for
a discrete one. This parameter is defined in array form, with parameter paraNum (15)
used as the number of array members. Furthermore, the next ones are the parameters
lowBo, upBow, and incV al. Respectively, they are the lower bound, upper bound, and
incremental value of the corresponding parameters. They are defined as array parameters
with 15 members (or with paraNum members).
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Finally, the last part in the procedure Optimization() is a command for calling the
procedure of optimization that is being used. All parameters that have been defined
before are used to become the transferred parameters. For example, in Listing 6.10,
the procedure SimulatedAnnealing() is called. Five (meta-)parameters that have been
defined are transferred as input parameters for the further process of the procedure.
public void Optimization()
{
int paraNum = 15;
int[] paraType = {1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
1};
float[] lowBo = {1.0, 28.0, 0.0022, -0.3, 30.0, 15.0, 3.0,
5.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.68, 0.60, 0.022, -2.00, 90};
float[] upBo = {8.0, 92.0, 0.0045, 1.0, 45.0, 25.0, 12.0,
23.0, 12.0, 10.0, 1.36, 0.75, 0.038, 2.00, 270};
float[] incVal = {1.0, 1.0, 0.0001, 0.01, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0,
1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.01, 0.01, 0.001, 0.01, 1};
SimulatedAnnealing(paraNum, lowBo, upBo, incVal, paraType);
}
Listing 6.10: XL code for procedure of optimization
The other command that is commonly used by all optimization methods except full-
factorial design is a command part for randomizing the parameters value for the first
time (Listing 6.11). This process is done in paraNum times. Two types of parame-
ter distinguish the way to randomize. The command irandom() is used to randomly
initiate the discrete value of parameters and random() is used to randomize the float-
ing point value of parameters. The variable cPos[] indicates the ”current position” in
the parameter space defining the current values of the parameters that will be used in
calculating the value of the objective function. The parameter copyCPos[] is used to
duplicate cPos[] for other purposes, for checking the next neighbour (Listing 6.29) in
one procedure used by the methods hill climbing and simulated annealing. Decimal
formatting can be used then based on the specified purpose by using the command
“Float.valueOf(df.format(cPos[i]))”, where df is a defined decimal format. For exam-
ple, the definition “DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat(”.]]]]”);” is used to set
four digits of value behind the decimal point.





cPos[i] = irandom((int)(lowBo[i]), (int)(upBo[i]));
copyCPos[i] = cPos[i];
}
//for floating point value
else
{
cPos[i] = random(lowBo[i], upBo[i]);
//Decimal value formatting...
cPos[i] = Float.valueOf(df.format(cPos[i]));




Listing 6.11: XL code for randomizing parameters for the first time
The other XL code part used by all methods is the code for getting the value of the
objective function. Conceptually, the model can accumulate the total light interception
during modelled rice plant growth in the vegetative phase. The value of accumulated
light interception is recorded in the variable cV al by calling the function plantGrow()
(the objective function) and transferring parameters paraNum and cPos (Listing 6.12).
cVal = plantGrow(paraNum, cPos);
Listing 6.12: XL code for calling the objective function plantGrow() and getting its
value
In the following parts, the explanation of each sub-model is delivered. The procedure of
each method in the form of complete pseudocode and specific parts in XL code are also
given.
6.4.1 Full Factorial Design (FFD) Submodel
As mentioned before, there are five parameters used in this method. The first is
paraNum. It is the number of parameters. How many parameters are used can be
de defined here. For this research, the number of parameters is 15. The next ones are
lowBo[] and upBow[]. They are the lower bound and upper bound value of each param-
eter used. They are identified in array form. The last two are incV al and paraType.
They are respectively an incremental value and type (continuous or discrete) of param-
eters. They totally depend on the meaning of each parameter.





For(h=0 upto paraNum-1, h++)
cPos[h] <-- lowBo[h]
End for
//full factorial design looping
While(maxVal=false)
//getting result of objective function
cVal <-- objFunction(paraNum, cPos)
If(cVal > bestVal) //and comparing with the best
bestVal <-- cVal
For(i=0 upto paraNum-1, i++)
bestPos[i] <-- cPos[i]
End for
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End if
incNextIndex <-- false
For(j=0 upto paraNum-1, j++)
//increasing cPos
If(j=0)
cPos[j] <-- cPos[j] + incVal[j]
Else
If(incNextIndex = true)





//resetting value at this index to low bound








//checking all parameters must less than upper bound
//and setting true to maxVal then
maxVal <-- maxValCheck(cPos, upBo, paraNum)
End while
//getting result of objective function
cVal <-- objFunction(paraNum, cPos)
If(cVal > bestVal) //and comparing with the best
bestVal <-- cVal





Function maxValCheck(cPos[], upBo[], paraNum)
Begin
eqVal <-- true







Listing 6.13: The pseudocode of the full factorial design (FFD) method with checking
upper bound equality function
The Listing 6.13 is the detailed pseudocode of FFD. As we know FFD is a method to
find the best value (of an objective function) by scanning all possibilities. By using
the statement ”cPos[h] < −− lowBo[h]”, the lower bound values are defined as the
fist parameter values that will be used, where cPos indicates the current position in
parameter space and h is the index of the parameter. To get the value of the objective
function, the statement ”cV al < −− objFunction(paraNum, cPos)” is used; where
cV al indicates the current value, and objFunction() is the call of a model function to
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produce the value of the objective function with transferring parameters paraNum and
cPos.
Furthermore, cV al is compared with bestV al. The variable bestV al is the currently best
value, where for the first time it is initialized with zero. If cV al is greater than bestV al,
cV al becomes bestV al, and all bestPos will be replaced by cPos. For the next parameter
values, the statement ”cPos[j] < −− cPos[j] + incV al[j]” is executed, where cPos is
incremented by incV al with index variable j. The process is continued then as long as
maxV al is false. The variable maxV al is a variable used to record the boolean value
true when the last parameter combination is found. The value of the variable maxV al
itself is checked by using the function maxV alCheck() in the statement ”maxV al < −−
maxV alCheck(cPos, upBow)” by transferring parameters cPos, upBo, and paraNum.
The algorithm for moving to subsequent parameter combinations can be implemented
in XL code (Listing 6.14). The step to move to the next parameter combination is
conducted under the condition while(maxV al == false) or until variable i has reached
paraNum−1. The variable maxV al itself is coming from the function maxV alCheck()




boolean incrementNextIndex = false;
for(int i=0; i<=paraNum-1; i++)
{
//increment current index i


























maxVal = maxValCheck(cPos, upBo, paraNum);
}
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Listing 6.14: XL code for moving to next parameter combination in full factorial
design method
private boolean maxValCheck(float[] cPos, float[] upBo,
int paraNum)
{
boolean eqVal = true;









Listing 6.15: XL code for checking the value of each parameter for having reached its
upper bound or not
6.4.2 Simple Random Sampling (SRS) Submodel
Conceptually, SRS is different from FFD. It is used to find the optimal value of a lot of
possibilities by randomizing. It chooses random parameter values used in calculating a
value of the objective function. It can be executed many times based on how the variable
loopCount is defined (see pseudocode in Listing 6.16). The parameters are here divided
into two types (see parameter paraType). The type is used when defining the value
of cPos. The statement ”cPos[i] < −− irandom(lowBo[i], upBow[i])” is used to gen-
erate an integer random number, and the statement ”cPos[i] < −− random(lowBo[i],
upBo[i])” is used to generate a floating point random number. Both random values
generated are confined to the interval between lower bound and upper bound value of
each parameter.
All parameters that are randomized should not be equal to previous ones. For that
reason, a ’parameter history table’ is defined. All parameters that have been used are
recorded in the history table by using the 2 dimensional array variable cPosHis[][]. It
can record the index of parameter combination and value of all parameters. The pro-
cess for checking equality can be done by checking each parameter of cPos (please see
statement ”if CPosHis[j][k] = cPos[k]” then ”eqCount+ +”). Two parameter combi-
nations are the same if the variable eqCount is equal to the number of parameters. It
means, equality is found for each parameter.
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While(loopCount)
//initiating the first cPosHis with zero
If(loopCount=0)








For(i=0 upto i<=paraNum-1, i++)
If(paraType[i]=1)//for integer number
cPos[i] <-- irandom(lowBo[i], upBo[i])
Else




For(j=0 upto j<=loopCount, j++)
eqCount <-- 0













cVal <-- objFunction(paraNum, cPos)











Listing 6.16: Pseudocode of simple random sampling method
For checking the history table, the XL code in Listing 6.17 is used. It is used to make
sure that the parameter combination obtained from the random choice was never used
before. This algorithm is done as long as loopCount is less than how many times the
choice is repeated (for example here, it is loopNum as 9 for ten times repetition). For
the first time, the first member of the history table (the first cPosHis) is defined by zero
and randLoop is defined by true, it is used to control it the random choice of parameters
needs to be repeated again or not. In the second loop, the variable eqCount is needed
to count how many parameters are equal with previous ones. If eqCount is equal to the
number of parameters, the new parameters are all equal to the previous parameters, and
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the random choice process has to be taken again. The history table is updated every




//initiating the first cPosHis with zero
if(loopCount==0)







//checking the parameters equality in history table
for(int j=0; j<=loopCount; j++)
{
eqCount=0;







//quit checking and finding the equality
if(eqCount==paraNum)
{


















Listing 6.17: XL code for checking history table
6.4.3 Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) Submodel
Firstly, the Figure 6.17 simply describes some concepts used in the method LHS. The
simple example depicted in Figure 6.17 explains that the number of parameters (paraNum)
is two, the number of intervals of parameter values (clusterPart) of the first and the
second parameter are respectively 3 and 2, and the total number of clusters (clusNum)
is 6.
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The LHS is more complex than SRS. Principally, it is based on the SRS method,
however several area cubes (clusters) of possibilities are made. The range of each
parameter is divided into several parts, i.e., intervals (clusPart[]). The number of
clusters is easily known now by multiplying all clusPart[]. In pseudocode (Listing
6.18), this can be seen in the statement ”clusNum < −− clusNum ∗ clusPart[e]”,
where e is an index of parameters. The parameter interval between lower and upper
bound of each part can be calculated then by using the statement ”interV al[f ] < −−
(int)((upBo[f − lowBo[f ])/clusPart[f ])” for integer parameter type, and ”interV al[f ]
< −− ((upBo[f − lowBo[f ])/clusPart[f ])” for floating point parameter type. And the
lower and upper bound of each parameter part are also determined by respectively using
statements ”clusLowBo[g][h] < −− lowBo[g] + (h ∗ interV al[g])” and ”clusUpBo[f ]
< −− lowBo[j] + ((h+ 1) ∗ interV al[g])”.
Figure 6.17: The cluster configuration in LHS of a simple example with two param-
eters and six clusters
The variable eqStatus is used to check equality status of clusters. The boolean value true
indicates that the random choice of parameter values must be repeated. The variable
eqStatus is determined from the function checkCluster(). In addition, for the wider
looping, the variable loopCount is used. The variable type of loopCount is numeric
(integer). It is used to control how many times the main repetition has to be conducted.
For example, the total number of cluster is clusNum, and each cluster is desired to be
visited at most 2 times (defined as oneClusMaxNum), the loopCount is defined as 2
× clusNum.
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//calculating number of cluster
clusNum <-- 1
For(e=0 upto paraNum-1, e++)
clusNum <-- clusNum * clusPart[e]
End for
//calculating interval







//setting lowerbound and upperbound in every part
For(g=0 upto paraNum-1, g++)
For(h=0 upto clusPart[g]-1, h++)
clusLowBo[g][h] <-- lowBo[g] + (h*interVal[g])








For(i=0 upto i<=paraNum-1, i++)
If(paraType[h]=1)//for integer number
cPos[i] <-- irandom(lowBo[i], upBow[i])
Else
cPos[i] <-- random(lowBo[i], upBow[i])
End if
End for
//checking cluster equality status
eqStatus <-- checkCluster(paraNum, clusPart, cPos,
loopCount, clusLowBo, clusUpBo, clusNum)
End while
cVal <-- objFunction(paraNum, cPos)







Listing 6.18: Pseudocode of latin hypercube sampling method
The XL code for calculating the interval is shown in Listing 6.19. In addition, setting
the limits (lower and upper bound) of each part is represented in Listing 6.20. They
are clusLowBo[][] and clusUpBo[][], and defined as two dimensional arrays; where the
first index represents the parameter (see Figure 6.18 for an example). The number of
cluster (clusNum) can be calculated by using equation (6.33), where k is indexing the
parameters and paraPart is the number of parts of each parameter.
clusNum = Πnk=1paraPartk (6.33)
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Figure 6.18: Structure preview of cluster lower bound (A) and cluster upper bound
(B)
For checking the status of a cluster, the function checkCluster() is called (see Listing
6.21), and technically it returns the boolean value of equality status (eqStatus). Seven
parameters are used here, they are: number of parameter, cluster part, current position,
loop count number, lower bound of cluster, upper bound of cluster, and number of clus-
ter.












Listing 6.19: XL code for setting the interval for each parameter
for(int j=0; j<=paraNum-1; j++)
{
for(int k=0; k<=clusterPart[j]-1; k++)
{
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if(paraType[j]==1)
{








Listing 6.20: XL code for setting the lower bound and upper bound for each cluster
eqStatus=checkCluster(paraNum, clusPart, cPos, loopCount,
clusLowBo, clusUpBo, clusNum);
Listing 6.21: XL code for calling the function CheckCluster()
Another important variable is the cluster status (clusStatus[]). It is defined in array
format with a number of array members which is equal to the number of clusters, and
used to define the cluster status. In the function checkCluster(), for the first time, the
cluster status is defined as zero (see Listing 6.22). If the value of cluster status of one
cluster is equal to or more than the maximal number in one cluster (oneClusMaxNum),
the function checkCluster() will return the boolean equality value true, and the cluster
status will be decreased by one (Listing 6.23), because the process of random choice of
parameter values must be repeated to find another parameter combination in another
cluster. The parameter oneClusMaxNum is defined based on how many times one
cluster is allowed to be visited by the parameter combination.
Another variable is statusCounter, it is used to count the status by incrementing
statusCounter when one chosen random parameter value is in ”interval of parameter”
(please see again Figure 6.17). One parameter combination will be in one cluster (by
adding clusStatus[]), if it has a statusCounter that is equal to paraNum (see Listing









Listing 6.22: XL code for initiating the status of clusters
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}
}
Listing 6.23: XL code for checking and comparing the cluster status with a maximal










Listing 6.24: XL code for checking statusCounter and incrementing clusStatus
For the first time, it must be checked for the first part of each parameter (cluster 1, see
Figure 6.17). If the condition is fulfilled, the statusCounter of the first cluster is incre-
mented by one. If the statusCounter is equal to the number of parameters (paraNum),
it will increment clusStatus[] that is arranged in new indexing; it means the location of
all random combinations now are in cluster 1, the status of the first cluster is one now,
and statusCounter is 0 again (see Listing 6.25).
















Listing 6.25: XL code for incrementing the status counter if the chosen random value
is in the first interval of the parameter
For the next step, part by part of each parameter has to be checked, which part contains
the value and which cluster visited can be identified then (by incrementing the cluster
status). For checking, the algorithm in Listing 6.26 is used. Here, the pointer of interval
(intervalPoint) is needed to point the index of the part when checking the lower and
upper bound of each part for each parameter. To get the boolean value of partLimit,
the function valuesEqual() is used by transferring the number of parameters, interval
point, and cluster part (Listing 6.27).




boolean incrementNextIndex = false;
for(int i=0; i<=paraNum-1; i++)
{
//increment current index i











































partLimit = valuesEqual(paraNum, intervalPoint, clusPart);
}
Listing 6.26: XL code for checking part by part by using intervalPoint
private boolean valuesEqual(int paraNum, int[] intervalPoint,
int[] clusPart)
{
boolean partLimit = true;







Listing 6.27: XL code for checking the limit of an interval
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6.4.4 Hill Climbing (HC) Submodel
In the method HC, that the optimal value seeking will be stopped if the method finds
one value where there is no neighbour which has a better value (see pseudocode in List-
ing 6.28). To define the value cPos firstly, a random choice of the parameter value is
done. The value of parameters will be in between their lower bound and upper bound
values (same as the algorithm done in SRS and LHS methods).





For(i=0 upto i<=paraNum-1, i++)
If(paraType=1) //for integer number
cPos[i] <-- irandom(lowBo[i], upBow[i])
else




cVal <-- objFunction(paraNum, cPos)
//looping until local optimum is found
While(finish is not terminated)
For(j=-1 upto j<=1, j=j+2) //initiating previous and next
For(k=0 upto k<=paraNum-1, k++)
cPos <-- copyCPos
cPos[k] <-- cPos[k] + (j*incVal[k])
//checking parameter range
If((cPos[k]>=loBo[k])&&(cPos[k]<= upBo[k]))
nVal <-- objFunction(paraNum, cPos)
End if









Local optimum is found
Finish is terminated







Listing 6.28: Pseudocode of hill-climbing method
To initiate the index and value of neighbours (previous and next neighbours), a nested
for loop is used. The first for is used to determine the index of a neighbour (see
statement ”For(j = −1 upto k <= 1, j = j + 2)”), and the second for is used to
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identify the value of the neighbour (see statement ”For(k = 0 upto k <= paraNum−1,
k+ +)”). The variable nV al means a neighbour value, it is obtained from the objective
function. And nV al is compared with bestN , where bestN is the currently best value of
a neighbour. For the first time, bestN could be a very small value (for example -999999).
The optimal value seeking is continued by setting cV al as bestN (”cV al < −− bestN”),
if bestN is greater than cV al. And the process is terminated when cV al is greater than
bestN , it means the local optimum is found.
Another important part used by the method hill climbing (also for the next method
simulated annealing) is the procedure to check the neighbours’ parameters and a value
of the objective function. The implementation of this part is shown in Listing 6.29. The
previous and next indexes of the neighbour (for each parameter) can be traced by using
the statement ”for(int j = −1; j <= 1; j = j + 2)”; where both indexes are defined
by the statement ”cPos[k] = cPos[k] + (j ∗ incV al[k]);”. If the index is in the range
between lower bound and upper bound, the parameter nV al (value of neighbour) will
store the value of the objective function. If it is out of the range, the variable nV al will
be 0.
The variable nV al will be compared with bestN to find the best value of a neighbour.
The variable bestN itself could be defined as a very small value for the first time. If
nV al > bestN , bestN = nV al then; and all neighbour’s parameters are replaced by
cPos (bestNPos[] = cPos[]).
for(int j=-1; j<=1; j=j+2)
{
for(int k = 0; k<= paraNum-1; k++)
{




cPos[k] = cPos[k] + (j*incVal[k]);
if((cPos[k] >= lowBo[k])&&(cPos[k]<=upBo[k]))
{
















Listing 6.29: XL code for checking next neighbours’ parameters and value
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After all neighbours are checked, and the best value of a neighbour has been obtained as
well; it will be compared with the current value (cV al). If cV al is better than bestN , it
means that the local optimum has been found, the program loop process is terminated
(with giving the boolean value true to terminatedLoop). However, if bestN is better
than cV al, the loop process is continued to the next group of parameters (the next
parameter combination) by setting cV al as bestN and replacing all current parameters
with parameters of the neighbour (Listing 6.30).
while (terminatedLoop == false)
{
Other command lines....















Listing 6.30: XL code for getting the local optimum in the hill climbing method
6.4.5 Simulated Annealing (SA) Submodel
Simulated annealing (SA) is similar to hill climbing. The local optimum is found if the
search process has reached the peak of the hill, and the process of optimum seeking
is stopped. However, in SA, the process has a probability to be continued. Here, the
variable delta is used (”delta < −− bestN - cV al”); and it is used to get the probability
from the result of a comparison. The probability is coded by using the if condition
(”If(exp(−delta/baseTemp) > random(0..1))”). The process will be continued when
the condition value is true (Listing 6.31).
The variable baseTemp is a control parameter called ”adjusted temperature” used to
be an indicator to practically control the simulated annealing process. The process will
be terminated if the value of the variable baseTemp reaches the value of the variable
optTemp, where optTemp is an optimal temperature that has been defined before.
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optTemp <-- 40
//randomizing new parameter
For(i=0 upto i<=paraNum-1, i++)
If(paraType[i]=1)
cPos[i] <-- irandom(lowBo[i], upBow[i])
Else




cVal <-- objFunction(paraNum, cPos)
//looping until local optimum is found
While(baseTemp>=optTemp)
For(j=-1 upto j<=1, j=j+2) //initiating previous and next
For(k=0 upto k<=paraNum-1, k++)
cPos <-- copyCPos
cPos[k] <-- cPos[k] + (j*incVal[k]);
//checking parameter range
If((cPos[k]>=loBo[k])&&(cPos[k]<= upBo[k]))
nVal <-- objFunction(paraNum, cPos)
End if



























Listing 6.31: Pseudocode of simulated annealing method
The XL code implementation in Listing 6.29 can be used for checking the next neigh-
bours’ parameters. After all neighbours are checked, and the best value of a neighbour
(bestN) has been obtained as well; it will be compared with the current value (cV al).
If bestN is better than cV al, it means the process has to be continued to the next step,
with replacing the current value and parameters with the neighbour’s value and position.
However, if the other condition occurs (cV al is better than bestN), actually the local
optimum value is found, and the process terminates.
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However, in the method simulated annealing, there is still the possibility to continue,
if the adjusted temperature (baseTemp) has not reached the optimum temperature
(optTemp) and the probability condition is fulfilled. The probability can be taken into
account by calculating the variable delta (”delta = bestN − cV al”) and comparing
”Math.exp(−delta/baseTemp)” with a random value (randV al) (Listing 6.32). The
process will really terminate if baseTemp is less than optTemp.
while (baseTemp >= optTemp)
{
if(bestN >= cVal) //move to the next parameters
{
cVal = bestN;






else //checking possibility to move to the next parameters
{
randVal = random();











baseTemp = baseTemp * 0.95;
}
Listing 6.32: XL code for getting the local optimum and calculating delta for checking
probability condition
Chapter 7
The Result of Model and
Simulation
7.1 Rice Plant Morphology Comparisons
The constructed rice plant model produces several important data and information. Two
graphical informations about leaf length and width (in full growth) of four Indonesian
rice varieties that have been successfully produced by the constructed model are delivered
by Figures 7.1 and 7.2. The graphs in Figure 7.1 say that the variety Fatmawati has the
longest maximum length of leaf, where the leaf rank number four from the top is the
longest leaf [104] [167]. Figure 7.2 shows that the variety Fatmawati also has the widest
leaves in every leaf rank. Indeed, these graphs were derived from the main empirical data
[146], especially taking into account the maximum leaf length and width, by using [189]
model (especially equations 6.1 upto 6.8, please see the subsection 6.1.1.1) and fitting
several parameters, such as daily temperature, coefficients a1 and a2, the coefficient of
final leaf length, etc. The fitting process was done to produce the model of ”normal
shape” of four Indonesian rice plants based on the empirical data that we have.
Furthermore, the variety Fatmawati has the longest internode at every internode rank
as well. Figure 7.3 shows the internode length for each rank at the main stem of four
Indonesian rice varieties. This information is produced by running the model in full
growth simulation. The sum of all internode lengths is equal to the maximum length of
the stem. For the length of the stem, the variety Fatmawati also has the longest stem
both at the day of the end of the vegetative phase and after finishing growth (see Figure
7.4). Those curves were obtained from the empirical data [146] by using the model in
equation (6.28) and fitting the parameter ”internode coefficient” (see subsection 6.1.2.1).
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Figure 7.1: Graph of the leaf length at the main stem of four Indonesian rice varieties
Figure 7.2: Graph of the leaf width at the main stem of four Indonesian rice varieties
Figure 7.3: Graph of the internode length at the main stem of four Indonesian rice
varieties
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Figure 7.4: Graph of the length of the main stem of four Indonesian rice varieties
(after vegetative phase and after finishing growth)
Furthermore, the model also successfully produces the total leaf area at the main stem of
four Indonesian rice varieties both after the vegetative phase and after finishing growth
(Figure 7.5). Here, the graphs also shows that the variety Fatmawati has the widest leaf
area.
Figure 7.5: Graph of the leaf area at the main stem of four Indonesian rice varieties
(after vegetative phase and after finishing growth)
Moreover, based on the empirical data (Table 3.1), the projected view of the simulated
3d-structure of four Indonesian rice plant varieties is shown in Figure 7.6. It shows the
vegetative green organ only (stems and leaves), but in after finishing growth. It can be
seen here that the variety Fatmawati is the highest one, it has the longest stem actually,
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although it does not have the longest growth duration. The Figure also displays that
the variety Inpari 9 is the lushest one, because it has the most productive tillers and leaf
numbers. In addition, Figure 7.7 presents the histogram of relative accumulated light
interception (RALI) of those four Indonesian rice varieties. Here, the Figure 7.7 shows
that the variety Inpari 9 has the highest light interception (at the end of the vegetative
phase).
Figure 7.6: Schematic view of the model for four Indonesian rice pant varieties (after
finishing growth). (A) Variety Dodokan (B) Variety Fatmawati (C) Variety Inpari 9
(D) Variety Ciherang
Figure 7.7: Histogram of Relative accumulated light interception (RALI) of four
Indonesia rice varieties (at the end of the vegetative phase)
7.2 Sensitivity Analysis
Relative accumulated light interception (RALI) is an indicator to see the result of the
sensitivity analysis for the 15 parameters which we selected at first for optimization and
6 additional parameters of plant structure before they are used in the optimizing process.
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In this analysis, the variety Dodokan is exemplarily used as an object, and the assumed
value of each variety Dodokan’s parameter is an assumed value used in the simulation
to model the ”normal shape Dodokan” rice plant.
For the first parameter “starting day to bend” (Figure 7.8), the result indicates that if
the leaves start to bend earlier, the plant will absorb more light; even though its pattern
occurs in a narrow range of values (see Figure 7.8A). The graph is not purely linearly
decreasing (see the detailed plot with rescaled y-axis in Figure 7.8B), it is probably
affected by self-shadowing; as the light is not only coming from one point.
Figure 7.8: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”starting day to
bend”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed view.
The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 1.
Figure 7.9: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”leaf chord angle”.
(A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed view. The
assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 70o.
The result of sensitivity analysis for the second parameter “leaf chord angle” (Figure
7.9) produces an increasing rugged graph pattern (see Figure 7.9B) but it happens
in a small range of RALI values (Figure 7.9A). A different pattern is exhibited by the
third parameter ”stem diameter”, it strongly affects the RALI linearly (see Figure 7.10);
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where the plant that has the larger diameter of stem will absorb much more light. This
is reasonable, since the green organ stem with a larger diameter has a wider area. In
addition, a fluctuating and declining trend in a narrow range occurs in the result of the
sensitivity analysis for the fourth parameter “leaf bending coefficient” (Figure 7.11).
Figure 7.10: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”stem diameter”.
(A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed view. The
assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 0.0022m.
Figure 7.11: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”bending coeffi-
cient”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed view.
The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 0.40.
The intercepted light value (RALI) grows nearly linearly in line with the increase of the
“primary tiller angle” (see Figure 7.12). This is the result of the fifth parameter sensi-
tivity analysis, although the increase takes place in a tight range. A similar graph shape
also appears in the result of the sensitivity analysis for the next parameter “secondary
tiller angle” (see Figure 7.13). A similar chart form but in a much wider range appears
as well in the sensitivity analysis result of both parameters “primary tiller number” and
”secondary tiller number” (Figure 7.14 and 7.15). This indicates that a rice plant with
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more tillers, that consequently has more green organs, will be able to intercept much
more light.
Figure 7.12: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”primary tiller
angle”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed view.
The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 45o.
Figure 7.13: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”secondary tiller
angle”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed view.
The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 25o.
The results of the sensitivity analysis for the parameters “internode number of primary
tillers” (Figure 7.16) and ”internode number of secondary tillers” are similar to each
other (Figure 7.17). They increase linearly in the first few values and remain constant
then. However, a little wider range appears in the result of the analysis for the parame-
ter ”internode number of secondary tillers”. On the other hand, although a much wider
range occurs in the result of the sensitivity analysis for the parameter “stem length coef-
ficient”, an increasing pattern also is the result of the analysis for both parameters “stem
length coefficient” and “length proportion leaf/stem”. However, the light interception
values increase linearly and smoothly (see Figure 7.18) and with fluctuations (see Figure
7.19) respectively.
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Figure 7.14: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”primary tiller
number”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed
view. The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 4.
Figure 7.15: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”secondary tiller
number”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed
view. The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 7.
An increasing graph pattern occurs as well in the sensitivity analysis result for the
parameter “width/length proportion of leaf” (Figure 7.20). A higher proportion here
means that the plant has a wider leaf. It is realistic that a plant with wider leaves will
be able to intercept more light. Indeed, the graph pattern of the sensitivity analysis
result of the parameter “width/length proportion of leaf” seems ready constant (Figure
7.20A), however the increasing pattern can be seen clearly through the narrower range
view in Figure 7.20B. Finally, a fluctuating graph pattern, within a very restricted range
of values, occurs in the sensitivity analysis result for both parameters “delta chord angle”
(Figure 7.21) and “phyllotaxy angle” (Figure 7.22). The narrower range views in Figure
7.21B and 7.22B can be used to get a clearer view of the fluctuating graph pattern of
the analysis result for both parameters “delta chord angle” and “phyllotaxy angle”.
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Figure 7.16: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”internode number
of primary tillers”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more
detailed view. The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 9.
Figure 7.17: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”internode number
of secondary tillers”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more
detailed view. The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 7.
The second sensitivity analysis has been done for the six additional parameters. The
first parameter “vegetative days” affects the RALI values growing linearly (see Figure
7.23). This is rational, a plant with a larger number of vegetative days can accumulate
more light. In the next graph, the RALI curve grows in the first values, but stays
constant then. This happens in the result of the sensitivity analysis for the parameter
“internode coefficient” (Figure 7.24). For the next two parameters “final leaf length
coefficient” and “leaf length coefficient a1” (Figure 7.25 and 7.26), they give a little
effect (small range of values) on the light interception actually, but the trend is increasing
with some fluctuations. This phenomenon also occurs in the last two parameters “leaf
width coefficient Wa and Wc” (Figure 7.27 and 7.28) analysis, but with a more smooth
behaviour. They give a growing effect for RALI, but in a small range of values.
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Figure 7.18: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”stem length
coefficient”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed
view. The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 1.0.
Figure 7.19: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”length proportion
of leaf/stem”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed
view. The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 0.65.
Figure 7.20: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”width/length
proportion of leaf”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more
detailed view. The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 0.022.
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Figure 7.21: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”delta chord angle”.
(A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed view. The
assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 0o.
Figure 7.22: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”phyllotaxy angle”.
(A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed view. The
assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 180o.
Figure 7.23: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”vegetative days”.
(A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed view. The
assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 51 days.
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Figure 7.24: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”internode coeffi-
cient”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed view.
The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 0.8286.
Figure 7.25: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”final leaf length
coefficient”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed
view. The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 78.09.
Figure 7.26: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”leaf length coef-
ficient a1”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed
view. The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is 0.04.
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Figure 7.27: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”leaf width coef-
ficient Wa”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed
view. The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is -0.0104.
Figure 7.28: Graph of the sensitivity analysis result for parameter ”leaf width coef-
ficient Wc”. (A) The graph view in a complete range. (B) The graph in more detailed
view. The assumed value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan is -0.0541.
7.3 Test of the Radiation Model
7.3.1 Experiment on the Number of Rays
An experimental modification of the parameter ”number of rays” of our model ”skylight”
was conducted to see the consistency of the result (the value of light interception) and
the runtime of the model. Table 7.1 shows the result of the light interception value (in
relative value) through six types of rays number, and the result is graphically delivered
by Figure 7.29. The result says that the number of rays 1.00E+06 has the most constant
value of light interception. The correction factor (CF ) in Table 7.1 was calculated by
dividing the maximum mean with the current mean. It is used as a multiplier factor of
the result if the current number of rays is chosen to be used. In addition, the experiment
result of model runtime can be seen in Figure 7.30.
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Number of rays
1.0E+2 1.0E+3 1.0E+4 2.5E+4 5.0E+4 7.5E+4 1.0E+5 1.0E+6
Mean 8.1E-3 1.7E-2 2.6E-1 3.8E-1 7.0E-1 8.3E-1 9.0E-1 9.9E-1
Var. 5.1E-5 1.6E-4 1.5E-3 1.6E-3 1.4E-3 9.9E-4 4.4E-4 2.9E-5
Std. 7.2E-3 1.3E-2 3.9E-2 4.0E-2 3.8E-2 3.1E-2 2.1E-2 5.4E-3
CF. 12 5.7 3.8 2.6 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.0
Table 7.1: The experiment result of the effect of the parameter ”number of rays” to
the light interception. ”Var.” is the variance, ”Std.” is the standard deviation, and
”CF.” is the correction factor.
Figure 7.29: Graph of the experiment result of the effect of the number of rays to the
light interception
Figure 7.30: Graph of the experiment result of the effect of the number of rays to the
model runtime
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7.3.2 Direct and Diffuse Light
One cluster of our constructed model is the skylight model. It can simulate the be-
haviour of sun and sky based on selected time and geographical position on earth, such
as sun movement and power density of direct and diffuse light. Figure 7.31 shows the
graph of the sun and sky light power density (in an average relative value) per hour in a
day. It is produced by defining the first day in a year for the parameter ”day” and -7 for
the parameter ”latitude”, where the latitude -7 is describing the geographical position
of Indonesia. The behaviour of sun and sky is similar along the year throughout whole
Indonesia. And based on the graph in Figure 7.31, the sun and sky shine (producing the
light power) in 13 hours a day, with the highest light power reached at 12 o’clock a.m.
Figure 7.31: Graph of sun and sky light power densities, in average relative value per
hour in a day
7.4 Optimization Results
Simulated annealing (SA) is one of five optimization methods that we successfully con-
structed and embedded into our constructed model. Particularly in our research case,
based on several previous experiments, SA often showed a good capability to get the op-
timal value [163]; thus we assumed that SA is the proper method to be used in our main
research experiment. Here, finally SA was used as a main method in optimizing a rice
plant’s capability in intercepting the light. Through two optimization processes starting
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from the existing morphologies (of four Indonesian rice varieties), the new morphological
shape of the rice plant that optimally absorbs the light was successfully obtained.
By using 15 selected parameters and letting the others fixed to their variety-specific
values, the first experiment generated the optimal shape of each rice variety (Figure
7.32). The graph shows that the the variety Inpari 9 has the optimal intercepted light,
and each variety’s optimal shape has better light interception compared to its natural
shape (Figure 7.33). The optimal variety Inpari 9 can reach the optimal light with
the parameter combination: starting day to bend = 5, basic leaf chord angle = 68o,
stem diameter = 0.0042m, bending coefficient (p) = 0.44, primary tiller angle = 31o,
secondary tiller angle = 20o, primary tiller number = 8, secondary tiller number = 9,
number of internodes of primary tiller = 10, number of internodes of secondary tiller =
9, stem length coefficient = 1.33, length proportion of leaf/stem = 0.62, width/length
proportion of leaf = 0.032, delta chord angle = 1.99o, and phyllotaxy angle = 134o.
Figure 7.32: Optimal shape of the rice plant for each variety
Figure 7.33: Graphical comparison of the normal shape and the optimized shape for
each variety w.r.t. light interception
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In the second optimization, only the six additional parameters were modified. Based on
this optimization process, the visual appearance of the plant did not change significantly,
but an increase of light interception by 14.59% was achieved (with the combination of
six additional parameters that have been achieved: vegetative age = 60 days, internode
coefficient = 0.80, final leaf length coefficient = 62.0, leaf length coefficient a1 = 0.07,
leaf width coefficient Wa = -0.0097, and leaf width coefficient Wc = 0.3), primarily due
to modified leaf dimensions. Further investigations with a higher number of modified










Talking about the optimization method ”simulated annealing” that we used in the virtual
experiments, indeed it is a probabilistic method for obtaining the global optimum of an
objective function ([15], [26], [82]); however, in high-dimensional, fire-grained parameter
space, the global optimum can not be known exactly. In our study, approximately
there are more than 1.1 × 1021 and 8.4 × 105 possibilities of parameter combination
respectively in the first and second optimization process. Under this condition, the
obtained optimum value of the objective function does not indicate that it is the global
optimum. In addition, due to the long model run-time we successfully executed the
model only in five repetitions. In one repetition, the model is only able to scan ”2 ×
number of parameters × 17” possibilities of parameter combination; here, the value 2
indicates two neighbours of each parameter and the value 17 indicates the number of loop
executions for one repetition with the parameters ”base temperature” 100o, ”optimum
temperature” 40o, and ”adjusting multiplier” 0.95.
Furthermore, because of a lot of possibilities of parameter combinations, and also be-
cause of the technical characteristics belonging to the method ”simulated annealing”,
the process of optimal value seeking can get stuck in one area of local optimum with
a parameter combination describing a specific characteristic of the rice plant structure.
There is the possibility that the ”proposed” optimal shape of the rice plant has a differ-
ent shape compared with the ”natural” shape; although, we have technically defined all
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involved parameters based on references and empirical data ([13], [69], [72], [105], [146],
[155], [183], [189]).
Regarding another important issue of the model, the mechanism of leaf bending, we
proposed a simple leaf bending model. We used several geometrical parameters such
as leaf chord angle, leaf length, and leaf tip position (please see Figures 6.5 and 6.6).
The direction and quantity of leaf bending depend on the bending coefficient (p), where
it can be calculated by dividing parameter H with a half of leaf length. This part of
our study is similar with [187]. They evaluated the degree of rice leaf bending by using
p-type Fourier descriptors, specifically for the rice sprout leaf bending. However, what
[116] conducted is different. [116] used the factor leaf-weight for realizing a bending
mechanism. They also implemented it as part of the general morphology of the maize
leaf.
Based on the virtual experiment of our study, three from four optimized varieties have
erect leaves (see Figure 7.32). This result is in line with the statement from [104]. They
said that one of commonly required leaf characteristics in contemporary rice breeding is
erect form. However [143] concluded differently, in their research they concluded that
the leaves of an erect canopy receive lower irradiance than the leaves of a prostrate
canopy.
In addition, to produce the erect leaf, it should be smaller and shorter [104]; however
our experiment result said that the optimal plant has longer and wider leaves. The
values 0.62 and 0.032 for parameters ”length proportion of leaf/stem” and ”width/length
proportion of leaf” respectively indicate that the leaves are longer and wider. By using
equation (6.29), the current leaf length is 0.67m, it means that the optimized leaf length
is 34.96% longer than the natural maximum leaf length (0.49m). In addition, by using
equation (6.31), the current leaf width is 0.021m, it means that the optimized leaf width
is 64.11% wider than the natural maximum leaf width (0.013m).
8.1.2 Comparison with Other Study
Improving the capacity of photosynthesis is envisaged as one of the approaches to in-
crease the productivity of crop plants [100] [188]. The challenge how to identify a new
ideal type of canopy of a plant that can get a higher capacity in photosynthesis is one
thing to study deeper. To do so, [149] developed a model of a canopy by considering
three components: a canopy architectural model, a forward ray tracing algorithm, and a
steady-state biochemical model of photosynthesis. This study used the variety of Indica
rice Teqing that has been planted in Beijing in June 2009 (in 150 days) as a research ob-
ject. The parameters considered to define the plant structure are the number of tillers,
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the number of leaves, leaf base height, leaf length, leaf width, leaf angle, and leaf curva-
ture. The simple view of a single rice tiller (a), leaf (b), and leaf length and width (c)
from this study is shown in Figure 8.1. Also, the single 3-d plant (a) and several plants
(b) with 14 tillers are displayed in Figure 8.2.
Practically, they developed a model for simulating the light distribution in a canopy by
using their canopy architecture model as an input. Three types of light (direct, diffuse
and scattered) are simulated here. The value of photosynthetic photon flux density
(PPFD) can be predicted by using the forward ray tracing algorithm. Especially for
transmitted and reflected light rays, they are technically traced by using a Monte Carlo
approach similar to ones.
As part of the result of this paper, a framework for designing an ideal crop architecture
in gaining an optimal canopy CO2 uptake rate (Ac) under climate condition changes
was proposed. Manipulations of stem height, leaf width, and leaf angle can affect the
canopy photosynthesis. By combining the detailed light environment in a canopy with a
steady-state biochemical model of C3 photosynthesis, the daily total canopy CO2 uptake
rate can be simulated.
Figure 8.1: Simple view of single rice tiller (a), rice leaf (b), and leaf length and width
(c) [149]
Essentially, several things what [149] conducted are similar to what we did, such as the
research objective which is to find the ideal type of canopy and the usage of a Monte
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Figure 8.2: A simple 3-d single rice plant (a) and several rice plants (b) with 14 tillers
[149]
Carlo approach in ray tracing. However, what we achieved is dissimilar in several parts.
They calculated the specific value of canopy CO2 uptake rate to find the optimal rice
canopy; on the other hand, we use only the light interception calculation. However, we
not only calculated the light intercepted by leaves, but also by stem organs.
As research object, they used only one type of rice variety in doing virtual experiments,
but they conducted some experiments in several plants; while we used four rice varieties,
although we only conducted the virtual experiments in a single plant of each variety.
Moreover, to see the influence of canopy photosynthesis, [149] changed three parameters
in their sensitivity analysis with three or six fixed values of each parameter; in contrast,
we used fifteen selected architectural parameters. Furthermore, we recommended an
optimal shape of the plant by interpolating the rice plant shape in each variety and also
among varieties (to propose a “new variety” plant shape). Due to the large number of
possibilities in finding the optimum shape, we applied five types of optimization models
to approximate global optima.
Regarding the sensitivity analysis, we used this analysis before we interpolated the
new optimum shape of the plant. We did it by using one (variety Dodokan) of four
rice varieties we studied. [149] did this analysis to see the influence of the changes of
several parameters on canopy photosynthesis (Ac becomes the analysis indicator), they
conducted their analysis in three or six different combinations of CO2 and temperature.
On the other hand, we did it to see the effect of the value changes of fifteen parameters
on light interception, where the relative accumulated light interception (RALI) becomes
the analysis indicator. CO2 and temperature regime were not changed in our study.
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Figure 8.3: Predicted influence of stem length on canopy photosynthesis in three
different combinations of CO2 and temperature [149]
Figure 8.4: The effect of internode coefficient on relative accumulated light intercep-
tion (RALI), from our study. The fitted value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan
(our research object used in the analysis) is 0.8286.
Figure 8.5: Predicted influence of leaf width on canopy photosynthesis in three dif-
ferent combinations of CO2 and temperature [149]. ”Relative leaf width” is a factor to
be multiplied with the current leaf width.
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For the parameter “stem length”, [149] got the result of a curve pattern like in Figure
8.3. They conducted it in three different combinations of CO2 and temperature. The
result shows that the value of Ac increases in the first stem lengths, and remains constant
then. A similar pattern occurs with the effect of “internode coefficient” changes on light
interception that we obtained, it is shown by Figure 8.4. The result was that the values
of RALI grow linearly in the first values and stay constant then. In addition, with the
parameter “leaf width”, based on the sensitivity analysis, [149] got a curve pattern like
in Figure 8.5; the values of Ac increase slowly, but go down for the last several values.
Oppositely, we conducted a similar sensitivity analysis of the “proportion width / length
of leaf”, and the result (Figure 8.6) displays that the values of RALI increase linearly.
Finally, for the sensitivity analysis of “leaf angle”, the [149] result of the first three
experiments (from a canopy with low LAI) presents that Ac slowly increases (from a
canopy with high LAI); but in the next other three experiments, the pattern of the Ac
curve is relatively fluctuating (Figure 8.7). Based on our analysis, the curve pattern
of the effect of “leaf chord angle” to light interception is fluctuating with an increasing
trend (Figure 8.8), similar to the pattern in the first three experiments from [149]. [149]
obtained their results (Figure 8.3, 8.5, 8.7) from a virtual canopy consisting of 64 rice
plants, whereas our results came from a single virtual rice plant (Figure 8.4, 8.6, 8.8).
Figure 8.6: The effect of width/length proportion of leaf on relative accumulated light
interception (RALI), from our study. The fitted value for this parameter of the variety
Dodokan (our research object used in the analysis) is 0.022.
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Figure 8.7: Predicted influence of leaf angle on canopy photosynthesis in six different
combinations of CO2 and temperature [149]. The leaf angle used by [149] is not the
chord angle, but the angle under which the leaf emerges from the main stem.
Figure 8.8: The effect of leaf chord angle on relative accumulated light interception
(RALI), from our study. The fitted value for this parameter of the variety Dodokan
(our research object used in the analysis) is 70o.
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8.2 Conclusion
Functional-structural plant modelling and GroIMP are respectively a methodology and
modelling platform software that we used in constructing our model. There are three
clusters of the model that we have successfully constructed. Those model clusters are the
rice plant, skylight, and optimization. The cluster “rice plant” simulates the morphology,
growth, and development of an individual above-ground rice plant. The vegetative
organs (leaves, stem, and tillers) are the green organs that are modeled through this
model cluster. Practically, the first model cluster implements the functional-structural
model of four Indonesian rice varieties based on empirical data.
Furthermore, based on the Indonesian geographical condition, the model cluster “sky-
light” models the sun movement and intensity of both direct and diffuse light. The
interconnection between the model clusters rice plant and skylight enables the model
to calculate the amount of light that can be intercepted by green organs of the plant,
especially during the vegetative phase (here, the amount of the intercepted light, put in
relation to its maximum, is called relative accumulated light interception or RALI). And
then, the third model cluster “optimization” that consists of five types of optimization
model (full factorial design, simple random sampling, Latin hypercube sampling, hill
climbing and simulated annealing) is able to optimize the 3-d structure of the rice plant
in intercepting the light. Here, the light intercepted by green organs of an individual
rice plant during the vegetative phase is the objective function of the optimization.
Fifteen structural parameters of the plant are involved in our first optimization approach.
The sensitivity analysis of those parameters can show the gradual effects on light inter-
ception based on stepwise small changes of parameter values. By using the optimization
model “simulated annealing” and through interpolating the empirical values of param-
eters, the predicted optimal morphological shape of the plant for each variety can be
rationally produced. The optimization model “simulated annealing” was chosen as an
appropriate model to implement, because it has obtained the global optimum many
times in several more simple experiments.
The next six parameters that describe the general plant structure are also treated by
using sensitivity analysis. And a second optimization and interpolating process has been
conducted as well. Based on this second optimization and interpolating processes, the
new optimal shape of a rice plant can be proposed. This shape does not only describe
the new form of plant, but also proposes a new combination of values of parameters that
is not related to one single specific variety.
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The recommended new optimal shape of the rice plant is characterized by the first 15
structural parameters and the second 6 parameters. Those values of all parameters are
delivered below:
1. Starting day to bend = 5
2. Leaf chord angle = 68o
3. Stem diameter = 0.0042m
4. Bending coefficient (p) = 0.44
5. Primary tiller angle = 31o
6. Secondary tiller angle = 20o
7. Number of first-order tillers = 8
8. Number of second-order tillers = 9
9. Internode number of first-order tiller = 10
10. Internode number of second-order tiller = 9
11. Stem length coefficient = 1.33
12. Length proportion of leaf / stem = 0.62
13. Width / length proportion of leaf = 0.032
14. Delta chord angle = 1.99o
15. Phyllotaxy angle = 134o
16. Vegetative days = 60 days
17. Internode coefficient = 0.84
18. Final length coefficient = 62.0
19. Leaf length coefficient a1 = 0.07
20. Leaf width coefficient Wa = -0.0097
21. Leaf width coefficient Wc = 0.3
Based on the final experiment, the optimized shape of four Indonesian rice varieties can
reach RALI value 0.875 (on average), it is much higher than the RALI average value of
four Indonesian varieties in normal shape (0.412). This might suggest that there is a big
opportunity to increase the capability of Indonesian rice plants in intercepting light.
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8.3 Further Works
Indeed, parameters representing nitrogen and water content have been defined in the
model. Specifically in the model cluster “rice plant”, two parameters “leaf-water con-
tent” and “leaf-nitrogen content” were defined as floating point parameters; where they
respectively mean the water and nitrogen content of the leaf. These parameters will
possibly be involved in the optimization process in further work.
Moreover, in this study we conducted the sensitivity analysis for each single parameter
we used in the optimization process. The sensitivity analysis for the combination of two
or three parameters should be done in further work. The analysis result will be able to
deliver more fruitful information, because interaction effects of several parameters will
then be taken into account.
Regarding the experiment, more repetitions of the optimization process can increase the
possibility to reach the global optimum value of light interception; although, the run
time of the model will be a specific challenge in the optimization experiments. In this
research, we only conducted five and two repetitions for the first and second optimization
processes respectively.
Defining other objective functions also can be done to extend the study, such as the yield
optimization for a single or several rice plants. In the research field in plant breeding
as well, the aspect of the biological realizability of the theoretically-optimal shape of
a rice plant is one interesting further work to do. Possibly some parameters which we
used in our study can not be changed independently of each other because of genetical
or biophysical reasons.
Regarding the leaf bending mechanism, as has been mentioned in the part Discussion,
the leaf-weight factor that is tightly related with gravity is an important parameter to
be considered. The inclusion of a proper, physically-based model of plant biomechanics
would be a promising next step to enable the involvement of the leaf-weight factor and
to get a more realistic representation of the trade-off between light-interception capacity
and the costs for mechanical support of the plant organs.
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